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Flumposnr.. pc)sinE DE COMPAGNE - POSTA DI CAMPO. -
A quick look at the Fieldpost of Switzerland.

By FELIX GANZ

A gentle question by our editor concerning "Field Poet Cancels" haa.-
prompted me to attempt to give here information on some aspects of Swiss Field-
poet operations* but the following notes are quite incomplete and by no means
a thorough study of the topic. They might, however, serve as a starter for a
more serious study, after additional facts become known through co-operation by
members of our Society.

Swiss fieldpost operations seem to have begun in earnest at the sLart
of the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 ) because at that time the Swiss PTT issued

seemingly for the first time .4-- postal stationery (postal cards and
envelopes) for the use of those Swiss militia units which served at the borders.
A woefully incomplete list of these items is contained in the Fifth Edition of
Z M5t n' Post 1 St t y Oataloree (1965; p.109 ff,), reprinted unchanged
from the Fourth Edition because the interest in these items is minimal in
Switzerland, since they have no imprinted stamps, nor stamps affixed, nor special
cancellations. They are NOT easy to come by, though, but they brighten any
fieldpont collection because of their lively colours. The author of this article
(who by the way was a member of the editorial board of the above named catalogue
and who concurred in not extending the listing of these items at that time) has
in his collection several cards and envelopes from the 3.870 period, as well as
of the years following, in many differing sizes, such est'

Lnvelopest

1. 142 x 73 mm. bluish paper; diagonal laid;
"Eidgenbssische Grenzbesetzung,

Feldpost" and cross in halo of rays on front,
'top; as well as Eidg. Feldpost on back flap.
(Grenzbesetzung = Manning of the border): used

from the field to his home. (Fig. 1).



Service postal militaire. Eidgeniissische FeMpost.    

2. 162 x

3. 190 x

4. 151 x

107 mm.

119 mn.

97 mra.

yellow paper, diagonal lai 

• 

text as above; use as above.

whitish paper, wove; text and use as
,

pinkish wove paper; .:text top/ Service postal militaire",

rayed cross, "Eidgentesische Feldpost" at top; below it pre-

printed address lines for name, rani, service category, and

exact unit of militiaman. At left name of (civilian) sender;

at bottom addressing instructions in German and French; used

from home to the soldier in the field. -(Fig. 2).
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5. 170 x 118 mm, li ght manilla yellow; similar to previous item, but inscription
in Gorman, French and Italian, with Federal cross in 12-pointed

halo of rays. Printing dates: "FP. No. 15 50,000. SL3.IX.89."
at right. Used from home to the soldier in the field.

This last-named envelope already dates from the post-war period, when Swis
s

soldiers had to fulfill their military obligations by serving ar annual or
 bi-annual

'repeater course', after they had had basic training at age twenty 
in a ' Recruits

School', of varying length, this initial service unually being taken and given in
one cf the many militia barracks around the country (Caserne/caserna).

Fig.
2.

Fieldpoet postal cards were
postal card known to this writer (and

use from home to the serviceman (Pip.

also issued; but the earliest Swiss fieldpost
to the cataloguers) dates from 1889 and is for
3). Intriguing in all this is that the

writer has
never seen
a USED copy •
of any of
theme items,
but never-

Feldpostkarte. -- Carte postale militaire.

Cartolina postale rnilitare.
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FELDPOST (Continued)

of such letters, but only arrival marks on the back if they were mailings from
the field to the home, or that both types of stationery from and to the field
were cancelled with the regular date or straightline obliterations of the next
civilian post office.

This assumption is prompted by two observations: one is in the form
of a letter of 1847, mailed during the "Sonderbund" internal Swiss War of 1847
by an "occupation force", Protestant faction soldier from Mrich to his sweet-
heart at home in Wrich, and posted in "occupied" Catholic Luzern. The folded,

private letter chest bears the MS free-frank "MilitAr-Dienst" at lower left and
is cancelled with the regular, red double circle of the Luzern cantonal postal
administration of that time (F 4). The other observation is a more

indirect one from
the 1870 period,
It concerns the
special labels
issued for the use
by the French troops
that fled to and were
interned in Switzer-
land. The pinkish
labels, listed by
Zumstein as No. 1
among the Franchise
stamps, were only
rarely cancelled, and
a footnote in the
Specialised Zumstein
(p. 556, 1968 Edition)
states that "accord-
ing to postal direct-

. ions these labels
were not to be can-
celled by post officer.

g. 4. Nevertheless, there
exist pieces which

were cancelled either by mistake, or from habit.  Proper use is indicated by
posting and arrival marks, as well as from the absence of postage due markings."

This, in short, provides the starting point for another observation.
All soldiers' mail, to and from home (and to military agencies if the soldier
needed to communicate with a military agency while a civilian, as well as all mail
from military agencies and command units) was "free frank" mail and needed no
postage stamps. The only exception to this free-frank privilege concerns special
service mail, such as registry or special delivery, where the serviceman, or the
military agency posting it, is required to affix stamps for the amount of the cost
of the special service only, but not for the basic letter or card rate.  This
explains why, especially in the World War II period, military cancellations are
found on Swiss postage stamps, legitimately. Illegitimate use of fieldpoet
cancels on Swiss stamps also occur, often as a favor, because such cancelling is
not outright illegal, but serves no purpose except that of creating an oddity
for philatelic purposes and gain;

Proceeding to fieldpost cancellations proper, or military cancellations
in a more general way, every reader-of this article should look at the old Andrea
& Emmenegger "Handbook" on pages 425, 582 end 797 ff.  There are pictured and

MI LITAIRDIENST EIDGSELDPOST LUZ ER t\1
C S

Fig. 5.
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FELROST (Continued)

listed a number of early
(pre-1882) military . post-
marks, all very scarce
or rare except perhaps
one or two that can be
found, on mail. Nowt of
the are from military
administrations,
batallion H.Q., or from ,-
barracks mail (Figs. 5 &
6: with proper credit to
Andres & Emmenegger).
Many of these markings
are not true fieldpost
pancellativa, but rather
marks of origin, much
akin to business stamps
or Corner cards of that
period, thus rather ind-
icating the sender than
serving as a postmark.
But sinceall this rail
was not subject to postage,
some of it may not bear a
dated postmark either,
thus leaving the military
marking ar the only
"cancellation" on the
front of the letter or
card.

The cds cancell-
ations, found since 1874
on all norts of mail,
should be specially dis-
cussed here, because
unscrupulous or ignorant
dealers and buyers might
palm it off or consider
it a military cancell-
ation; thia concerns the 2c)'2

circular date strike
reading 'TERM CASEHNEe,
(Fig, 7). This is NOT a

2913

Fig. 6. (As A& Hdbk, p. 424)
military c;kr— ilation, but rather that of the regular post office Thun 2, located
(to this day) immediately adjacent to the Thun barrackr, complex. However, this
p.o. is curious inasmuch as it ALSO services all military mail from the Thun
barracks; b ,Jt 1r1222 mails bear either a dateless, circular "Lidg. Militairschale
Thun", plun n Swiss cross; a cds "Thun -kaserne, Eide. MilitIrschulen" (Fig. 8)
or the like.

VLTBIA2 ISSMOL

Pro Juventute 1970

Fig. 8 - Yilitary p.o.

(To be continued)

Tao fo1lowin t7 fiFares are releaae] by the WTI

10 + 10 c. • • •

20 + 10 c. • 0 *

30 + 10 C. • • 0

50 + 20 c, • 0 •

14,392,000
14,372, M InclAing 310,219
12,501,000 booRlets

6,542,000



1972 New IssuE P RAMM Ert.
The PTT

17 February

announce the following issues in 19721

3 ecia Public Series I 4
121.40.

TCS/ACS,Road Relief 10 Rp.

125th Anniversary of SwIss Railways 20

50th Anniversary of Swiss Broadcasting 30

50th Congress of Swiss resident abroad 40 a.--

apteacial stamp - Pro Aera 1 2 + 1 Fr. 3,--

'Euroea (CUT) 2 30 Rp.

12 -.70

11 June 'Pro Patria' 4

Archaeological works of various 10 + 10 Rp.

epochs 20 + 10
30 + 10
49 + 20 1.50

21 September S eoi Series II 4

10 Rp.
20
30
40

1.80

10 + 10 Rp.
20 + 10
30 + 10
40 4- 20 41.0

The issue of new postal cards is also envisaged .

Full details of the PUBZICITT STOPS to be issued in February are as follows:

10 lip. TCS/A03 Road Re;ief. The two major motoring associations, the Touring
Club of Switzerland (TCS) and the Automobile Club

of Switzerland (ACS) are celebrating their 75th anniversaries - the TCS

in 1971 and the ACS in 1973. In order to spare postal users two jubilee

stamps commemorating the same event the two associations consented to the

issue of one stamp to mark the events. Relief on the roads, a major

concern of both clubs has been chosen an the subject.  Using a warning

triangle, a spanner and the minimum of wording, the artist  as Rudolf.

1,42,klarlx.,g of Bolligen, has succeeded in creating an attractive design.

Five colours: olive-brown/black/yellow/greyis-blue/red.

20 Rp. 12t„ . Annive ar e Swiss The endeavours to
set up a Swiss

Railway System date back to the thirties ans forties of the last century.

The first railway line in Switzerland the so-called 'Spanischbrotlibahn't

connecting Ulrich and Baden, was opened to traffic on 9 August 1847. It

was the first section of a railway line linking Ztrich to the German rail.

way system at Waldshut from where Basle could be reached.  Within a

comparatively short time the whole country was criss-crossed by a railway

network which , in spite of numerous technical and financial difficulties,

grew to be one of the densest on the European continent.  The stamp,

designed by the Berneee artist, Herbert Auchli, commemorates all Swiss

railway jubilees of this decade. It shows a modern switch table and

points to the rapid technical development of the railways and their efforts

to keep abreast of their competitors in transport.

lye colours: olive-green/blue/light blue/red/orange.

th A v d ast n " 't er d 1• On 14 February
1922 the

municipal council of Lausanne authorised the city to erect a transmitting

station on the Champ-de-l'Air for the requirements of air traffic. In

Civil Defence 10 Rp.

Swiss Alps - Spann8rter 20

Air Rescue Service 30
Protection of the Environment

Portrait Starnes 
Alberto Giacometti, 1901-1966
C. F. Ramuz, 1878.1947
Le Corbusier, 1887-1965
Albert Einstein, 1879-1955
Arthur Honegger, 1892-1955

1 December 'Fro Juventute' 4

Series on Roses

30
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May of the same year new and weather reports were broadcast over this
transmitter for the first time. This service was continued until on 22nd
August the first national transmitter of Switzerland - the third in Europe -
took up regular operation. Records were broadcast in the intervals
between flights, and this led to the foundatioe, at the beginning of 1923,
of a broadcasting company from which the 'Societ4 Romande do Radiodiffusion
eventually emerged. Other regional companies followed and on 24 February
1931 they were all amalganatedto form the 'swims Broadcasting Corporation,
which to-day also contro1 :3 televioion. The number of Swiss radio licence
holders is now nearing the 2 million mark, no compared with the 980
licences registered in 1923. The design, by Roland Hirter of Bern, shows
the proppation of waves over a sli ghtly stylized human face, symbolising
the close contact existing between the lietener and the broadcasting
corporation.

Two colours: bluish-red/orange.

To be held from 25-27
August 1972. To mark

the jubilee a epecial stamp will highlight the work done by Swiss citizens
all over the world, and their loyalty to the homeland.. The design, by .
Celestpo Piatti of Basle shows a gnarled tree trunk from which grow 5
boughs with a total of 22 leaves. The bouehs stand for the 5 continents
and the leaves for the 22 Cantons.

Four colours: light blue blue/green/light green/violet.

Printing,: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonde
Paper: thite with luminoue subetance, violet fibres
Stamp eize: 36 x 26 mm.
Form cylinders 2 sheets -(A. B) of 50 stamps each.

On the same day, 17th February, a special 'PRO ARC' stamp with additional
- 2 ?r. + 1 1

,
'r. = 3 er. - will be issued.

The two air traffic jubilees: '25 year of air traffic over the North
Atlantic' and '50 yearn of internmtional airmail services' will be marked by the
issue of this 'Fro Aero' etamp. WL of the net'proceede fror the surcharge will
go to the Pro Aero Foundation, to be used for the training of junior airmen, while
the remaining 20% is intended for the Swiss air rescue service.

, The stamp can be used for pre-
paying postage on any mail items end is
compulsory on mail carried on the special
flight Deneva-New York and Ceneveevia
Zilrich to Nuremberg, scheduled for the
months of May and June 1972 respectively.
The stamp, designed by-Burkard
Waltenspfil of Basle, shows a Jumbo Jet
and conveys the impression of a safe
intercontinental flight.
Pour coloure: blue/gree/red/black.
Printin7: 1rytcr7rrivure by Courvcisier
Parer hite, luminous, violet fibres
Star. siZe: 36 x 26 mm.
Fore cvlir!ler: 4 sheets (A,B,C,D)

20 stamps each.
Sheet margin: Jubilee details, route

table, : selline price.

50tje_22aeress of Swise Citizens residengjekrall.

jANUARY.1972

(USTOMS POSTMARKS
Excellent variety of strikes

on Cross & Figure, Standing

Helvetia and later issues.

A NEW FIELD

, FOR

SWISS COLLECTORS

There will be special commemorative
covers available for each of the Publicity
stamps and one for the set, and also for
the Pro Aero,'together with the usual
collection sheets and folders,

All - including the 'Pro Aero' - wil
use the same Fi rt Day cacellation:
' NM BERL - 17f

n
2172— :,,US(;ABI;TAG',

Sales , : From post offices and PTT
bureaux - Publicity issues to 30.9.72 and
'Pro Aero' to 31.7.72. .

Validity: Unlimited,

Singles and Multiples.

Priced approvals now

available.

HiblAaticher
' THE AMATEUR -COLLECTOR LTD.
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First of all I ieh to take tbie
opportunity to thank the very many
members who sent Chrintene Greetings -
too many to acknowledge individually,
but greatly valued end to everyore

-seed my sincere good wishes for 1972.
Also, on behalf of the Officers of

the Society to acknoeledre the maey
congratulatory letters following our
Silver Jubilee celebrations, which
should serve to keep es all on our toes
during the coming years.

A slight contretemps has arisen
following the AGM. You will recall it
was proposed that, as Secretary, Honor-
ary Life Membership should he coaferre
on me. However, on checking through
the Society's Rules, prior to ordering
a new printing, it was discovered that
Rule 6b states! "The Committee may at
ita . diecretion elect an Hon. President,
Hon, Vice-President(m) or Hon. Members,
who shall not be required to pay any
fee or subscription and shall net be
eligible to serve on the Committee."

Therefore, while greatly appreciat-
ing the proposed honour, it must be
withdrawn and I revert to being a fully
paid up meeber in order to continue to
serve the Society to the best of my
ability.

Passing to less personel matters,
there seems to be a big hold up in the
delivery of our 'Helvetia News Letter'
in both Canada and the U.S.A. May we
remind members, therefore, that - where
applicable - renewal subscriptions were
due on 1st January 1972 at the rate of
41.00 per year in Canada and $ 5.00 for
2 years in the U.S. Airmail postage
extra.

In 1971, owing to the postal strike
in Britain, the collection of subs was
rreatly delayed and it would be
appreciated if they could this time be
paid promptly to lessen the work an
correspondence involved.

Finally we are very pleased to
commence publication of the excellent
study on Swiss Military Mail by Dr. F.
Ganz - a new subject for our pages and
one that was requested by a - number Of
members.

UNITED NATIONS IF GENEVA

An additional value in the defini-
tive eeries was issued on 8th January
1972.

40 Rp. New Building of the U.N. in
Geneva Four colours: blue/ -
dk,green/lt.green/lt.brown,

Desienere Ole Hamann, Denmark
PrintAngs Heliogravure by Courvoisier

41 x 26 em.
Quantity: 3,500,000

The special cancellation shows a bird
with a letter against a globe and reads:
' 1211 GENEVE - 5.1.72 - Premier Jour -
Administration Postale des Nations Unies'.

SWISS  COLLECTUN FOR SALE 

Suitable for a medium collector:

Housed in a special DAVOS album with
eArlies including 1881 to 1 Fr. (mint);
Pro Juv. 1913-42, mostly comelete except
for 1915 (10c.) & 1916 (10c.). Many
later P.J. set* and other charity nets
including 1945 Pax mint to 60c. & 2 Fr.-
Strong in airmail iesues: 1919 (mint),
1922-25, 1924, 1932, 1935-37, 1944 and
1946. • Miniature sheets 1937 P.J. and
Sabra.

Catalogue value around £230 - for
ale at £55.

Will any interested member contact
direct Mr. A. W. Nethercott, 'Justin',
56, Worrin Road, Shenfield, Essex.

Handbook.' This is one of the heaviest
and. most valuable books in our Society
Library, for which registered postage i
essential amounting to something in the
order of 75p. for postage both ways.
e would not like any peeber to be faced
with this charge without being aware of
It in advance.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS 

London members are reminded that the
January meeting will be held at 151, Park
Road, N.W.8 as guests of Mr. H.L. Katcher.
Notification of attendance required in
advance please.

FSBRUARY MEETING! Bids for the
Postal Auction to be held. on 9th are
coming in but only somewhat slowly. Don't
leave it to the last minute, send in. new.

This experiment depends on your
co-operation and if the venture is not
reasonably sUccessful, it is 'unlikely to
be repeated.

R UNITED 3TATS MEMBERS 

Our member, Mr. H.F. Stone of theA word of warning must be givenen eithsev --.Ameriran Helvetia Society advises us thatregqrd to the reference to the Empenegger a New York Chapter of the Swiss American

Stamp Society SAOS) has been formed,
meeting at 8 p.m on. the last Thursday
of each month (except July & August) at
the Collectors' Club of New York,
22, E. 35th St., Now York. Annual dues

The Secretary-Treasurer is Dr. M.
chneck of 838, Pelhamdale, New Rochelle,And a reminder that more articles will N.Y. 10601 or further information is

be required for publication - and all Iootin nahle from the founder, Mr. H.E.contributions will be welcome. On Russel, 1058, Brookdale Avenue,E. RAWNsLEY Bayshore, N.Y. 11706.



Tnere wiii be
a new feature at
Stampex this year

a daily public
auction, eith the
proceeds donated to
the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund.

The material,

which will consist of one large mixed

lot each day, will be given by stand-

holders and, it is hoped, also by the
public. Items for inulusion should be
left with, or sent to the PTO Office at

the Horticultural Hall. Sales will be

at 6 p.m. each evening, witn viewing
until 5.30 p.m.

Lxoieition hours: ',on. coon - 8 pm.,

Tue.'11 am. pm., Wed. 11 am. - 7 pm.,
& Fri. 11 am. 8 Fa., Sat. 11 am

- 7 pa.

Admiesion: ron. 50p., other s 25p.
to S4.... then 15p. Children half price.

Season ticket 4:10:k.

Owing to lack of space the article
on the 'Standing Aelvetia' ha15 been
omitted this month but will be resumed
in the ieabruary issue.
••••••••n

Z U MSTEIN

The new, VAth Ldition of the

ZI14.1T 8 IN, SWITZERLAND/

LIECHTOBTEXN labl0WLEIDAL44A4
is now on sale ... • • • • • •

Price: 3.25 45g postage

Pleaae order from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW.

impiN SWIT,ZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1.972 

Handy pocket size: Price 40.70.

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG / JOURNAL
PHILAULI UE DE BERNE

Annual fees £1.60 ... always contains
interesting features for the

Switzerland specialist.

oOo - - - - 

For fine, first class stamps

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE

Send your Want List to

Zumstein
Propr. Bertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585 CH-3001 BERNE.

I GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A. Hoyle,
, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax

At the December eeeting, Dr. G.G.
chie of Harrogete entertained membera

with his extensive display of swiss Post-

a cre Due stamps & T markings. He explain-

ed the SilisS system of dealing with under-
paid letters and the postal regulations

operating at various times. He also des-

cribed the first issues of 1.378 and the

methods of identifying the two frame types,

upright & inverted, displaying the various

printings and colour changes together with

later changes in design. The display con-

cluded with a wealth of interesting covers

from many parts of the world showing a wide

variety of markings, labels and T marks.

- On January 1st Mr. R.W. Robertshaw

presented a paper and display of Swiss

Special Issues 1940-1970. He described

in detail the various issues from the

Agricultural steep of 1941 to the 1969

Portraits with a, separate section dealing

with the Europa stamps first issued in 1957.

All the stamps were featured in his display,

both mint and used, many in blocks and on

cover, with a large number of postcards

and photographs providing illustration.

Of particular interert was a study of thE
varieties found on the Swiss Railways

issue of 1947.

The next meeting,-on February 5th,

will have for subject the 'Cross & Figure

Issues' - Discussion Leader: Mr. L. Moore.

The start of a

NEW YEAR

and time to have a NEW Local at

your Collection ... to fill any
vacant spaces and to plan new

subjects for study.

I can supply almost any

stamps, mint or used, including the

ever-popular 'Pro Petrie' and 'Pro

Juventute' series, together, with

Miniature Sheets, Tete-beche &

se-tenant, Varieties etc.

If your interest is in covers

I have pre-stamp, First Day cancels,

special cancellations, first and

special flights, and so on.

Among the 'side-lines' are

Soldier stamps, railway cancellations,

postmarks ... to name only a few.

Write now for approval

selections or send Want Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, TorrishOlme,

M ORECAMB E,

Lancs.

STWEX
BMTAINSNATIONAL
STAMREMBITION

FEB. 28 - MAR. 4
ROYAL

HORTICULTURAL
HALL

Groyeoat & Elvetton
Streets

London S.W.1

DAUS FOR
D I A. A Y.
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FELDPOST-POSTE DE CAMPAGNE- POSTA DI CAMPO

A quick look at the Fieldpost of Switzerland.

by FELIX GANZ Part II. .

From about 1883 to the present day, dated and undated military postmarks and
cancellations came into general use. They are of a bewildering variety of sizes,
forms and shapes, and they reflect the wide variety of military services and units
existing in that small Alpine country which boasts that it can, in 24 hours,
mobilise 600400 men and have them at the borders, fully armed, because everyone,
to this day, keeps his uniform, personal military weapon and a basic stock of
ammunition at home.

The oldest circular date strike (cds) types seem to be those utilised by the
originally six, but later nine divisional fieldpost headquarters. Introduced in
the 1890s, they were used, without modification or only with slight changes,
right into World War II. Depending on the linguistic combination Of the
divisional unit,
the canceller's
legend is either
in German, French
or (rarely)
Italian (Fig. 9).
Variations in
size and form
are found short-
ly after the turn
of the century.
Of particular impressiveness is the large double circle with barred semicircles

(Fig. 10) used by some divisional units. Smaller dated and
barred double circles were in use
as well (Fig. 11). Mail with
Such divisional fieldpost markings
isprimarily mail from staff HQ:
but around 1900 most mail posted
by troops in the field, "in active
service", received the divisional
cds in addition to a unit rubber
stamp.

An example to this effect is
in Fig. 12, where next to the unit's dateless double
impression of the fourth divisions's fieldpost cds.

Fig. 10

shown
is an

Fig. 11

circle (Bat. 41) there
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A completely different type of

early military postmarks concerns the

barracks mails.

Most of these (with the exception

of Thun) use dateless double circles
or straightlines, and have been doing

so right to the present day, An
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FELDP(Xl, (Continued)

artillery unit 3)
appears at lower left
partly struck twice,
while in place of a
stamp we find at
upper right the free
frank indication
"Milittrnwt", over-
struck witk the civ-
ilian p.o. cds
"Purka-Fasshdhe".
Civilian p.o, mark-
ings seem to occur
with greater fre-
quency on "Repeater
Course" poldiere0
mails i.e. on
pieces posted liter-
ally "in the field"
during annual ser-
vice stints.

•.. It;62

Fig. 15

assortment of these cancellations (or better, posting marks) 
is shown in Fig. 16.

Most interesting is an early marking found on mail from the Zurich and
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(Above) Fig. 18

(Left) Fig. 19
(M = Nilitar)

uftpost"
avion

AflaA erea

St. Gallen barracks,
schools. It is 'a
double oval, in-
scribed "Eidgenft
sisches Kriegs-
Commissariat" (or
Icommissariat"
"Federal War
Commissary"). It
occurs both on in
land mail from
those places men-
tioned, as well
as on foreign
mail (which must
then be fully
franked, the
stamps in such
instances being
cancelled by
the next town's
cds). (Fig. 17).

Fig. 16

at times when there were in session sub-officer or officer
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In more
instances, mail to
a foreign country sent from a soldier in service at some barracks may be cancelled
by a dated or a dateless barracks strike (Figs. 18/19), but this is very common.
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(Above) Fig. 20

Fig. 23

Left) Fig. 21

• • These fieldpost collection
centers (of which cancellations
with bilingual text are known
up to number 41) came into
existence at the beginning of
World War I, as "rear p.o," and
mail collection eI2 1 Otstribution
facilities, actir.,:, -J iilLer-
mediaries be-
tween the
civilian post-
al system and
the military
unit field-
post system.
Early post-
marks of these
large fieldpostal
centers are found in varying
forma (Figs. 23/24); but by
1916 uniform double circles
without bars, open date
bridge, and Swiss cross at top
succeeded the early types
almost entirely, and these
double circles not only
remained in use until to-day,
but served as models for the
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POST
Cont.)

Equally
common are
other
dateless
fieldpost
cancell-
ations on
mail to a
foreign
country
(Figs.20/
21), with
the ex-
ception of
those from
the div-
isional
fieldpost
offices or
fieldpost
centers (Fig.
22) which have
complete
postal facil-
ities and act
as collecting
agencies for
mailings
abroad.

vsennaamoraiwoopswawarow aatememens.10

George Fawkes,
567 West 18th Avenue,

Vancouver, B. C.,
Canada

similar cds of most civilian Swiss p.o.s in the period from 1918 to 1966 (Fig, 25).

(To be continued)
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by Mrs. K. MacMAHON & M. E. CHAPMAN Part VII

1894 Continued
71 D 1_12Lt.....1111a

Colour Shades

(a) lilac 1894
b) lilac 1901 (clearer print) (e) reddish-lilac 1902

dark lilac 1897 

I.LE1E-12.1.112.

1. Obverse double print 2. Double control mark

Plate Flaws 

1. Typical dots: e.g. after V of HELVETIA, tinder F of Pr., in 3rd star'
left.

2. Vertical streak in upper left small value shield, diagonal streak
between 1 and Fr. in left small value shield, diagonal streak through
RA left, vertical coloured elongation of cross towards the bottom.

3. Two diagonal parallel lines through 6th star left and 3rd star right,
notch left from knee in oval (E2), indentation in right margin at
height of 2nd star.

4. Wavy colour line in upper margin from centre towards the right.
Worn Plates

1. Left or upper tip of the small value shield upper left defective.
2. Upper left of centre light; similarly with left star band.
3. Lighter in various places in oval.

Retouches 

10. Horizontal ltnes upper left of centre re-engraved, thickened.
2. Left centre margin horizontally retouched.
3. F of lover_Fr outlined in centre.
4. Engraver's retouch between spear ir1 head, similarly right of head.
5. Retouched. right from head and into right band.
6. Irregular fleck retouches left and right in Oval.
7. Upper left 1 Fr. improved.

72 D 3 Fr. . olive-brown 

C9lour Shades 
•

(a) yellowish olive-brown (unsharp (b) light brown (clearer print) 1904
print) 1901

,late Flaws 

1. So-called engraver's marks: Dot in N lower left (9,19.29.39.49,59,69.
79,89, and 99 stamp) or diagonal streak in the H.

2. Horizontal colour streak over feet of Helvetia.
3. Colourless triangle right in oval (C5).
4. Upper and lower right margins notched.

Worn Plates 

1. Light areas left or right of centre in the upper margin, similarly in
right margin.

2. Defect in upper right corner shield towards outer right (AB6) (2nd
stamp on half sheet).

3. Light in upper band, similarly in right band.
4. Light areas in different places in oval: left of foot, left of spear,

between spear and head, right of head, right of Helvetia, on the
chin (Helvetia with pointed beard).

5. Light areas in lower left corner or in lower value shield.

Retouches 

Re-engraving in a manner similar to that on No. 72A, on stamps with blurred
print.

1. Upper margin lines strongly improved (two different), similarly
improvement of lower left corner, horizontal retouch under lower 3 Fr.,
upper left centre and lines improved right of the top.

2. Oval background unevenly shaded or quite dark.
3. Similarly, but with vertical re-engraving lines. New engraver's

improvements on the stamps with clearer print.

(d) red-lilac (dark) 1900
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=DING HELVETIA. (Continued

4. Fine retouching in upper margin lines at top or completely passing
through.

). In the oval: fine vertical engraver's lines at the spear tip (02)
or between spear and head.

6. Crows-feet left of hand (short, vertical engraver's stro
ke) (D2).

7. Diagonal regular engraver's retouch left of the hand (Il
lus.)

8. Similarly in the right upper arm and vertical retouching
 in the oval

to the right of the arm.

9. More primitive improvements: streak left of spear hand, horizontally

puckered right of Helvetia. (To be continued)

MIDDLESEX FEDERATION CONVENTION MEMBERS: Rail=

We have been asked to advise our

members that the 22nd Annual Convention

of the Middlesex Federation, which this

year is being Organised by the LONDON

SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETY, will be held

on Saturday, 8th April, 1972 at the

Polytechnic of London, New Cavendish

Street, W.1. (close to the G.P.O. Tower

nearest Underground Station Warren St.)

Doore will open at 2 p.m. with the

official opening by H.S. the Swiss

Ambassador in London, Dr. A. Weitnauer

at 2.30 p,m. Admission is free, but a

programme_at 10p. will be on sale.

31 Member-Societies of the Feder- -

ation will be competing for the Bishop

Cup. There will be dealers' stands,

competitions and side-shows etc. It is

hoped that the G.P.O. will provide a
special stand and that the Post Office

Tower postmark will be used.

Any Helvetia members who care to

attend this event will be most welcome.

The PTT, like other postal admin-

istrations, finds itself in financial

difficulties, with a deficit of 130 mm.

francs for 1971. Proposals are before

the Federal Council to institute increas-

ed postal rates which, if accepted, will

come into force on 1st January 1973.

The main change wvuld be the abolition
of the 20c. local' . te and its replace-
ment by a unifolm tariff of 30c. for

internal letters and postcards. Rates

fa, newspapers nd periodicals are also

likely to be L,creased.

LONDON Gaoup - JANUARY MEETING

Members were, as always, royally

entertained at 151, Park Road on Jan.26.

Among a number of unusual items

produced for our delectation were blocks

of 4 of the Pro Juv. forerunners on

cover ... BUT bearing other stamps for

postage and franked several years after

the validity of the forerunners!
Booklets of other superb early material

were on view and many points of interest

or query were discussed.

An excellent evening much apprec-

iated by those lucky enough to attend.

Our member, Mr. P.C. Nicholson, of

4 woodcliff Road, Weston-super-Mare,

Somerset, wishes to obtain information
on Swiss Internment Mail, i.e.

Is it known how many internment
camps were in use during World Wars

I & II?
The number of different cancellations

used for internees' mail?

The main foreign nationals who were

segregated in widely spaced camps!

Any information would be most welcome.

Another member, Mr. A.N.S. Thorpe

of 102, Broadway East, Northampton NN3 2PP

is interested in making a study of the

history and use of the postcard in

Switzerland and would welcome correspond-

ence with any members equally interested

in this subject.

U.N. in GENEVA - A new value of 40 c,
was issued cra 14th Feb.

Full details will follow next month.

STAMPEK 1 9 72

We were delighted to

meet our Helvetia friends

on January 26th at our

Cocktail Party and believe a good time

was had by all.

There will be no cocktails at
'Stempel(' but as usual we shall try

to "feast you" with a brilliant display

of Swiss material.

For the duration of 'Stampex' only,

we shall again represent the Swiss

P.T.T., and can accept deposits for

direct supplies.

PLEASE COME AND SEE US.

H.L. Katcher and Staff

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
LONDON NW8 7HU

Tel: 01 - 586 0616

P.T.S., A. .5., A.S.D.A., S.P.A.
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- An Appreciation

by H. Sheldrake

On reading in the pages of 'Stamp Collect-

ing' of 28.1.72 of the sad death of the grand old

gentleman of Berne, and originator of Swiss Soldier

Stamps, Fred Bieri, I could not help thinking of

the word:5'a a song popular some years ago - "If

I can help somebody ... then my living has not

been in vain." This just about sums up the

sterling nature and character of Fred, with whom I
was put in touch some 3 years ago by one of those
twists of fate which are quite inexplicable,e

At that time I was a newcomer to the

Helvetia P.S., having joined to chase a new theme

I'd been 'bitten' with - Soldiers on stamps.
: Eric

Lienhard had fired my enthusiasm by showing me his

own collection, and this was duly Stoked by the

absorbing article on the subject by our efficient

Secretary, Mrs. Rawnsley.

Some 6 months later (by new the subject

being an obsession with me) I endeavoured to obtain

a photograph of Fred Bieri, being intrigued by so
fflany designs being attributable to one man in the

Locher catalogue. 1 suppose'I wrote a dozen times

before I got a reply which sounded promising. This

was from the Swiss PTT, suggested by another great

friend of mine with a nature similar to Fred's,

namely Harry B. Smith of the Ford & Basildon Soc-

ieties. This letter stated that a certain Fred Bieri had designed some Soldier

Stamps and they had been in touch with him and he was willing to help in any way

he could.

Puzzlihg over this, I naturally assumed this was a relative t esho had design-
ed some issues and accordingly wrote a short, and if I remember rightly, most

difficult letter in German. (Oh that letter: I'd only been studying the
language for 6 months by the B.B.C. course!). Some days later I arrived home from

work to find an orange coloured envelope bearing a Swiss stamp and in the left hand

corner in green handstamp the words "Fred Bieri'. Opening up the letter, out fell
two photographs and somewhat bewildered I read in the opening lines... "I am the
Fred Bieri you seek, and it pill be a pleasure to assist you in any way I,can

regarding photos, these have become somewhat scarce, but I enclose 2 which you are

at liberty to have, one with myself and a squad of the 4th Coy of the 28th Fusiliers
taken before W.W.I, and the second, when I was a Captain about 1924".

Before I got over my astonishment at this news, I suddenly realised 'Z.,he

letter was written in excellent English; indeed he answered what must have been the

worst faux pas ever made when I enquired when the celebrated F.B. had died: One

could almost hear him chuckle ... "Still alive and kicking."

From that moment we got on as if we'd known one another all our lives;

just one reproof I received from the 'master' on addressing him as 'Dear Sir', having

learned he was a Major still on the active strength of the Swiss Army. His next
letter said in a P.S. 'Please do not 'sir' me any more, collectors are friends,

don't you agree?"

He certainly became the best friend I ever had in 35 years of writing abroad

to collectors. His knowledge of stamps and allied trades such as printing and art-

istic' work was exceptional. I soon discovered I had only to raise a query on any

item of Soldier Stamps in particular, to receive detailed and most knowledgable

information on my various questions.  One question, quite by chance, led to the

(eventual) unearthing of the full story of the Swiss Military Trains of 1919/20,

which would otherwise have remained a 'closed' book, except for the bare details in

Lochers book. (For the full story readers are referred to the 22nd April 1971

issue of "Stamp Collecting", which was a Swiss number, all articles being by

members of the Helvetia Society).

The culmination of our friendly correspondence came when I seized a heaven

sent opportunity to visit Berne in August 1970 to meet this intriguing man. I

spent a memorable week in that lovely city: every afternoon found me taking the

tram over the River Aare to Fred's home in the suburbs, and for 4 -5 hours he would
show me things which amazed me. His collection was fantastic - 150 volumes of

MAJOR /N- I BIERI of
Berne, designer of many Swiss
Soldier Stamps in both World
Wars, died on Nov. 19th, aged
82. Major Bieri spent the
first 16 years of his life in
England and was a great lover

of this country. A commercial
artist, he did much work for
the International Red Cross,

for whom he was an inspector
of P.O.W. camps in England in

World War II. After the
Korean War he was in N.Korea

as a member of the Neutral
Nations Team supervising the
carrying out of armistice
terms. Later, at the age of
70, he went to Japan with the
Red Cross team whichsuper-
vised repatriation of Koreans

there who wished to go to N.
or S. Korea. Fred Bieri, one
of the kindest of men, had
good collections, particularl
of Korea and Switzerland and
was for many years a member
of the China P.S. of London.

From 'Stem. Collecting'
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stamps of the World were stacked on shelves
"alles in Ordnung". He even had

an index book, tabulated by that tidy mind, so tha
t he could put his hand on any

particular country at almost a moment's notice.
Little things come to my mind of

his thought for my welfare in a strange city, his 
choice of a hotel, small and

good, right in the heart of the city, the restaura
nt to use, very geed and cheap.

One day rwas given a special treat, Japanese tea 
which has a piquant and aromatic

flavour all its own; another day - "thought you'd
 like to see this," - his old

shako of 1914 vintage from the loft, still in good
 condition f and every day little

pleasant surprises and souvenirs of my visit to Be
rn. Finally, after my one day

sightseeing up in the mountains, again organised d
own to the last detail by Fred,

came my last day in the city, when the gallant old soldier took me around and

showed me sights not mentioned in the usual gui
de books, and we finished up before

my departure on the midnight train to Calais at a 
restaurant on the banks of the

river to eat fresh caught river trout with potatoe
s and melted butter, followed by

'Schwarzwalder Kirschtotte mit Schlagsahne and tw
o different wines - a meal to

member!

The friendship deepened by this great companionshi
p led to over lengthier

letters, someties 3 pages long, from each of us, y
ielding a wealth of stories, .

ideas and knowledge from that mine of information.
I, in my turn, devoted myself

to sending him things he wanted, in some cases, unleashing more stories to my own

intense satisfaction.

I never knew A man so out to help his fellowmen, h
is kindness and

of humour, toe, were proverbial. I shall mis
s him greatly, the man I

mixture of the best qualities of the English and S
wiss races.

One final Bieri saying: "I'm still on the strengt
h of the Swiss

you are .a Major and over, you can tell the 
when you wish to retire:

going to retire, I could still be of some use!"

his sense
knew, a true

Army, when
I'm not

U.S.

MEMBER'eACTIVITIES:

We hear that hr. W.Garnett of Lough-

borough has been promoting philately in

that area by winning the Annual Competit-

ion with a thematic entry entitled "What
a Life r the Simple Autobiography of a

Humdrum Philatelist' - (sounds intriguing

following this berat display of Switzer-

! land 1813-1871, entertains the boys

aat the Grammar School and in March
displaao at Nottingham P.U.

Our indefatiguable Mr. I. Tiller
recently showed 150 sheets of Swiss

T.P.Os to Birmingham P.S.

DATES FOR THE DIARY

STAMPEX - Feb. 28th - Mar, 4th

Sat. 4 Mar. Northern Group:

Annual Competition
Wed, 9 Mar. London Group: "FROM MY

COLLECTION" - to be shown on

behalf of Capt. F. C. Davis-.

The new, XXth Edition of the

ZUMSLILLI SWITZERLAND/

LIECHTENSTEIN Catalo
gue SPECIALISED.

is now on sale.

"ZUMSTEIN is not only the editor of the

Cataloguee nut also one of the most import-

and stamp traders. We stock a consider-
able number of varieties, classic Swiss

and European sta . or once, try

ZUMSTEIN!"

Catalogue: Pr
ie , Z3.25 .4- 45p postage

12031gLI.,114§RI,OWLIaHTEMTEIN 

Handy pocket nize: Price £0.70

Both avetlable from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS

LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London

WV2Y 7LW.

BERNER . BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG / JOURNAL

Annual fees £1.60 ... always contains

interesting features for the
Switzerland specialist.

res.+. Imme0

For fine, first class stamps

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE

Send your Want List to

Zumstein
Propr. Hertsch & Co.,

P.O.Boa 2585 CH-3001 BERNE

Articles in your 'HELVETIA

NEWS LETTER" indicate the immense

interest to be found in "side-line"

collecting.

1 clan supply many items to

help you in these fields.

Also a full range of Swiss

stamps from early to modern - mint

or used pre-stamp covers

FDCs ... i Varieties tete-

b;che & se-tenant ... Airmails

etc. etc.

Send for approvals or material

against wants lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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FELDPOST- POSTE DE CAMPAGNE POSTA DI PAMPO
A quick look at the Fieldpost of Switzerland.

By FELIX GANZ . Part III
Somewhere into a category between barracks mail and unit mail (the latterto be discussed below) belongs the "Schools and Courses" mail. The cancellationsof this type may be affixed in barracks (or anywhere else) if some,spetialtra-Ining school or military course (mountain climbing, ski, civil defence, etc.)is in session (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26
Military Courses & Schools (F.G. & I. language) Mountaineering

Course 3rd Div.
Women's Aux.
(FEED) Introd.

courseA sub—division of this type of markings are the equally dateless marks ofrecruiting schools (basic training), some of which designate in detail thedivisional unit or the military branch (Fig. 27), while others make do withrecialar barracks mail cancellations.

Fig. 27Infantry schools Information Bicyclists' Air Force Medical Corps3rd Div. (basic troops recruits recruit schools recruits school reoruitsschoolschool or course (basic training)

At the top of all fieldpost operations stands the Pieldpost Division of theSwiss PTT. On official mail emanating from that office one finds, usually struckin blue, a dated cancellation reading 'Feldpostdirektion Bern' (Fig. 28), of whicha fairly recent example is shown.
Between the civilian postal system and the fieldpost offices (which in turnorganise the unit system in their region of competence) there is close correlation.Exactly how it works, where exchanges take place, and what duplicity exists, isnot the subject of this article; but at least two interesting items concerning
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T (Continued

N,T/c1;
ittlizottal Ettetatitv'd'ocherrOmmeldw.

Cartettino d'avvtamento

'Feldliest 24

Fig. 29

Fig. 28 Direction & Exchange sticker Direction & exchange sticker,
civilian to fieldpost fieldpost to civilian p.o.
(Above FF0 24, Luzern) (Above: Colombier (NE) )

To understand the unit system of the Swiss Army (and therefore, too, the
organization of the "up front" fieldpost system), it would help to show a page
from the (unfortunately) secret "battle organization" of that Army.  At the top

(and only during times of war) there is the General's IQ and staff. Under him are
three (or at times five) Army Corps. Each of these corps is divided into divisions,
each division into infantry regiments, artillery, medical, aviation, construction,
air defence, mobile troops, and auxiliary units, etc., all of which, in turn, are
again sub-divided. Infantry regiments, for example, divide into batallions
(3 or 4), batallions into companies, and companies into troops and groups.  The
company of infantry (or a similar unit in the other branches) is usually the
smallest entity entitled to its own fieldpost canceller.  Each company or its
equivalent normally appoints a soldier from its own roster as the "postman".  He
is in charge of collecting and distributing mail within the unit, cancelling all
outgoing items except foreign, registry, and special delivery mail, selling (if the
unit has or had such) "soldiers' stamps" for beneficial purposes of one sort or
another (NO postal validity of ANY kind is achieved by any of these stickers, ever),
and delivering outgoing as well as picking up incoming mail at the next higher
unit's (in our case the batallion's) mail agency. At the batallion level there is,
as a rule, located a small fieldpost detachment from a major fieldpost unit, i.e.
"grey guys" from the real fieldpost service Eigrey because their tressures, epaulettes,
numeral bands, and sleeves (etc.) are in grey colour, in contradistinction to
infantry (green), artillery (red), judicial corps (violet), police (orange), medical
troops (blue), chaplains (black), etca

The higher up the battle organization goes, the larger are the fieldpost
detachOents. In addition to the organization into army corps (with their detailed
breakdOwn, as peeviously shown), there are more or less independent, large
organizational units in existence, such as mountain troops' brigades (Gebirgsbrigade,
Brig. tont.), Fortification zoned (Festungskreis), such as Sargans, St. Gotthard, or
St. Maurice, and auxiliary troop commands such as civil (but militarily led) air
defence, local troops, territorial (older semesters ) units, and in times of war
also Frontier brigades (Grenzbrigade).. All of these are served, when called to
duty, by the fieldpost service, and each unit does have its dateless postmark.
Most of these marks are circular (with the great majority being double circles);
but straightlines, octagons, ovals and decorative or other forms may or do occur.
The color of the applied marks is anywhere from black to grey to violet to blue,
depending entirely on what kind of a stamping ink the unit's postman has poured over
his inking pad. Greens, blues, reds, and even browns also occur, although these
are rather infrequent. Almost all unit cancellers are rubber devices, °sail/
stored-tut also easily dirtied, damaged, and replaced.

How many thousands of such cancellations can be found on military mail, no-one
seems to know; but every unit of from 50 to 150 soldiers could or did have their
own fieldpost service (and therefore, most likely had their own canceller). Some-
times, because of a reorganization od the troops involved, a unit originally German-
Swiss could become French-Swiss or Italian-Swiss, and as a result the language on
the fieldpost unit canceller changed as well. During World War I the difference
in sizes and types of unit cancels was considerably greater than during World War II;
and the tables that follow are trying to show as wide a variety of these unit
cancels -- with comments, if necessary -- as is feasible within the scope of
this article. A complete listing at this time is absolutely out of the question
and would be pretentious as well; thus samples must suffice.

The listing, and examples that follow are taken from

WORLD WAR II.

Ziwilpost Poste civil*
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Fort Condo (on the
Simplon Pass)

Sargans Foritications (St. Gall) St. Gotthard
Command HQ South Frt. Staff Fortifications

Andermatt region

FELDPOST (Continued)

Fig. 30: ArtlY_Headouartere; Personal Stff of the General 

,Army General
HQ, Staff Personal Staff of the General (Ger. & Fr.)

Fig. 31: Large army units (army corns and divisions)

First Army Corps (f). 2 var. Second Army Corps Fifth Army Corps
(Stag: Staff) (g)(EN: Etat Major (Staff)

First Division

dent lar

QOA

Second Division Fifth Division Eighth Division

un ts f nt'er nd moFig. 321

Alpine Brigade Alpine Brigade Frontier Frontier
10, Staff 129 Staff Brigade 3(f) Brigade 4(g)

dile/

Frontier
Brigade 9(i)
(SM: Staff)

Fig. 34: 1.1.0...itd-a—lie.43.2.1t.ei — 3, 5, 10 & 28 Field Infantry Regiments:

V fee x
1710di

To be continued:

Fig, 33: Fortification aaffs.
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• THE 17114 AN N UAL COMPETITION
TO BE HELD AT THE KINGSWAY HALL, W.C.20, on WEDNESDAY

, 10th MAY 1972, at 6.45 p.m.

RULES 

1. The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Britain, will comprise
two sections:

(a) For the 'HELVETIA' SILVER CUP: Entries of not less than EIGHT and not more than

TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity
, airmail, special, postage

dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flow
n covers etc. (Lislv Thematic

entries are not excluded, although more difficult to 
assess in comparison with more

philatelic material).

(b) Postal History Competition for the 'MOORE TAMIL: Entries of NINE sheets on
any aspect of Swiss Postal History.

Members may submit one entry in each section.

2. Entries sent by post (preferably registered) should be in the hands of the
Competition Organiser: Mrs. E. J. RawnsIey and sent 

to 32, Ethelbert Gardens,

Ganta Hill, Ilford, Essex, not later than Monday, 8th May. Members attending the

meeting may, of course, bring their entries personall
y.

3. All entries will be covered by insurance during the 
period from receipt until

return to their owners.

4. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. 
shall judge entries and

award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which
 they select as most worthy.

5. Entries will be judged by a system of points bas
ed on the general headings:

HELVETIA SILVER CUP 

General Philatelic Interest

Philatelic Knowledge

Presentation & Condition

(d) Originality

: MOORE TROPHY

Subject Knowledge • •

Presentation & Condition ..

General Interest'
, 	••

• •
 

30
a)• •

 30 b)

• • 25 (c)
• • 15

40
40
20

6, The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually,
 shall remain in the possession of the

winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser named by

the Committee and then awarded to the next winner.
 If the same person wins three

successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall beco
me his or her property and the

Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competit
ion.

7. The 'Moore Trophy' will also. be held by t
he winner for 11 months and then be

returned to be competed for again.

Negotiations are in progress regarding the appointme
nt of Adjudicators

and the names of those who have consented to act in 
this capacity will be announced

next month. E.J.R.

01100.41.11011.01.11100.n

- PROPOSED WEST COUNTRY GROUP

West Country members are invited

to attend a meeting on Saturday, -

15th April 1972 at the 'Red Lion',

Milford Street, Salisbury, from 2-6 p.m.

to discuss the formation of a West -

CountrTGroup of the 'Helvetia Philatelic

Society,'. Tea and biscuits will be

served during the afternoon.

A number of members are already

interested in this proposal and

Mr. D. Symonds, of 'Larkrise', Gaunt's

Common, Wimborne, Dorset, would be glad

to hear from any others.

PTT 01 SVERZEICHNIS - Locality List

The 1972 issue will appear on 28th

May at Fr. 1.00. It lists ca 7000 place

names with postal codes and other

details. Invaluable for postmark

collectors. Orders accepted by PTT from

now on.

Once again we were very

pleased to meet many of

our Helvetia friends at

'Stampex'.

We are sure you noticed

the interesting and

unusual items displayed on our Stand

and should you wish to view these

in your own home, please do not

forget that our APPROVAL SERVICE is

fully at your disposal.

RI:Katcher
The Amateur Collector Ltd.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

LONDON NW8 7HU.

Tel: 01 - 586 - 0616

P.T.S., A.S.D.A., A.P.S., S.P.A.
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STANDING LVE1A 1882 1904
Translated by Mrs, K. MacMAHON & N. E. CHAPMAN Part VIII

1899 (1 Fr. 1902) Perforation 11+ : u (13 vertical teeth) Control Mark II
Marrow form.

73D

Colour Shadlers 

(a) blue 1899 (b) deep blue 1899 (c) blackish-blue 1900

Varieties 

1„ Blurred print with sharp vertical lines
2* 

. Obverse double print
,Offset on back (light blue)

4. Double control marks
5. Control marks misplaced, halved
6. One blind perforation on left or on upper margin
7. Strong misplaced perforation (circa 5 mm.).

Plate Flaws 
1. Typical coloured dots: spattered over the whole or part of stamp picture,

dot in the hair, in the face (mask) or left over FRANCO.
2. Flag upper right (Illus. 67A/Pf 3), fleck in foot.
3. Typical streaks: lengthening of the '2' upper left, frame of shield

upper right elongated, line under the upper right 25,-similarly
through the figure, arrow in the hip (D 4), comma after the lower '2'.

4. Thickish horizontal lines through the stamp: through the head or neck
and parallel through the upper part of the small value shield.

5, Plate flaws: left margin extended, small value shield upper right
extended, colourless extension below small value shield upper right,

- the length of the upper margin line.
6. Similarly, diagonally over the breast or through the neck, horizontally

from the left as far as the shield (Illus.) diagonally through the
stamp at height of the foot.

7. Through the whole stamp from the left diagonally towards the right.
8. Notch in the oval left of the hand (Illus.), or right of the head,larger

colourless fleck at the end end of the right band, coloured flecks in
lower half of the stamp in the centre and to the right.

9, Corner shield lower left and inscription band defective (colourless area),
similarly outer tip of the lower right corner shield.

10. 'HELVETTA' error ('I' with deposit).

Worn Plates

Margin areas upper right strongly worn, right or left margin and adjoin-
ing star band light, also by lower 25.

4. Upper inscription band light in various places.
Strong signs of wear in right star band, upper, centre and lower.

4. Light in various areas in the oval; between spear and head, by the left
shoulder, tight of the head (Red Indian head), left of the foot.

5. Strong wear left of the hand in the oval.
6. Similarly right over the shield.
7. White Helvetia.

Retoucher; 

1. Horizontal lines at top irregularly improved.
2. Vertical streak on upper left margin, right margin vertically outlined

from the top.
3. Field top right vertically finely hatched (Illus.).
4. In oval left of spear tip and in adjoining band dot-shaped retouches

with graving tool (various) (BC 2).
5. Left'in the oval Clear or with a dark engraver's mark.
6. Large retouch in , the spear and as far as the head (various, sometimes

but seldom retouching of the same cliches), (Illus.)
7. Drapery in the dress retouched, 3 different.
8. Three diagonal lines of dots right of the head (B 4/5).
90 Dot-shaped retouch right, in the oval over the shield, and light area

in the neighbouring band (2 different).
10. Irregular crossed engraver's retouch right over the shield (Illus.).
11. Dot-shaped retouch (various) in the right star band (C 6) (EF 6).
12. Re-engraving of the vertical lines, particularly in the inscription band

and oval, and large value figure.



 

Colour Shades 

(a) yellowish-green, print (b) dark-green 1900 (heavy)

not sharp 1899 (c) dark green

Vayieties 
•

1. Laterally misplaced (halved) control marks.

2. Partial double print.

Plate Flaw; 

1. Short thick hyphen in small shield upper left, 2 lines at knee height.

2. Plate defects: from upper left as far as the spear, diagonally through
the lower '0', upper right trapeze shaped plate fracture, similarly

left from third star towards right downwards as far as 'FRANCO'
(these two flaws are next to one another on the plate (Illus. 70 X/Pf2).

Worn Plates 

1. Light in upper half of the spear's oval framing, colourless fleck between

'E' and 'T' of 'HELVETIA', lower right corner part lighter.

2. In the oval in various places; between spear and bead, left of spear,

right of head, right from arm.
Astouciles 

1. In the frame: right margin horizontally improved and traces in adjoining

star band, strong vertical retouch in lower right corner, lower
figures retouched by dot-shape or with engraver's lines.

2. Engraver's improvements in ovals between head and spear and also right

of the head, vertically through the spear hand and left in oval.

3. Similarly strong horizontally between spear and head into the breast and

dot-shaped left of the spear.

4.
pot-shaped improvements: between spear and head, right on the margin of

the oval or right over the shield, left of Helvetia and of the spear,

the whole oval more or less dotted.
5. Strong dot-shaped retouching in the whole oval and the lower figures.

6. Strong diagonal retouching left or in the whole oval, partly with
mutilation of the face or the spear, also partial improvement in

left ,star band.
7. Coarse flecked improvement (see remarks after the 30 c. No. 68 D).

Spear hand closed with colour, right arm and shoulder retouched and
oval both sides of Helvetia flecked green, with spear thereby partly

concealed.
8. Unclear re-engraving, blurred worn places formerly retouched in the oval.

(To be continued)
011•11111001mmramewelpft,,,,

SHOAL PRO AERO FL/OHTS
Details are now available on the special flights in May and Junes

(a) On 2nd May 1972: GENEVA-NEW YORK - to mark the 25th anniversary of the first
flight on 2nd May 1947. The special cancel will show the

outline of a Swissair plane and the inscription: '1215 Geneve 15 - 25 aria
au-deseus de l'Atlantique nord - 2.5.72'.

(b) On let June 1972: GENEVA-ZURICH-NUREMBERG - to mark the 50th anniversary of
the inauguration of this route on let June 1922. The

Special cancel will read: '1215 Geneve 15 - 50eae anniversaire du premier
vol postal - 1.6.72 - Geneve-Zurich-Nuremberg'.

Only use of the 3 Fr. stamp issued on 17th February 1972 will be allowed
on these flights and for collectors outside Switzerland the PTT offer theme covers,
franked with this stamp at S.Fr.3.50 each. The covers will bear a private box
address, will be actually flown on either flight, with special postmark and on the
back date stamp of arrival (New York or Nuremberg'.

Orders to be sent to the PTT Philatelic Bureau, Parkterasee 10,
3000 Bern, not later than 15th April 1972. The covers will be forwarded after
mid-June as a postage free item.

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS 
Sat. 25 Mar, NORTHERN mult: 'Browsing in 4638 OBERBIPP

Switzerland' - Mists V. Dales 5313 KLINGNAU K.574
Wed. 12 Apr. IOW GRotts "Railway Stamps 9105 SCHONENGRUND - 850 m.a.M. - Ferien

& Cancellations' - All Members Wandern Erholen (K.575)

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS:



A.

C.

NEW psuEp FR L I k; ç ITENSTEIN 

On 16th March the following stamps will be issued:

Summer Olvmmic Games. Kunic,0
10 Rpi Gymnast: 5 colours - dk violet/blk-brown/red-brow grey/dk olive
20 Rp. High jump: 5 colours - olive/sepia/red-brown/grey/yellow •

40 Rp. Runner: 5 colours - vermilion/carmine/red-brown/black/violet-grey

60 Rp, Discus-thrower: 5 colours - brown/red-brown/grey/cobalt/yell-ochre

Designew Hans Erni, Meggen Printigs Heliogravure by Courvoisier

aLLAte. 36 x 26 am. on white paper with brown fibres, in sheets of 20.

?A2112/M-21:111212-IMIdala ( 3rd series)
20 Rp. Sulphur anemone:
30 Rp. Turks cap lily:
60 Rp. Alpine centaury:
1.20 Pr. Bullrush

5 colours -
5
5
4 "

green/blue/lt.blue/yellow/red
olive/green/violet/yellow red
olive/green/red/ochre/Violet
green/brn-violet/blue-green/dk grn,

Designer: Georg Malin, Mauren kyintpus Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Si4e etc. 26 x 36 mm. on white paper with brown fibres, in sheets of 20

'EUROPA' 

40 Rp. Motif adopted by member nations: 5 colours: rose/orange/brn4lack/
gm-blue/grey-brown

Designer: Peeve Huovinen, Helsinki / Josef Schidler, Triesen

Printing: Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

,Size et.P• 36 x 26 am. on white paper with brown fibres, in 
sheets of 20.

A First Day cancel showing the 5 Olympic rings and reading: 'VADUZ -

AUSGABETAG - 16 MEM 19172' will be used for all 3 issues.
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ZESULT5 OF POSTAL AUCTION
Insofar as preventing the Society from making a loss, the auction was

successful - just .... to the tune of 48p. As a service to members it received a
mixed reception.

Only 10 members took the trouble to submit the 79 lots, out of a member-

ship in excess of 300. To minimise postal viewing and to enable confident postal

bidding, the accuracy of description, however, resulting in giving the impression
of a majority of faulty lots. As an optimist I would have liked to receive only
perfect lots at bargain prices but then why should we be optimists at the expense

of fellow members!

There were 41 postal bids for 22 lots by 21 members and 14 succes6ful
room bidders for 31 lots.

Lot 3 P E6.00 Lot 33 E 5.50 Lot 50 4 2.10 Lot 67 P L 4.00

4 1,00 35 3.50 53 P 2.50 68 2.20

6 1,40 37 4.00 58 4.40 69 2.20

19 75 33 1,20 59 3.50 70 P 4.70

20 2.00 39 P 2.50 60 P 2.00 71 3.20

23 5,00 40 2.71° 61 2.50 72 5.10

27 1.25 41 2050 62 P 3°50 73 1.00
30 4.00 46 1.00 64 P 3.50 74 4.00

31 4.60 47 1,50 65 2.50 77 P 8:10

32 8.20 43 4.60 66 2.00 79 35

The intention of the auction is to complement the Exchange Packet, not to

compete with it, and to help those members who may have only a few better grade

items for disposal.

Any suggestions for possible future auctions will be carefully considered.

Please forward to: E. LIENHARD, 9, Essex Avenue, Chelmsford CM1 4AQ, Essex, and
enclose SAE if a reply is required. E.L.

U.N. in GEWEVii - Full details of the stamp issued on 14th February 1972:

40 Rp. Atom cloud cancelled by crossed red lines symbolising need to restrict
manufacture of nuclear weapons.

Designer: Arne Johnson, Norway PrintinK: Eel ogravure by Heraclio Fourniex
Size etc. 41 x 26 mm. 2,300,000 printed

A similar stamp of 8 U.S. cents was issued in New York on the same day. A

First Day cancel was used in Geneva, The stamp is valid only on correspond-
ence from the P leis des Nations.

Prices realised:-
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Altho Capt. P.C. Davis was unfortun-
ately unable to attend the March meeting
in person, he was kind enough to send a
selection of items to be displayed on his
behalf, commencing with an array of post-
al :stationery and newspaper wrappers.
Then followed a cross section of issues
from 'Standing Helvetia' through the
'Middle Issues', mainly mint and includ-
ing Provisionals, U.N. Offices :Over-,
prints, 'Industrielle Kriegewirtschaft
etc., the P.J. forerunners andaarly-
issues etc., culminating in a superb
selection of airmails, with many pioneer
Met covers, special flights and in
particular a number of Zeppelin flights.
Altogether a memorable displaywhioh was
much appreciated by those present.

, 'STAMPEX' AWARDS 

Heartiest congratulations to Miss
A. Grunberg on winning not only the
'Katcher Helvetia Trophy' with an out-
standing display of 'Strubel' issues.,
but also a Silver award for her covers
of Ct. Fribourg.

Mr. 3.1, Short also received a Silver
while Bronze-silvers went to W.Cdr.
R.F. Bulstrode and Mr. S.M. MacKenzie (2),
and Bronze awards to Li.Col. J.C.R.
Hewgill'and Mr. R.A, Hoyle. It was
good to see 'Helvetia' members doing so
well in the competition field.,

sonsIMMON.

The new, Uth Edition of the

ZUMSTEIN , SW;TZERLAND/ 

SPE

is now on sale.

"ZUMSTEIN is not only the editor of
the Catalogues but also one of the most
important stamp traders. We stock a
considerable number of varieties,
classic Swiss and European stamps. For
once, try =STEIN!"

Catalogue: Price £3.25 4- 45p postage
ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1972 
Handy pocket size: Price £0.70

Both available from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS
LTD., 42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London
wC2r

0. 0 0. 0

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG / JOURNAL
PRILATELIU DE BE

Annual fees £1.60 ... always contains
interesting features for the

SWITZERLAND Specialist,

For fine, first class stamps

RARITIES OP SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE 

Send your Want List to

Z M stein
Propr. Bertsch & Co.,

P.O. Box 2585 CH-3001 BERNE

NORTHERN : GROW Hon.Sec. Mr. A.A. Boyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

The February meeting was devoted to
the 'Cross & Figure' issues with Mr. Moore
as Discussion Leader. Prior to the
meeting Mr. Moore kindly distributed to
members a most interesting and informative
paper on this somewhat neglected Josue and
then displayed many fine items, including
blocks, essays, covers and cards and many
rare shades. .

i wealth of other material was shown
by Dr. Ritchie and Messrs. Highsted,
Robertshaw, Wilson, Gilchrist & Eastwood
covering mint and used stamps, private
stamped stationery, wrappers, lake steamer
and other unusual cancels, mixed frankings,
Nachnahme', ambulant marks-, etc. etc.

There was much discussion with many
questions asked and problems solved and
it was agreed that this lasue deserves
more importance than is usually accorded.

The March meeting was COMPETITION
DAY, with Mr. F. Stephens of Wakefield,
President of the Yorkshire Phil. Assoc..
acting as judge. The results were:

zatasuudasaa& Winner of the 'Highsted'
Cup for the best entry: MR. G.D. WILSON
witlran r entrys 'Mail from Switzerland to
France via Basel',

itgaalALatima&Winner of the 'Moore'
Bowls Dr. G.G. Ritchie for 'Postal
Stationery of Liechtenstein',
Thematic: Miss R.N. Solly with an entry
on Zillis Church.
General,: Also won by Dr. Ritchie with
an entry on Swiss Booklets,

What are your special interests?

I can supply almost any Swiss stamps,
mint or used, and Want Lists are
welcome. If items are not in stock,
use my 'Wants Finding' service.

* * * * * *
Apart from stamps selections are

available on approval of Swiss covers,
Pre-stamp, FMB, First Flights, Maximum
Cards, Day of the Stamp, T.P.0s, U.N.
Offices, Soldier Stamps, T marks etc.

* * * * * *

For the Thematic collector there
are covers of Stamp Centenaries, Sports,
Stamp Exhibitions, Scouts, Flowers,
U.P.0 Europa, Red Cross eta.

* * * * * *
Let me know your requirements.

Helvetia successes at 'Stampex'
emphasize the popularity of the stamps.
Enhance your collection and be a winner
next year.

J•S•ARMSTRONG

14, Low Lane, Torrieholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

•
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No, 4 APRIL 1972 26th YEAR

NEW ISSUES IN MAY AND JUNE
A. On 2nd May there will be 2 stamps for 'EUROPA' (CEPT) in the common design

symbolizing international co-operation in the field of the interchange of
communications and messages through postal and telecommunication channels.

Viluess 50 0. 4 colours: red/brown/yellow-ochre/lt. blue
40 c. 3 " 1 blue/dk.-brown/yellow-ochre

Designer: Paavo Huovinen, Helsinki - Swiss adaptation by Celestino Pietti, Basel
Printing: Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.

OM : 	24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm.)

Lutz' White, luminous, with violet fibres

Sheets: 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each.

The stamps will be on sale at all post offices from 2 May until 30th November
1972 and from PTT Philatelic Agencies until 31st May, 1973. Validity unlimited.

A special cover will be used by the PTT and the First Day cancel will read:
'3000 BERN CEPT - EUROPA --2.5.72 - AUSGABETAG, Collection sheets and folders
will be available as usual.

411.400.700....4010114.11

B. atO_PAILIAL-3der.,..41(.11,1Latega_. Four stamps will be issued on let June.
Under the title 'Arts & Crafts' nine

Pro Patria stamp sets depicting old Swiss coins, panels from the painted ceiling
in MIAs church, and stained glass, appeared between 1962 and 1971.  The
cycle will be continued with 'ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS' from Switzerland, which are
on show in Swiss museums,. This theme is intended to stimulate the interest
of the people not only in the ancient history of the land, but also in the
museums whose task it is to preserve the cultural heritage for posterity.

TO of the revenue from the additional charge will go to the fund for 'Swiss
Abroad' and the remaining 10 to other cultural;purp:;ses.

10+10 c. RAMON POINTS from the lake of Burgitschi near the village of
Seeberg, Ct. Bern, and from Champittet in the commune of

Cheseaux-Noreaz, Ct. Vaud (Historical Muueum, Bern). These harpoons,
whose lengths vary from 15-20 cm. are made from deer antlers and were
found in lakeside villagee of late Stone Age peasants of the millenium
B.C. They formed the head of a wood shaft weapon used for spearing
fish and small game. The perforation* and lateral notches enabled a
line to be fastened preventing the animal taking flight,or eint4aM.
Being found in late Stone Age peasant culture, these harpoons point to
the survival of an economic structure based on hunting and fishing.
4 colours: yellow-ochre/grey/blue/red-brown.

20+10 c. ON E BTDRXA from Grichwil, commune of Meikirch, Ct, Bern
Historical Museum, Bern). The fragments of the bronze hydria

(water vessel, size 51 x 37 cm.) fashioned in southern Italy around
570 B.C. and reconstructed in Mainz in 1968 were found in a burial mound
near Gritchwil. The cast figures aroUnd the handles with the principal
motif of the mistress of the animals are early oriental fertility
roymbols. The fact that this masterpiece was the funerary gift of
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person - obviously of princely rank in the barbarous country north
of the Alps, points to great wealth, possibly accumulated in connection
with iron export from the Jura mountains, and to the emergence of
feudal classes amemg the population of central Europe in the 7th/8th
centuries B.C.
4 colours: green/blue/yellow-ochre/brown.

30+10 c. GOLDEN BUST OF THE 4MPER9R MARpUS AU1ELIUS. A golden bust
of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, deceased in 180 A.D., was

placed in the Cigognier Temple in Aventicum (now Avenches) towards the
end of the second oentury. This extraordinary masterpiece, made from
one sheet of gold, was the handiwork of a local craftsman. This
imperial effigy wss preserved from the plundering Alemanni tribes during
the 3rd century by being hidden in one of the town's sewers, where it
was found when excavations were undertaken by the Pro Aventico Assoc-
iation in 1939. The original bunt is on show in the Museum of
Archaeology & History in Lausanne and a copy is in the Roman Museum in
Avenches. So far as is known, only two gold busts exist in the whole
of the Roman Empire.

4 colours: red/yellow/1t'. green/brown.
40+20 c. ALEMANNIC ORNAMENTAL DISZ In some tombs of ladies of rank

in the regions inhabited by the Alemanni and' the ?reeks in tLe
7th century A.D., openwork ornamental discs have been found.  They are
invariably placed to the left of the legs, often on a level with the
shank and 45 can be inferred from various indications, the disc belonged
to a bag suspended by a ribbon from the belt of the lady's dress. In
most cases the bronze disc decorated with various patterns is the only
part left. The patterns range from simple geometrical designs to fig-
urative representations, althoueh the latter are very rare. The orna-
mental disc depicted on the stamp has a diameter of 8 cm. It was found
at Neftenbach, Cr. Zurich, and shows a rider with a lance, almost
entirely in silhouette. There are signs of wear on the upper side of
the frame, which point to the flexible suspension of this ornament.
Similar discs have been unearthed in Southern Germany.

4 colours: blue/orange/grey/lt. red.

Des gnerss Eugen & Max Lenz, Zurich

Printing,: Roto-heliogravure Courvoisie

luiv 28 x 33.5 mm. (25 x 30.5 mm.)

lAns: White, luminous, violet fibres

ShasVs: 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps
The stamps will be on sale at

all post offices from let June to 5th
Augustand from PTT Philatelic Agencies
until 31et December 1972. Postal valid-
ity unlimited.

A special cover will be used by
the PTT with a vignette of the Emperor's
bust and this motif will also be used in
the special First Day cancel which will
read: '3000 BERN - Ausgabetag 1.6.72 —
BUND PEI.P.It1.A7.11cRIP, e ,) s leticak sheets
and folders will also be available.

.16n171010.101•411/1•11•.n••n••*.

The last LONDON GROUP meetin g of the
current seesion•will be on WEDNESDAY,
10th May, and will be COM-ETITION;NIGVT.

The Adjudicators will be:
MU. A.J. BRANSTON of Chelmsford, well kno
in Essex Association Circlee, and
MR.93.L. KATCHER of Amateur Collector Ltd.

Entries sent by post to resat: the
Competition Organiser, Mrs. S . J . RewnBleY
not later than MONDAY, 8th May.

Members are invited to bring along a
fewatUction lots for sale during the
judging.:

* * * * * * * *
For those who are

interested in 'Standing Helvetia'
issues we can oleo offer various values
used on-piece. Prices range from
75p. •

* * * * * * * *
USED BL,OGICS pi FOUR

A good choice of these is
currently available.

If interested please
request approvals.

H.L.KATCHER.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.:

151 Park Road, St. John's Wood,
LONDQN. 10118 7HU

Tel. 01-506-0616
B.P.A., A.S.D.A., Sq.A.

STANDING HELVETIA

At the moment we have
very good stocks of used
3 Fr. 'Standing Helvetia'
with various retouches,
Nos, 72A, 92A & 1008.

' Nos. 92k & 100B are also
available in fine used pairs, and we
have one strip of '4 (very rare) of
No. 92A.•



FLDPOST .pC3TE DE CAMPAGNE POSTA DI CAMPO
A quick look at the Fieldpost of Switzerland.

by FELIX GANZ

Continuing the listing of the various sections we have:
Fig. 351 Infantrv BOallions

Part rt.

Field Inf, Mnt Mech, Gun
Stmff Company Company

' AIZEJV

\,417t\,„

Field Mech.
Gun 4ny

Mnt Inf. . Field.Inf.
Staff Cpny

Field Rifle
Cp.

id Rifle Field Rifle Co. Mtn Rifle Cp. Mtn Rifle Cp.
Cp. (Bat. Staff) (Bat,, Staff)

Mtn Inf. Bat, 28 Field Inf. Bat. 53 Mnt Inf, Bat. 89 Mtn Riflemen
Supply Unit Bat.

Fig. 361 Infantry porn-1311,4es 

Mtn Inf. Comp. Field Inf, Cp. Field Mech Mtn Mech. Gun Field Inf. Cp.
CompanyGunner Cp.

21110 In Infantry and Riflemen Batallions there is asually one staff
company, followed by three fusilier and one g

mitrailleux" (machine
gunners) companies; but batallions with five or even six companies
exist. The companies are indicated by Roman numerals, the !
batallions by Arabic.

Fig. 37: Artillery, Urn- units 

Staff,  Field Art. Staff, Field Staff, Mnt.Art. Staff, Heavy Staff, FieldRegiment 2 Art. Regt. 4 Group (Abteil'g) Motorized Howitzer
No. 5 Canon, Grp,14 Group 46



Field Howitzer
Battery 157

Mntn Btry 9 Fortification
Artillery De-
tachment 253

• 391 Medical Troops 
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Fig. 38:

Sri

ield Btry 60 Foot Btry 506 Field Artillery Heavy Motorized
Park (Supply) Canon Btry 136
Company No. 3

Fed. HQ Swiss Medical Comp.
Med. Troops (Field)

Fig. 40: Hospitals etqo.

Medic. Col Sur& Ambulance Med. Evac-
(Mountains) (Group) tuition) train

Militaire en traitement 1

.. EtablMont-Blanc Leysin  I

Central Sick
By in fortress

Military Hospitals or De o sc
FlOelen Montana Tenero

Military patient in
private clinic.

Field Artillo Art. Observation,'
Ammunition Comp. No. 2 (in

Column No. 14 Gar: Beobachter)

swisamitimit
SERVIR EST
un droll
un deveir
un nonneur

THE SWISS NAVY -
Rotor boat detach.t.

(nn a:1W)

,HQ Light Bri- HQ Light
gads No. 1 Regiment 6

Cavalry Squad-
ron No. 3

Tank Det. 2

Light t re- Lt. trope rec. Mot.-cyclist Bicymite Comp. 11 - with patriotic
sloman attachedconnoit.Gro 2 noit. Gr p. 14 COMM No. 8



.0',GE8
.....% .,),

I 1"-- i fa ‘. kusl
t , I Ur 1 2

). !

\\._•,,• al) 0

MINENBORO

legr9ph
Company No. 2

Pig. 44 1 .1222.1.111glailall3

Carrier pigeon
Det. 20

Pontoneers
Cmpary I/1

Fop rdnr (gas)
Company No. 5

Wireless Cp. 3

a to 6Te ntFir. 46:

n/d\)

Tern. (rs,r7e) 1andsturn.(2nd Landsturm
Inf. Comp.11M9 reserves) art. Telegr. Co.

Coy Ai 3,

RR. Terr. Command
District 1 Landsturm Caval-

ry Coy 66
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..—TPOST (Continued)

Fig. 42: Air Cqua_and Air Obserualcallam

HQ Staff, air & Army aviation Aviation Comp. Aviat. Ober- Anti-aircraft
anti-air trps. ceLrer, 4th Coy 10 (G: Flieger) ver & rig. Grp. detacbment

Fig. 43: Construction & Enrineeri Tr o r s: 6- rmers.T e hone TrooLEILJUgal
Cor s Pioneers Communioat on Units. Pontonters etc.

HQ Victuals Victuals
troops (Ger.) No. 10 (Fr.

Victual Comp. Motorized Baker Cp. 4
No. 15 (It.) Vict. Col. 2 (Fr. Bculangers

45: Zie1d.oe t3 11.12L.Q1Lik111.9.1:11=L-SallaaalatUlli   

Fieldpost HQ. Fieldpost 3 Fieldpost 25 Fieldpoot 30 Fieldpost 'box'
unit mail unit mail unit mail unit mail No.: for secret

projects et al.



Pig. 48: Judicial Units.
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PIEOR6171 Continued)
*It

rig . 47 : Pyontier Troops. smaller units 

HQ Frontier Frontier Inf. Fontier Rifle- Mountain Inf. Volinteer Front-
Reg. 55 Coy 6/216 men Company Frontier Coy tier Guards (G.

257 565 'Preiw.Gz.Schutz.'

Court of
Justice (French)

Idem (Italian)
(913)

Army police of
Third Army Corps

Oendarmeria deli' Esercito
Heerespolizei

a C. A
o s -to 2

m (German)

Fig. 49: Auxiliary Units Sbuildinr, oboervation and puarding:troons) 

50: Motoried and other Trars ortat ; 	Troc

Heavy transport Horse pack Mountain pack Railway direct. Auxil. railway
column (motor) column 1/4field) (mule) troop Gr p III 'detachm. 36 L

Fig. 51: Other Units 

Motor. Inf. Destruction Grenadier Guard Company Fortification
Art. Unit 23 Detachm. 54 (destruct.) (Int. Camps) Guards & servicini

Op. 35 (professional)
troops

(To be concluded next month)
Corriee,Ida: Plcase add after last line on page 1 of the March issue: "these

are shown in Fig. 29". (ed.)



Selzacher Peseions-Seiele 1962 -
2540 Crenchen 1

Pfingstrennen Frauenfeld - 350C Frauenfeld
' 1 from 17/4 to 22/5

Festa dei fiori - Ate des fleere - Blumen-
fent - Fentecoste.Loearne - 6600 Lugano 1

17/4 - 21/5'

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS'

1. Sth International: Railway Stamp Exhib-
ition FLIAIC (INTEBA 1972) held from

21-23 April in Zueich. Specie1 ceecel read
'8050 ZURICH - INTEBA 21-23.4.1972 -
S. Internatiorel Eisenbahner-Briefearken-
ausstellung (FI3AI0).

APRIL 1972 AELVETIA LETTER Page 31
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by Mrs. K. MacMAHON & H. E. CHAPMAN Part IX

1899
75 D 1 Fr. crrrijne

Colour shades 
derk. carmine (white paper) 1902
bright carmine, aniline (tinted, paper) 1904

Varieties 
Stroeg offset on reverse (whole)

2. Strong offset on reverse (partial)

PlateJaaws 

1. Typical dots: in third star 14sft, in cross, between 1 and Fr. upper
right, strong dot under FRANCO in Pr. lower right.

2. Under heading of typical streaks: continuation of 'F' upper left,
shading by the 1 1' upper left, diagonal downstroke by 'F' ef-IFRALCO'
lower left.

3. Smaller plate flaws: almond-shape outer left in margin (E), flecke upper
right of centre in margin (4), smaller knick in upper left calue
shield., notch in right margin at height of second star.

4. Shaky colour lines: horizontally in the upper or lower margin, upper
right verticully parallel to the length of the margin.

e. Similarly from the brat horizontally thrcuth the (defective) shoulder
to the outer right and parallel thereto through the small value shield
upper right (later large retouch).

Worn Plates 

1. Figure leipper left or ever the small value shield, worn.
2. Left margin worn in various places, similarly upper margin or upper
3. Light iu the left star rand in the centre, partielly into the oval.
4. Worn under lower 1 Fr.

Retouches 
1. Darker oval: clear or blurred re-engraving partially encroaching

through t'ee spear.
2. Upper horizontal lines retouched (2 different)
3. 1 Fr. upper left improved (2 different) (Illus.)
4. Irregular retouch in centre of left margin (DE 1).
e. Horizonttl re-engraving betweeu spear and head (with red glove).
6. Both sides of the head re-engraved (diefeenred bead, 2 different).
7. Diagonal retouch left of the head.
8. Strong retouch between spear and head, mimilarle and right of the head.
9, Dress retouched and coarse dot retouch right of Helvetia ( Mts.)

(To be continued)

aeCENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS

inteeeetioneles Jahr des Buches
UNESCO 1972 Verioue

Anne internationele du livre UNESCO.
1972 - Renans & Geneve 3

Anne internezionale du libro UNESCO
1972 - aiRS3.0

3obriet4 = Securit‘ - Geneva to 15 Apr
2. Luftposteuestellung 28 April-1 May
LUPO 72, Verehrsheus der Sehweiz,
Luzern - t000 Luzern 2.

Bern Auestellung BA 29 April-9 Mai
1972 e 3000 Bern 1 to 9 Nay

Schweizer Euetereesee Besel 15-25
April 1972 4000 Baeel 2-25 Apr.

25e annversaire - Commiseion economiqu
pour l'Tenrope 1947-1972 - 1211 lee-

ee-c 10 - Phil. Service ol'7 U.N. to 4/5
Internationale juni-Feetwochen Zurich

8023 Zurich 23

56th Swine Trade Fair in Basel: - held
from 15 - 25 April 1972. The epecial

Qancel with embleM read: '4000 BASEL -
15-25.4.72 - SCHWEIZER MUSTERnESSE'.



Despite eone scepticism of the Northern Group members at their

subject : for the Merch meetine, three rem- ] meeting in 3radford on March 25th, were

hers provided e pee 130 nheets of meterial 'delighted. to welcome Helvetia member,

on hAlLeAY STAMPS CeNCELLATIONS, 411.71 by Mrs. V. Davis, who in this year's

no meanz exhausted tile scope of the eubjec ,President of tee Hull P.U. Her diaplay
entitled. °BROWSING IN SWITZERLAND' begen

1 . nelRaw ey opened the displaye with e few puree of pre-stamp covers and
featurej meny- aspects of Swiss philately
including mountain railways, railway
steeps and ambulant marks, various
pastel stationery items end Bundesfeier
carde, express and registered covers,
peeteee due and 'T' murk and a selection
of !soldier stemps on and off cover.

Verioue sterp imsues included the
11 overprints, 1949 20c. shade varieties,

the 1914/1e/25 high values ad studiee of
the enull landscape iseues and the 1960
iq onumente :Jenne.

The whole display eas moat beauti-
fully erranged and illuetreted with mepe
and pleotographs and wee greatly apprec-
ieted by all thoze present. -

R.A.H.
The next meeting on April 29th will

be the Group's Anneal General Meeting,

Oen anyone help our member.:
Mr, G.Le Stocks of 5, The Link Leaeingnemt,

Sleaford, Lines i eith fine uspd 
phoepeor ieeue of the later definitives?

Whetever you are collecting from
Switeeelerd, there will be something of
ilntereet to be found in my etock:

• - Joined pairs e tg te- che etc.

EV:STUN SWITU.R D LnCHTELS

eith aeelection ef the early"TPOs on
covers eve carde, dating from 1362 up to
the terly 1900s, with eeps indiouting the
routes, end. folleeed with • a lar mge nuber
ef the private railway linen which 115e

TPOs ae well ee the atatien cencele of
each line, the letter cceerine mery
jiffereet typo of cancels eed including.
examples of the receet re-numbering of
the etatione.

Mre Lienherd followed eith the
official railway stexipe, iecluding the
eerly 'forerunner' which heve•cely rec-
ently been. reeognimed. Al nso ithow was
a rerely seer. eomplete fo iedre, icateing
the use ef these stamp.

Mre 'tile e then ehowed very eaey of
the early TPC cancellatieee, with emphesi
on the different types end datee of use,
end concluded with the TPOs of the

private . railways.

The whole provided ae excellent in-
right into another very interesting
eopecr Of awise philately.

The new, 7.Xth Edinen of the

TEIN JeITZE4AND / 

LIECHTENSTEIN "et lo u, SPECIALISED

is now on sale.

"ZUMSTEIN is not only the editor of
the Catalceues but elo one of the meet
ieportent etaep tr-4 e e . CO" 3tO

P
' .

coheidereble eer!e. of varieties, classic
Swise aut eure r eee Aimee. For once,
try arT Ii!"
IT:utalogee: irie 03.25 45p poatege

FOR SALE 

'Pro Petrie 1938-1963 incl. (ly to
141) (no blocke). Catalogued Zum. 440.

Used, nearly ail fine cds 23
Mint, some earliee moue:tad .. 23

E. Lienbard, 9, Eseex Avenue, Che1mefer0,
Essex.

A.

R.

M.

S.

T.

R.

in C.

N.

G.

Hendy poce-et eize: Prine £0.70

3cee available from HAR2I3 PUBLICATIONS
LTD., 42, Maiden Lae, Strend, London
eC2X.7LW.

BERNER BRIEFMARK -ZEITUNG / JOURNAL
PRILATELIZL DE BERNE 

Aenuel fees £1.60 ... always 00

intereeing features for the
SidTZERLAND specialist.

For fine, first clans stamps ...

RARITIES OF S4IMIILAND :VD EUROPE
your Want List to

ZUMSTEIN
Fropr. ffertech & Co.

_ n, "If/ 
•

r
 
,r 1 Ut" i2 L,

- Airmail stamps end ccvers

- Rayons

Meximum cards, Miniature sheets

- Sittine Standine Helvetia

Thexatic starve; 'T' Dues

Railway- (TP0) cancels

''On epproval selections

- Lew issues

- Clocee selectiche of varieties

J.S.ARMSTRONG.
Lee Lene, Torrisholme,

Send

MOREGAM : 9E, Lancs.
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Competition night was again a great success with more than 30 members

present - almost a record. The Adjudicators, KR. A. J. DRANSTON and

MR. h. L. 4ATCHER, found A formidable task awaiting them, with a total of 18

entries, occupying every table that could be procured.

During the judging Members adjourned to another room where the programme

for the following season was discussed and then a short auction was held.

Judging completed, members returned to the main room to hear the results.

Mr. Katcher said it had been a hard task and they were very impressed

with the high standard of the entries. Curiously enough, the markings in the

Postal History section were hiet
qr than in the General (Cup) section, although

there is more scope in the latter,  He suggested some amendments to the scale of

marking, for instance, he would like to see i heading for 'Research': this he

felt would make judging easier and more fair. Also to separate 'Presentation'

and 'Condition' which are not always easily combined, since even poor stamps could

be admirably presented but would not be in the winning grade.

He then proceeded to pass comments on the various entries, remarks

intended not as criticisms but as nelpful pointers to enable the owners to do even

better on future occasions. Mr. Branston added a few more comments and gave

the reasons for the final choice, then announced the winners as follows:

SILVER ,CUP: MR. G. M. H0DG48 - for a most interesting and well set out entry

•
on the 5 Hp. 'Strut:el'

Runner-up: MISS A. GRUNS.ERG - for 'Strubeli' issues, including exceptionally

. fine covers.

Highly Commended: R. H. SHELDRAKE - for a beautifully written-up entry on the
'Iilliam Tell Story'.

Other entries in this section included Pro Petrie, Sitting Helvetia

Pee., Standing Helvetia, Perf ins etc., Strubel 10. lip. Varieties, T.F.Os and the

DeveL4went of Gutter Strips. •

Although there were fewer entries in the Postal History section the.

markings were very close indeed.

10OR4 TROPHY: MRS. 4. J. RAWNSLEY for an entry entitled 'Lesser Known SWiSA

Cancellations' comprising Route Marks, Tab
Cancels and Postal Agencies Abroad

Runner-up: • MR. C. E. REDMILL for a most informative study of the 'Machnahmet
(0.0.D.) Service

Highly Commended: MR. C. &tuck for an entry of Pre-Stamp Covers with interesting
directional markings.

Other entries were on Circular Publicity Cancels, Lake Maggiore Ship

Postmarks, Covers from Ct. Bern and Lake Steamer Cancels,

Kr. Slate, on behalf of the members, wished to thank the two Judges

for their hard work. He hoped those present would accept the comments made on

the entries as kindly meant, for if no comments are made, how can one expect to

(Continued overleaf)



LIECHTENSTEIN COMMEMORATIVE MILIATURE
SHEET

A very attractive miniature sheet of
2 stamps will be issued or atil June to mark

: the VIII Liechtenstein Philatelic Exhibit-
ion (LIRA 72), to be held from 9 - 27 Aug.

Values: 1 Fr. - Church at 3enders
2 Yr. - Vaduz Castle

Sale irice: 3 Fr,
Colours: DarL blue/cadmium red/gold
Size: 101 x 65 mm.
De......olt_.ens_t: Prof. Josef Seger, Vienna
WraVer: Trof. Hans Ranzoni d.J., Vienna
Printin

g
:. Combined auto-type ec. engraving .

by the Austrian State Printers,
Vienna.

A seecial cover will be uses and the
First Day cancel will incerporate a poet-
horn end read: 'VADUZ - AUSGAEETAG

JUNI 1972'.

UNITED NATIqS IN :CET.EVA

Two stampe will be issued on 5:JuneI. stellar iesuee of 3 & 15c. by the
u.r. inYew York) to aid environmental
projects.

Values: Rp.
30 Rp.

Jesirn: Symbel of

Deeigher: Robert
Printing: Offset

Zoneh,
23 x 36 mm.

Ceuantitv: 40 R. -
BC Re. -

The F.D.C. will saow the emblematic
eesign witn 'Environnement' above and
'5-6-72 Premier Jour' below and
'1211 GENLVie ADMITISTRATION P0STALE DLS
NATIOIS

"Op.1111111010.1.

COMPETITION RESULTS (Continued)

learn how to do better next time? He
noted with some surprise that for the
first time all the awards had gone to
London Group members, many would-be
country competitors no doubt having been
deterred from entering by the exhorb-
itant postal charges. This was regrett-
able Since it prevented them from sharing
in the event, but unfortunately beyond
our control.

Members tben had an opportunity to
look again at the entries, to discuss
them with the Judges and to store up help-
ful hints for the future.

The Programmes for the next
season will be published nearer to the
commencement of the Autumn eessiou.

NUMBERS ISSUED 

The following figures have been
released by the P.T.T.:

PUBLICITY STAMPS
10 c. 20,207,000
20 c. 15,257,000
30 c. 20,072,000
50 c. 10,166,000
80 c. 5,916,000

NAHA

PRO ?ATRIA 1971
5,608,000
7,286,000
7,308,000
4,504,000

- Series II 1971
23,384,000
8,154,000

10=10 c.
20+10 0.
30+10 co
50+20 c.

PUBLICITY STAMPS

40 co

PORTRAITS 1971
10 c. 15,563,000
20 c. 20,173,000
30c. 20,605,000
40 c. 9,043,000
80 c. 7,048,000

AEROGRAMS
1962 1,539,000

Senders ref.
below address:
enders ref.

1964 250,000

left of add. t 6,964,000

Are you
up-to-date on your

PHILATELIC 

Why not check by looking
in our Catalogue on Page 78.-

A few items, unfortunately,
are out of print, but please contact
us as we have stocks of most of
these books.

Do you receive the

SWISS PHILATELIST 

This contains special offers,
new issues, recent discoveries and
articles.

Bow is the time to send your
subscription (40p for 4 numbers) as
the next issue is in course of
preparation.

H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Rd., St.John's Wood, NW8 7HU
Tel. 01-586-0616

A.S.D.A., A.P.S.,

olive-.cTn/blue/yellow
reddish-blue/roee/Ereen

lt.blue
U.N. Conference on

Environment
Perrot, France
by Jehn. Enschede en

Holland

2,300,000
2,100,000

- Series I 1971

1971 MINIATURE SHEET 
2,063,0003 Fr.
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Type 14(3) above & Type 14(C) below

Express Labels
Further infcrwatioa on s ae recentl discovered new

in existing types alread y described.
By I. TILLLN Part I.

In the February 1969 issue of the 'Helvetia News Letter' the diagram of
Type 14 now to be Type 14(A) appeared, together with a description of this laraa
routing label. The date of this example - provided fur me by Dr. Ganz - was

November 1950.

Over the years this labe:
appears to have chanced, both
in its aording and in its
Express rectangular section.

The two SUB-TYPES B & C
have been in use in March
1957 and August 1964; Slat.
Mr. P. Hcbba, a Helvetia
member, haa sent me from G
Geneva a used example of
Type 14(0) (illustrated bela
so this type would appear tc
be still current (?).

On this intter label
information shows that the
express parcel from which it
came travelled from Lausanne
to Geneva on Train No. 116.

e and vari-ti ns

Now for the main differ-
ences between 14(3) and
14(C)t-

1. The wording at the top
of the March 1957 label
is: 'Schweiz. Post -
Postes Suisses - Poste
svizzere'.
'he wording at the top
of the 1964 and 1968
labela is: 'PTT-Betrieb/
Entrprise des PTT/
Azierda PTT'

. The arrangement of the
wording as regards size
date of printing inform-
ation waich appear at
foot of labels 14(3) an-
(C) differ as follows:

In Tvoe 14(0): 
PTT 225.03.1,68. A7.Qu 7t
all of which information
is on the left of the
label
In Type 14(BY:

P243 - 111.57 - 2,O0O, CO
it on the left, and

.A7 (105 x 74) - :aa065

is on the right,
3. The actual lay-out of tha

EXPRESS rectangle and
words contained in it
differ in the following
points in Types 14(3)
and 14(0) :-

http://dons.ie
http://dons.ie


       

(a Words -et-three lines begin nearer to 4E' in 14(1).
(b Longer arms to letter 'E' in 14(3).
(c Rectangle enclosing the words is larger in 14(B).
(d) Letters in printing of words have serifs in 14(B).

4. The number of labels printed appears only on Type 14(B).

Before leaving this type I must point out the only difference noticeable
between Types 14(A) and 14(B):

Sometime between 1950 and 1957 the Second word at the head of the label
in 14(A) (Postverwaltung) has become abbreviated in 1957 to 'Post.' When this
abbreviation occurred I do not yet know. If any readers have examples of either
Types 14(A), (B) or (C) in their possession, please drop me a line indicating the
date of their labels and Type, as I should like to ascertain when this changeover

, occurred.

Express Label Teee 21 

,2c., 6o-fordarn clueeh Bohnpersor,oi
a., Ocnsporelar pa, ie persomvi du chamo ag -kr v j„, 1.:-
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P-TT 12,8..38 /X, 66. 65 (2,Sox176) 0 cApo.

Type 21

This diagram,
which I have des-
ignated Express
Label Type 21, is
drawn to half the
actual size of the
pink express envel-
ope. The actual
size is 250 mm. by
176 mm, and all the
printing is there-
fore half scale.

For the details
regarding the use
of this label I am
indebted to Mr. M.
Rutherfoord of
Bassersdorf (a
Helvetia member),
who kindly sent me .
the envelopes which
are described in
this article. He
states:

"As is generally
known, in Switzeland all S.B.B. and a lot of private railway stations have to accept
Express Letters after normal P.T.T. hours (an exception would be a main railway
station where the nearby P.T.T. office has a late cuunter). The fee is the same,
even though the normal P.O. is closed. These letters are then sent on by the next
train. The conductor, however, is given a pink Express Cover (my Type 21 label)
sealed with the letter inside and the routing marked on the outside. If this
cover arrives at the destination station before 9 p.m. the station personnel have
to deliver the letter. They can also 'phone the addressee to collect it. But
the pink cover stays behind and is thrown awaye"-  - -

' The salient features of this Type will be described in detail next month.
(To be continued)

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIQNS 

24a Leperanto-Kongresso IFEF Lugano
Svislando 6-12 Majo 1972 - Lugano

IBA Luzern Internat. Boot- und Wander-
sport-Ausstellung 27 Mai - 4 Juni
1972 - 6000 Luzern to 3/6

Internationale Juni-Festwochen Edrich
8000 ZUrich to 30/6

* 4
1, 4 -)f

Zurcher Kantonales Jugendmusik Treffen
Regensdorf 3 + 4 Juni 1972

Regensderf to 3/6
18 Kantonal SchUtzenfest beider Basel
Muttenz 8 - 18 Juni 1972 -

• 4132

Festival folklorique international
Bulle 16-18 juin 1972 -

1630 Bulle to 17/6

Muttenz to 17/6
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FELDPOST .-POSTE DE CAMPAGNE POSTA DI CAMPO
By FELIX GANZ (Conolusion)

The final examples here reviewed are as follows:

Fig. 52: Collection of exam.les from World War I cancellations 

Timbre

. Inf. Field
Comp. 3/25

Brig. (VS) Dis- Fieldpost: Div. Office 3 and Inf. eat.. 51
triet Defence Inf. Batallion No. 29

Machine gun Infantr,; Comp. Hq. Inf. Cp. Frohtier Troops • Mountain Arti31
Detachment Lc. 44 Battery No, 7Comp. II/41 II/137 III/137

Army EQ. Press and Bicycle Company No. 5 Air Force Observation Post

Division Felsplatte
(Near Basel)

To all of this, though only somewhat marginally, must be counted the military

internment camps since their operation, during both World Wars, was eff
ectuated by

the Army. Furthermore, Swiss soldiers guarding the inmates of the camps could

mail their letters through a camp mail facility - with the exception that such
mail was not subject to censoring. Fig. 53 shows a selected series of such

internment camp cancellations from both World Wars.

Information Office

Fir. 53.

InWrnement das Prisonniers d Guars
LAUTERBRUNNIEN - SUISSE 1. -j'\"1179E1

_

l Arb. Lager P
lbarg:4-e

nercle;
'!IW

 errachigen

WWI Internment Camp

,

Internment Camp postmari:s of varied types:

General Intern- Intern. Camp ,Work Camp, Polish
merit Camp cancel Vals (Gr.) Internees

In conclusion it should be stated that,. in spite of the almost unending

multitude of existing cancellations, the getting together of a Swiss fieldpost

cancellation collection is NOT expensive ... if one knows where to look and does

not believe many auction houses' let descriptions where anything connected with

soldiers' mail is immediately priced sky-high. On entire cover, such a collect-

ion will be much harder to get together, but even then the cost shotld not be



Ah%
An das Kreiskornmanclo%

liu Commandant d'ilrrondissem

Kenton Bern

Mffitar.Dlenstsache
... .... • • •

Canton de Berne  

prohibitive. If one collects entires, the variety of Swiss military postal cards

and envelopes is again staggering; and if one tries for those glossy non-stamps,

called soldiers' stamps, on cover and with matching unit cancel for each stamp,

then I daresay one would have one's hands full for close to a lifetime.  Thus,
have fun ... each in his own way.

As an afterthought, a cover shall be shown which is marginally also to be
counted as military mail. It is a cover used twelve times over (never again say

the Swiss aren't frugal) . by the local military clerk in the Bernese Village of
Seedorf, to notify the regional Cantonal military agency in Biel of any changes in
the citizens rolls of that village (Fie. 54). The 2.agit envelope was utilized
between 1933 and 1936, from two different village, and every time the previous

cancellation of the civilian p.o. was carefully crossed off ... an obvious model

of military precision and abh6=enceof waste !!!

Affalre mil/faire

SOiT101•48CIIEF SEEDORF

Fig. 54

Editor's note: Any additional information or comments on this subject will 
be

welcomed by the author and will be forwarded to him.

-X ** ***

*4* The End 
***

....,••••••••••••••• n••.n•••••••••••n•••• •••••••••n•••

SPECIAL CANUaLLAT1O3 

1. 3rd National Junior Philatelic
Lahibition, Lausanne. Held from

7-9 April. Special cancel showed child-

ren and a dove holding a letter. Text:

'1000 LaUSABhE - 7-9.4.72 - 3e Expoo-

ition nationale de philatelic pour is
jeunesse'.

2. Aero hilatelic Da & 2nd A mail

• Held from 28

April - 1 May 1972 in Lucerne. Auto
No. 5 applied a special cancellation:
'6000 LUZah - winged globe with letters
PISA - 28.4 - 1.5.72 - TAGL DaR •

AIROPHILaTaLIM.

3. 25th Assembly of the 0,A,S. Held
in the Palais des Nations, Geneva,

from 9-26 May, The special cancel

used shows the serpent emblem and reads:
'1211 Galli*: - 9.5.72 - AS.JrAIBL4a,
haiNDIaLa Da LA

TvURIST PUBLICITY CaNCEIS 

4665 OFTAINGah - am Strassen-Kreuz der
Schweiz. (K.576 from 6 April)

7132 VAL 'S Badekur- und Ferienort
1250 m.a.m. ((.577 from 25 May)
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STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by Mrs. X. MacMAHON & H. E.. CHAPMAN

1901. Perforation 11 : 12 (14 vertical perforations) Control Mark 11 (narrow)

66_ Al 20 c• Orange 
Colour shades 

orange (print not sharp)
reddish-orange (print not sharp) 1901
orange (clearer print) 1901/4
reddish-orange (clearer print) 1901/4
orange (reddish translucent print) 1901

Varieties 
1. Reverse reddish translucent print
2. Reverse offset - total
3. Reverse offset - partial
4. Vertically mie4aced control marks (halved)
5. Vertically misplaced control marks (quartered
6. Double perforation

Plate Flawe 

1. So-called engraver's marks: pearl on large 2 (41st stamp on half sh
(F 3)

2. Diagonal arrow 4per left (A 1-3) and partially doubled framing of the
upper right small corner shield (A 5)

3. Diagonal arrow in 4th star left, coloured dot left of 1st upper 2
4. Helvetia with long feather behind the ear (B 3,4; 'C 5,6) speaking-tube

like fleck in front of the mouth
5. Spear with bayonet-like addition (Illus.) (BC 2)
6. H of HmLVETIA barred through
7. Helvetia with coiffure, bespattered lettering upper right,
Eis 7th'star right colourless (Illus.) or colour filled in (H 5/6)
9. Plate defects: upper from left as far as centre, similarly upper Or

lower horizontally the length of the margin (Illus.)
10. In the dress over shield, from foot downwards, right over shield and

fractured place in left margin, notch left of knee in the oval.

Worn Plates 

1. Upper left of centre colourless, similarly right
22. Light left in band, similarly right in band, in the oval, in the oval

right of shoulder, worn over the shield.
3. Under and left of lower large 2 colourless, similarly in left lower

Retouches 

1. Pine vertical lines i4he left or right margin, or horizontally on the
lower margin, upper and lower horizontal lines irregularly retouched,

2. Strongly redrawn norizontal lines at top
3. similarly, and oval improved (dark oval) or only the oval, lower corner:

field left improved.
4. Between spear and arm and left of tae hand strong horizontal improvemen

5. Right of Helvetia shaky horizontal improvement
6. Re-engraving not sharp in the worn places (with old retouch traces to

the left in the oval frame), between spear and head similarly left
of Helvetia, similarly right in the oval (Helvetia partially with
dot in diadem)

7. Large retouch between spear and head and 'left of the spear (dotted
throughout the spear)

8. Left in the oval diagonal retouch and between head and spear linear
re-engraving, left of the spear strong diagonal and dot-shaped, retou
left of the spear and right of Aelvetia diagonal retouch.

9. Whole oval completely newly retouched.
10.-4404t elbow strongly retouched (very clear print)
11; Lower figure field strongly retouched and left margin badly worn.

(To be continued)

H.6LVLTIA PACKMT
 

Booklets for the next series of Packets will be required from
mid-September onwards, so you have time to look out your surp
material.

art X



PROPOSED WEST COUNTRi-GROUE GETS , OFF TO
A SLOW START 

The first meeting of the proposed
West Country Group was somewhat dis-
appointing since only three of the
alledgedly ten interested members
attended.

However the afternoon was enjoyable
and each had brought along some material
to show. Mr. B.O. Hampton of Corsham
had prepared a study on varieties in the
shield of the 10 Hp. 'Strubel' and a
classification of the illustrated date
stamps from ca. 1880. Mr. R.J. Harris
of Salisbury showed 'The Lavaux' (Canton
Vaud) and Mr. D. Symonds of Wimborne
showed Customs Cancellations..

A further attempt to form an active
Group will be made at 7 p.m. on Friday,
15th September at a venue to be arranged.
On this occasion displays are invited
on 'Pro Petrie' and 'Pro Juventute'

Enquiries concerning this meeting
should be sent to Mr. D. Symonds,
'Larkrise t , Gaunt's Common, Wimborne,
Dorset.

FINAL LOTICE 

There are still a few renewal
subscriptions for 1972 which are out-
standing.

Unless these are remitted
immediately this is the last 'hews
Letter' which will be sent.

1,, Y*). **4

For once try Zumstein
and .you will find what you are looking
for.

ZUNSTEIN is not only the editor of
the Catalogues but also one of the most
important stamp traders. We stock a
considerable number of varieties, cl
classic Swiss and European stamps.

* * *

The "Specialised Catalogue -
SW1TZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN" has been
sad out.

For other literature:

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECATshatIN 1972 

Handy pocket sizes Price 0.70

order from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, LOA)014 WC2Y 7LW

* * * * *

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG / JOURNAL
PHILATEIJOE DE BERNE 

Annual. fee £1.60 ... always contains
interesting features for the

SWITZERLAND Specialist.
* * * * *

For Rarities & Fine Material send to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Co,

An
y
 2e8e. CH - 3001 BaNE

WINKLER TRANSLATION 

We nave been informed by our
American member, Mr. H. F. Stone, that
the proposal to translate into English
Herr winkier's splendid book on 'Pre-
Stamp Postal History' has had to be
abandoned, at least for the time being,
because of the very small number of
collectors, both in the U.S. arta in
Britain, who expressed interest in the
venture.

This is very disappointing news,
especially for those who have little
or no knowledge of French or German and
who, therefore, lose out on much
valuaole information which would add
to their knowledge and enjoyment of a

fascinating aspect of collecting.

It is hoped that this set-back
will be only temporary and that if,
perhaps, tne project were to be
reviewed sore objectively and more
'definite details, particularly in
relation to cost, were to 1:;e obtained
and thus enabie wider publicity to ue
launcned, the project may yet prove
feasible.

PUBLICITY SLOGA,TIS 

ZarcherSechselluten 1972 - Gesellechat
zur Oonstaffel - hIlrion

. 10/17 April

Bern Aueztellung B4A 29 April - 9 Pal.
1972 - Sern 29/4-9/

3e Congree Earopien de medicine peri-
nataie Lauaanae 19-22 Avvil '72 -

Lausanne 21/22-4-72

For those who wish to improve the
appearance of their collections, make .
use of my

aka LIST or APPROVAL SERVICES.

These enable you to compare the
items offered with those whicn are -
or perhaps are not -.in
collection, and thus be sure what you
are buying.

Stamps of all issues are avaiiable,
mint or used, particularly the more
interesting series.i.e.

STAUBELIS, SITTILG 'HELVETIA PLR?"
STANDING HELVETIA

FLAWS and VARIETIES

AIRMAILS and FLOWN COVERS

IhTERNATIONAL OfFICES

PAL-STAMP cpvtAs P05TEA4W3 etc.

J.S ARMSTRONG.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAM 3 E.

Lancs.
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By Felix Ganz

When larger towns, in the early Ib70s, were asaigned date strikes with hour
reels, these reels (to be changed every Lour) eontained twelve Roman figures,

I - XII, and twelve Arabic ones, 1 - 12, And directions for tneir use were as
follows: 1 a.a, to noon: Roman numbers; 1 p.m. to midnignt: Arabic numbers.
Hence, 19.X11.6 -i XI aeant 19 December 1b87, 11 a.m., and -2.111.77 -o meant

2 Marcn 1d77, 6 p.m.

In 1916 the aWiJd tederai Cuuncii, however, decreed til4t Zwitaerland would
accept (us i"...ad been the caae for the 6wiaa Arai throughout aorla ;oar I), in all

her time calculations, the round-the-day stem of 01 to 24 hours, the hours of
13 to 24 representing the p.m. times. Renee, on most nwiea cdo with hour reels,
the date bridge, from 1919/20 on, now indicated thus: 31.V11.22 17, meaning
31 July 1922, 5 p.m.

In the interim, from May 1, 1919 on, and until ail ola style cds had been

recut to snow Arabic numerals only, a temporary measure, in the form of "Postal

Directive NO. 40" of April 15, 1919 (Records NO. 763.4) was sent to all post

offices possessing (hie with nour reels, atating:

"According to Federal Decree of 19 April 1918 the Swiss Post Office
Department will introduce, once normal conditions exist anew, the continuous

numbering of hours of the day, from 00 to 24 hours. This necessitates the
recutting of all cancele (among other things) which now contain other numbering
for the hours of day, to conform to the new system. This will take quite
some time, and it will not be possible to change all eancellera at once, or
adjust them accordingly. Therefore, for 302..e time to come, both systems of

indicating the hour of day will have to co-exist.

"One must abandon the old, system of showing the hours from midnight to

noon in Roman, and the hours from noon to midnight in Arabic figures, because
this would mean that recut cancels indicate the times from midnight to noon,
1 - 12 in Arabic figures, while these same figures, on old cancellers, would
mean the hours from noon to midnight.

"It is therefore decreed that henceforth, from May 1, 1919 on All
cancellers, old and new, will have to show the hours from midnight to noon in
Arabic figures, 1 to 12. On old type oda the hours from 1 p.m. to midnight
will from tnat date be shown as I to XII, while new ods will show 13 - 24.

"Wherever new or recut cds must be put into use prior to the above date,
all office clocks will have to be changed accordingly.  4ecia1 directives

are to follow. Proper indications of the day's hours on all cancellations.
must be carefully observed, and wrong cancelling of hours must be avoided,"

If you now will study your letters of the period from the end of April 1919

to about 1921-22, you may notice the changes. You may also notice that occasion-
ally cancels of both the old and the new types are found on the same cover, even

though the system of postmarking all letters and cards with an arrival 
mark came

into disuse at about the same time, the volume of mail dictatinr the elimination
of this procedure. It will be interesting to know which Helvetia member can

report the earliest use of a 01 to 24 ode where the hours of 13 to 
24 are used, and

which reader will come up with the latest date of use of Roman figures for showing
the hour of day on any swiss cancellation.

Tia



and is ridiculously under-catalogued.

Per the first time in

about 15 years, we can offer a
brilliantly fresh mint (re-gummed),

superbly centred copy with Moser-Wiz

Certificate.

Unrepeatable at. the

special price of only Z100.
If you have been

looking for this stamp do not miss
this opportunity.

SWIjS FlhD

"Corrigenda"

January 1972, p.4, 2nd par., beginning,
should read: "(ne oda

cancellation ..." not "The cds cancell-
ation".
Fequary 1T72: p.110/11. "Zurich and

St. Gallen barracka ..."
should be replaced by "then existing
barracks". Nail from several other
places also carries the oval "Lidg.
Kriegskommissariat" marking.

p.11, par.2 should start
"In some instances ... not "in more
instances". Last word in the same
sentence, as well as second word on p.12
should read "Ialcommon" instead of
"common". Date at bottom of p.12 should
read "from 1915. to 1966" (not "1916").
basiLl. 2:_ p.17, last sentence is

incomplete: add "this
postal exchange are shown under ?ig. 29.
They are bright orange stickers or
labels".

p.16, 2nd par. , 2nd last .
sentence, strike "blue" from color
enumeration.

NEW UN- STAMPS

Valuer: 40e. olive/green/blue/yellow

80r.. blue/reddish-blue/rose/
grey/lt.blue

Desi€71: -Beth - Symbol of Conference c)7
Environment

Size: 2E 7 36 Mi.
Dcs i rmer: Robert Perrot, France

Printin47,: Offset by Joh. Enschede en
. Zonen, Hollard

Frinte(I: 40c. 2,300,00C
80c. 2,100,000

• Two similar stamps of 8 & i o.
(U.S. ourroncy) were issued by the UN,
in IN1 4 . York at the same time,

••••n••n•n.110.0.

d.L3: FaFIr kL737M/CATALOGU

la:rs also _1':
"

0"7
.
,,77 that the,

ahovc viork, on. thich he h p s •been•
actively enr-ged for se:ae time, i3 now
nearin completion and it is ho-od. will
be • Yailable in the t . by the end of •
Aligust or Se2teber :rd in 'Sumps beforc
the en:7 of the year. rrico noi-, yet
known. It will consist cf 1.(,00e-leaf
roen to be housed in e. 3-rir47. hinder of
tho collector's own cnsice (not inoluied).

Somehow, dear readers, a few errors In co7nection with the recent17
have crept into the promisedly-short, but held Conference on the Environment,
now that it has appeared rather lengthy following new stamps were issued on
overview on 'Swiss Fieldpost'. For the i 5th Junes
benefit of those Helvetians who may wish
to keep their articles in perfect shape,
he.ce are the

p. 19, heading of :Fig. 54,
aelete"Field". Both mountain and field
regiment cancellers are shown.

And that is all, although I wish to
apologise for a number of not very
clearly reproduced unit cancellers.
Some , were in grey Or very light to start
with) and simply did not reproduce well.

should any readers - have specific
- questions on abbreviations found on swiss
Fieldpost cancellations that have not
been shown, then please feel free to
contact me via our Editor.

FLiX GALIZ

JUSTLY DESERVED AWARDS 

Considering the vast amount of
work done by Dr. Ganz in recent months,
so much of which he 1144 most kindly
allowe to be published in our 'Helvetia
News Letter*, it in caoa to be able to
report that he hao been winning some
tropies himself, in the form of a Silver
i
i
. ard at the recent 'SCJEX' Exhibition
anr? also the New Jersey Society's
' 7ELVETIA AWARD'.

Congratulations and best wishes
for continued successes in forthcm7ing
events.

000

H. L. KATChE R
ThE ADLATEUR k;OLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road, St. Jon's good,
London Nu8 71W

Tel. 01-586-0616 PTS, SPA, ASDA.
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Express Labels
Further comments on recent discoveries by I. TILLEN Part II.

Below is a general diagram of Type 21 label indicating the principal

differences in the four printings of 1955, 1966, 1968 and 1969 according to the

examples I have in my collection.

The diagramdiagram has been marked with letters to which positions I shall refer
when dealing with the differenceu in designs and wordings and figures and positions

of both these items.

iSUILOLA
laai lag

P522 - 111 55 PTT 128.38 IX 66 35 (250 x 176) Qu 60
No wording in this position for 1968 and 1969

1955 (Type 21A 35 (250 x 176)
1966 (Type 213 No wording (letters or figures)

1968
1969

(Type 21C
(Type 21D ft II ,

The PTT Badge K appears in Position K; that is underneath the blue wording
above lt only in the 1955 printing.

In all other printings the position of this badge is as shown in the general
diagram, that is on the left of the three lines of wording above position K.

These three lines of wording differ in all four printings and are as set out
belpws

(All letters in capitals;
wording in two lines)

(Only those letters underlined are
in capitals. Wording in three
lines instead of two as in 1955)

1955 SCHWEIZERISCBE POSTVERWALTUNG
POSTES SUISSES - POSTE SVIZZERE

1966 Schweizerische nInietriebe
Entreprise PTT suisses

Azienda PTT svizzeri

1968 PTT—Betriebe
Entreprise des PTT
Aziende delle PTT

1969 Schweizerische PTT-Betriebe

Entreprise des PTT suisses
Azienda svizzera dells PTT
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EXPRESS LABELS (Continued)

One of the other main differences is in the rectangle OLT, of which
there appear to be TWO completely different types, illvstrated below anf shoving
the principal points of variation in the two types.

GHIJ recten,le with ' r (as type of 1955)

,GBIJ rectangle with wording (as type from 1966 onwards ?)

 

1. Sizes of rectangles: 70 x 34.21m. and 53 

2. Hei ght of lettering: TALLER, iti later type, 1966 onwards.

3. Different 'a' in 1966 to 'b..' in 1955 as illustrated.

4. Flatter type of printing in 1966 Type length of 'E' is 3 ses. as
compared with 2 mm. in 1955 printing),

5. Border of rectangles is slightly narrower in the 1955 printing.

6. In all cases the 'Ell' and words 'Exprls' and 'Sspresse' are in heavier
(thicker) type printing. This does not seem to have changed over the
years.

Another interesting point of difference in the DESIGN of the 1955
envelope 12, all other z:Intkagi is in the fact that the lines ABN end BD in my
general diagram are SINGLE in all printings since 1966, but are DOUBLE or

hollow tr the very first
A B N. printing of 1955 ... at

least .I assume this is the
. first printing!!

(To be continued)
{111.1100.M.....16.11Min

PICTORIAL TOURIST PUBLICITY CAC1LS

From 25th May:

7132 VALS - Badekur- un ,1 Ferienort
1250 m.d.M. (1.577)

From 7th June:

4106 T TTRWIL Im Herzen des Loimentals
(K.578)

From 14th Junes
9204 

AND4IL 
(SO (K.579)

-•n•••••••••••••••••••••ogar•L

TOnIST PUBLICITY SLOGAN'S 

From 25th Kay:
T:IXERO Lago Yagricre CAVPEGGI - SPOHT

Prom 14th June:

EMMENBROCKE Tagungsort

RLO,L14T 

2-144A11-C2A011 •

Zivilschutz.ist . aUth Katastrophenschutz,
- 261 .0 Uster

Er8ffnung•der Halle und itaurfhrt

Verkehrehaus Luzern. 1.7.72
• 600C .Luzern 2 frwi; 4.June
tiechtensteirische Brief ren-

Ausstellang VaJuz August 1972 -
E;430 Vaduz to 26 August

125 Jahre Schweizer Bain 1.47-1872 -
34U0 Bargdorf, E025 Zurich 25,

9470 Buckle SG
125e arniver2aire (les ehemins-de-fer
suiszes 1:A7-1972 - 1227 Careuge'GE

125o. anniversario del1 ferrovie svizzere

18471972 6900 Lugano

(Cont. on ). 4,3)
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STANDING HELVEllA 18132 ica4
Translated by hrs. X. EachAAON 4: H. E. QUAPXAN Part XI

73 E ..4.5
 

SIsio blue 
Colour_ Shadea

(e) blue, rubbed paper 1901 (c) dark blue
(4) blue, white paper, clearer print - (d) blue, bright, dark print 1904

Varieties 
1. Reverse whole or partial offset medium strong)
2. Control marks misplaced (halved)
3. Control marks misplaced (quartered),

Plate.Plawe 

. Typical dots and flecks: quotation marks by upper left 25, spattered
fleck uader upper right 25, curved under length of left band, coloured
fleck in cruse, the 2 upper right 'with tint and with none

2. Figures lower and bars of the cross spoilt (the vertical lines run through
the figures towards the bottom out over the margin) or the base of
the large figure is spattered with colour.

3. Plate defect: horizontal defect over the knee as far as the shield.
4.

	

	 iniiarly the length of the upper margin or running from below the 25
towards the lower right or left, the length of the inscription band
aed the large figures over four stamps (46th-49th stamps of half sheet)

5. Typical defect in triangle over right FRAaCO and in neighbouring margin
lines (was afterwards partially retouched).

6. Fine colourless line from upper margin diagonally as far as 2nd star on

right.
7. Coloured hair line from left upper corner as far as into Helvetia. .

'worn Plates 

1. In the frame, upper, left, right, lower, also a combination.
2. Light in left upper band . (BC/1,2) similarly and next to figure 2 (a 213)
3. In the oval: lighter fleck right of the shoulder.

Retouches 

Oval and large value figure: background uniformly blurred blue or
dotted at random (see Note)

2. clear re-engraving (darker) place in the oval lower left (Ei 2)

3. Upper left corner or horizontal lines at top retouched
4. Corner field lower right improved (various) or horizontal improvement

between the lower large figures
5. In the oval left of spear or between head and spear retouched
O. haght of the head or both sides of head retouched in parallel lines

diagonally downwards
7. Long thin engraver's lines criss-cross in the oval
8. Similarly with mutilation of the spear, shield, arm, head of Helvetia

and similar
J. Large retouch with wave-like retouching of the horizontal lines upper

right or with improvement of the corner field lower right

10. Dot-shaped improvemsnt in right field, on shoulder and right nearby

(BC/4,5)
11. Right of head towards right, sloping dot-shaped retouch or the whole oval

towards left with sloping retouch, partial improvement of lower right
corner field

12. Horizontal dot or tiny line-shaped retouching left or right of Helvetia,
partial improvement of lower rieht corner field,

(Ko 1 Thia issue was printed from newly made olatee.As the background of the
cval quickly became lighter, evidently- the plates were soon touched
with the roulette, a small notched (toothed) wheel, which brought about
the fine dots in the spaces of the oval's network, whereby the back-
ground appeers darker. From 1903 one finds mostly large, in parts
quitc irregular oval retouches, which from. 1904 were replaced by dark
prints from new plates.

Continued overleaf
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. 11)t);
(c)

(d)

1.
2.

3.
4.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

1,

2.

3.
4.
e.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11,

68E

HELVETIA NEII;S LETTER JUNE 1972

Continued)

Colour Shades

deep orange-brown, print not ehere 1901
light reddish-brown, clearer print 1901
reddish-brown 1901
red-brown 1901 (translucent print)

Obverse double peint,(frequently very blurred, seldom clear and distinct
Reverse offset (weak to very distinct)
Reddish translucent print
Double perforatien

?late Flaws_

Brown dotted Helvetia
Dot in sixth star left
Inscription flaw 'HELVETTA 1 	extended), 25th stamp on the half sheet

( nine.)
Typical coloured flecks on the foot, on right next to upper tip (A 4) end

also under 0 of FRA140, in the 0 of large 30
Massive flecked fracture from small shield upper right through Helvetia

towards the bottom, near the figure 30
Platee 

In frame: left and right from the small shield upper left, in centre of
Inscription band, left from upper riet of small shield, left in
margin, in left star band (C 1) and corner ehield lower right (0 6)

In ovals left of foot of Helvetia (P 2/3)

Retouehee 

Horizental lines upper left or right imeroved, the arched line of the tip
towards the left badly retouched

Upper left corner retouched, similarly and ac far as centre, horizontal
lines left or right of the centre wave-shaped retouch.

Upper tip lightly improved and fiet vertical engraver's lines on left
Inscription flaw 'HELVETTA' above letter 'I' corrected
In the oval:

the horixontal lines re-engraved (Note) left of the spear,
right of Helvetia or in the whole oval.

Similarly on the reddish background and with coloured spear
Coarse, inaccurate retouching: left of spear, between spear and head,

right of Helvetia diagonally inwards or outwards
Right in margin, strong vertical retouching stroke (3-G 6) (A7/B6-E6)
Left or right under the corner •shield and part of margin strongly

improved (F 6)
At bottom between or right of the figures vertical and horizontal or

diagonal retouch.
Lower margin lines on left (G1), right (G6) or by the figures re-engraved

Similarly above the centre field and and partly also the figures
re-engraved.

(Wee: In some particularly typical eases, no allusion is made to the
re-engraved horizontal lines of the star band. Re the retouch
No, 7 see the note after No. 68 D).

STANDING HELVETIA

(e) deep red-brown 3.901
(translucent print)

(f) light brown 1901
(e) light orange-brown 1904

• To be continued.

J.S.ARMSTRONG.
SWISS STAMPS continue to Increase in popularity. Supplies

of some items aro bound to become scarce owing to the limited quantities
ieeued. Make sure there are no remaining blanks in xaliz collection.

Material from all issues, mint or used, singles or blocks,
or on cover, can be supplied on approval or againet your Wants Lists.

Write now for the items you require.

14, Lew Lane, Torrisholme, MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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Our member in Switzerland, MR. M. RUTBERFCORD, who sends us the above exam
ples

of some new types of postal markings, has kindly offered to contribute a c
olumn of

snippets of news and information which come to his notice. We hope you will like

this new feature: I:, vot..) KNow
.r..e remarkable prices were realised for Swiss slogans (machine cancellations)

at the auction held at.the AGM of the Swiss Machine Cancellatior Society 
(VSM) in

Bern on 23rd March '72. The highest was £15.50 for the rare LP "Wil-St. Gallen" of

1959 (?TT No.3.49). Altogether soae 120 lots realised an average of 42 a piece.

Due to the great interest in the room only a few of the postal bids could beat those

of the 46 members present. (Ed. A longer artiele on this subject 
is in hand.)

a further modern rarity has been made by the PTT in rather the saae way as the

above 'Wil-St. Gallen'. During only 2 months (Sept. in Lugano and Nov. in ChiasBo)

in 1971, the slogan No. 2.1074 was used: "Sostenete l'aiuto sport svizzero ...". -

Now it has reappeared as No. 2.1.76 with the next changed to "... l'aiuto
sport' in Feb. at Chiasso 2. This is actually the third time recently that a 'cheap'

slogan has become rare due to a minor chengc in the Italian text.
 VSN members luckil

got theirs through their New Issue Service.

....  that an adjustable wrench or spanner, as shown on the recent 10c. 'TCS/ACS'

stamp of 17.2.1972, is called an 'Englander" in colloquial Geraan. Perhaps because

of so Englishman's flexible way of getting to grips with a toueb nut of a problem

........ that the latest edition of the Swirls 'Luftpost-Katalog' is a must for all
Swiss airmail collector, eopecially if thsy are interested in postmarks, as every

possible one is shown, even slogans having an l air' theme. Plus an incredible

amount of detail on first flights etc. (S.Fr. 16.- - A.C. Z1.95).

........ that the "Fund for Furthering Philately" will again benefit from the sale of

exhibition blocks. This time they will get about 14 million S.Fr. freer the sale

-------r----------- •
B021 ZURICH I ANNt1414E•

E ETIAIT
2 VIP 1017
5769

0310



DID YOU KNOW? (Continued)

of 2,063,000 'NASA 1971' mineature recets.

This money is used to finance local and

national exhibitions, as well as books,

filee etc. etc.

....  thrt quite a number of old Swiss

staelee ere etill valid to-day. Whieh ere

the oldest?

T1
,
e 'Symbolic

.. Designs' of 17 Sept. 1938,
i.e, the definitive high values of

Fr.3,5 & 10.

Other issues still valid ere:

Melium-value definitive from 15.1.41

Low-value definitives (1.8.49)
Mobile P.O. (9.10.53)
Europa from first issue (13.7.57)

Conmemoretives (from 20.2.61)
Firiature sheets (from 21.3.67)

Pro Patria (from 1.6.64)
Pee Juventute (from 1.12.64)

(More news iteme next month)
m••n••••n•n••n••n•

RECENT SLOGANS  (Coet.)•

100e anriversaire societe nautique de
Geneve 8-9 juillet 1972 -

1200 Geneva 1 to 9 July

Adelboeen 100 Jahre Kerort 1400

3715 Adelboden to 31 August
Jelzacher Passione-spiele 1972 IWO

4500 Solothurn 2.
Tverdon courses et concours hippiques

10 juin - 3 juillet 1972 -
1400 Yverdon 1 to 

re July

try ZumsteinFer once 

and you will find what you are looking

for.

=STEIN is not only the editor of
the Catalogues but also one of the moot
important stamp traders. We stock a
considerable number of varieties, elassic

Swiss and European stamps. .
* e *

The "Specialised Catalogue -

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN" has been

cold out.

For other literature

EUMSTEIN SWITZERAND/LIECHTLINSTEIN 1972,

Handy pocket eize: Price £0.70

order from HARM PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London Wen 7LW
* * * *

MUER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG / JURNAL
PHILATELIQUE DE BEENE

Annual fee £1.60 always contains
interesting features for the

Switzerland Specialist.
* e *

For Rarities & Fine Faterial send to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P_A_ Rey." 2cPc Anne AnRIVE

KCENT SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

1. alholateoruational Labour Coeference 

in Geneva. Held from 5-27 June

1972. A speciel cancellation was tined

lowing the I.L.0. emblem and reading:

'1211 GENEVE - date - Conference
internationale du travail'.

2. 2nd Aeeembl
e of Deleemtee of the

Union of !3viee Philatelic Sooietics,
held in St. Gallen from 10-11 June.

Mail posted during the Assembly receivee

n eeecial e
l_epan type cancel enewina the

erre cf 3
4

. flellee and a poethorn and
inscribed t '82.,eDelegierten Versammlune
deo Verbandee Schweizeriecher
Philatelictenvereine le/lo Juni 1972
St. Gallon'.

e. Federal Gvmnasticolletpeola/Zoiole
Aarau, held from 21-25 June. The

mobile P.C. No. 4 WaS in attendance ane.
a special cancellation. vas used which
inoorporated the wording: '5000 AARAC -
Eidee. Turnfeet 17-18 & 23-25.6.77'.

4, Ceeninee of Hell of .Alee & Seace
Trevel et the Traneeort Museum in

Lucerne. To be opened on let July
1972. Tbe mebile P.O. No. 5 will be
in attendance ere will use a spec:lel
cancellation deeicting eelleme of fliebt
ad reading; '60CC LUZERN - date -
Ereffnung der Halle Luft- Raumfahrt',

*Nvora..

meaE SLOGAN CANCELS,

Concours hippique national Tramelan
27 au 30 juiTlet 1972 -

2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds
Se . championnat du moede de petanque

Geneve 14-15 juillet 1972 -
1200 Geneee 1 to 15 July

16. Eidge Kleinkeliber Schiltzenfest Biel
30. juni - 10. Jun '72 - 16e Tir
federal au petit calibre Bienne -

2500 Biel/Bienne

PROM TEE 'SCHWEIZER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG'

......... Judging by recent articles there
is a steadily growing intereet in the
collection of covers and postal
stationery.

........  Collecting postmarks of resorts
on the Swiss lakes and cachets of the .
steamers is suggested as a thematic
side-line.

........  There are also comments on the
scarcity of the Bundeafeier ctamp No.
Zum.14c - the 20 + 10 c. depictiup the
chapel in the Hohle Gasse, in the rare
red/brownieh-vermilion/yellow colours.
Only 230,000 were ieseed. As a used
single it is elusive and hes doubled in
value in the Miller catalogue. Used
blocks of 4 are rare and now catalogued
by Zumstein at Fr.150 and by Miller at
Fr.275. This may well turn out to be
e modern rarity.

o0o-----
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INSANITY OVERHEATED (OLLEGODS ? BOOM ? JUSTIFICATION ?
A comment and adaptation of a report by Philargus/Alfred Itel in the
' Basel Nationalzeitung', March"24, 1972, on the auction sale of
Swiss Machine Cancellations, Bern, 1972.

By FELIX GANZ

Many collectors of Swiss stamps, for one reason or another, keep some or
as many as possible , of the sometimes bland, sometimes most professionally
designed, and sometimes charming, Swiss machine cancellations; and the inclusion
of some of these in a regular, specialised or thematic collection brightens
respective pages without a doubt, particularly if the slogan (or picture) of the
machine cancel's flag matches the design or the occasion of the issuance of the .
stamp, such as: Swiss National Exposition Zurich 1939 (cancelled Swiss National
Exposition - crown and flag); 100 years Swiss posts, 1949 and matching flag with
design of post-riders; 2000 years Nyon stamp, 1958, and matching machine flag; or
even the 1960 building series, or 1949 technical series views with matching machine
cancels and slogans from respective towns or occasions.

This type of collecting is most often considered marginal, and until
1969-70 no collector really had any knowledge of values connected with these slogans
even though the Swiss PTT had issued in 1947, 1959 and 1967, three increasingly
improved catalogues (of increasing completeness in contents) of machine cancellation
flags used in Switzerland since their inception in 1911, but at least a collector
could check his holdings, most of which were, and still are, collected in cut-out
form. Rumours as to the scarcity of some of these differed, and until fairly
recently many people thought that the slogan of 1928, numbered 2.2.7., especially in
its Preach version and proclaiming "Booze destroys home and country" as well as
featuring a liquor bottle with a skull and crossed bones, constituted the scarcest
item of Such slogan cancellations; but almost every collector similarly felt that
a real 6carcity could not truly exist because, after all, only post offices with a
volume a 10,000 daily letters, cards and printed matter were entitled to have
cancellation machines, and also because most of these cancellations were in use for
weeks at a time - often in more than one office.

A small society of devotees of this collecting field exists in Switzerland.
It is known as the 'Machine Cancellation Collectors Society' and it is - somewhat -
charitably looked down upo* by 'real stamp collectors' - a member group of the
Swiss Association of Philatelie Societies. This group, in 1970, undertook the
publication of a priced guide to the PTT's 1967 edition (plus supplements) of the
slogan cancellation index; and that is where thing* started to blossom, boom and
now recently explode.

The editors of the priced supplement tried to be conservative in their cask
estimates of all flags; but it became immediately clear that, with the exception of
most recent years, all flags with Italian language texts were from scarce to rare.
It became equally clear that the "Schnaps/booze" slogan was not at all the rarest
item ever, but that dozens of others were such scarcer, the rarest being, in the
opinion of the publications committee, slogan flags issued for the 1924 Winterthur
Agricultural Exposition (No. 4.1. 4 pegged at SPr.150, and the first version, with
dates: 6 May to 31 (instead of 29) Obtober, of the Zurich National Expo slogan,
1939 (No. 4.1.102) priced at SPr.100). Only 15 of the then total of 1,943
different flags rated a price estimate of 3Pr.20 or more.

After the club's price-list had been published, it sold literally like
hot cakes, pointing to a latent, but generally unknown, wide interest by collectors

Founder:

E.H.SPIRO 9V4ILATELIC
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in this hithero 'Cinderellishly' treated field, and prices almost imse
diately

nudged upwards, although an 'other' philatelists still are delighted
 to get rid

of Stamps and entire letters 'marred' by tkese 'ugly mackine cancella
tions -

especially if they are of the earlier type, wkere the slogans are at t
ke right of

the;crown. and ON the stamp, thus making the slogan well nigt illegibl
e and the

'stall) defaced.

Subsequently the club suffered some unpleasant internal affairs with

missing funds in one of the club's sectors and the Swiss Machine Cancellation

Collectors Society almost folded in 1970-71. However, al anonymous donor, who had

bee* 'hoarding' thousands of cut-outs (which, by the way, according to the Society's

staadards, must measure 9 x 4 cm., and be clean and legible to be acceptable for
trade and sale at the suggested prices) gave all his duplicate material to the

society for disposal at an auction, or by job lot bids, and that aucti
on took place

on the first weekend of March 1972 in Bern.

Only machine cancellations were auctioned off, Rost of them in cut-
out

form; but the results of the auction rated major stories in several S
wiss daily

papers. The society's members (about 170) had been able to bid by nail,
 while

others were excluded from this procedure. 220 lots were auctioned off - 
maay of

tkes single flags and NOT including tie above described rarities - an
d the average

price of a lot sold came to SFr. 20.- or about ten tines what was expe
cted.

The club is obviously solvent once again; but the heated bidding for

little pieces of paper on which a most ordinary postage stamp is machine cancelled

really defies description, and the bobby will never be the dame again, because each

holder of machine cancellation items now will carefully check his hold
ings, nark

them sky-high, and try to peddle time to tie highest bidder. That is
 sad, but

probably unavoidable in our highly materialistic society. One can see
 albums,

hitherto considered valueless, suddenly disappear into bolted vaults,
 and one can

see 'owners of skoeboxes of "trash' suddenly (and feverishly) pawing thro
ugh their

decade-long neglected or ridiculed accumulations, in feverish search for a buck-
producing item; and one can hear the chuckles of the few collectors w

ho 'got into

it' before the boom took hold.

Of all the lots sold, the auction's star consisted of flag 3.49, a

pictorial flag issued is 1959 for the town of Wil (SO) in which there ap
pears, after

the same 'WU', the added identification 'ST. OALLW.  This flag eas in u
se only

for a very short tine, after which it was redesigned by excising the 'ST
. GALLEN'.

In its second form it is known as No. 3.59 and is worth 1 penny. This
 lot,

according to Pkilargus, had a reserve price of SFr. 30.- but found a p
roud owner

at SFr. 155.-4: Tess 155 francs, or 040.- or £16. Please check your

duplicates, dear readers, you might be in for a real surprise and bonanza
.

Other surprises consisted of flags which matched stamps in design, or

supplementary text, to produce a 'maxim's cover'. Thus, for exampl
e, the 1949

technic series stamp of 60 ote, showing a viaduct of the Orisons railw
ays and

cataloguing at about 10 centiaes in cancelled form, brought a successful bid of

SFr. 40.- because it was cancelled with the fairly scarce (catalogue SFr
.10.-)

slogan No. 4.2.31, heralding the 50th anniversary of the railway's Alb
ula line

(1953). Similarly the stamp issued for the bi-millenium of the cit
y of Basel,

in 1957 (40 cts cat. SFr. 3.- used), suddenly found a buyer at SFr. 2
0.- -

because it was cancelled with the matching bi-sillenialllag 4.2.43 
which, if

found on other stamps, is worth only a dine, or 4 pence.  The combi
nation and the

catching of the two brought about tka0690 in increase of _value.

Early machine slogans also brought prices wiiichsonewhat boggle the min
d.

Thus, the slogan (No. 4.1.2) of the Swiss Trade Fair in Basel, of 191
9, a rather

ugly looking continuous cancellation and catalogued at SFr. 12.- was s
old at

SFr. 35.-, or triple the eduoated estimate of less than two years a
go.

But not all is lost to a collector of such items. How many seriou
s

collectors of Swiss stamps can claim ownership of a 'Double Geneva', or a 'Basel

Dove', or a 'Zurich 4' or even of a complete 1945 Pax set, cleanly us
ed on covers?

And thus, a most representative collection of Swiss slogan cancellati
ons still can

be assembled at an item cost of 2 new pence, or a nickel, and it is th
e way such a

collection is mounted that really counts and Rot the inclusion of 
tie three or four

great stars (which, by the way, may still be foundin dealers' shoeboxes).

Any readers interested in a more systematic approach to collecting Swi
ss

slogancluwellatione mkould, absolutely, avail themselves of both the '
Verzeicknis

der Masekinenstempel', available from the GD-PTT in Bern (unless sold out now)
at about 5.- or £2, post paid, Lqa the 'Eatelog aber die Masckimenstempel' of

the above-mentioned society and available for about 0 2.- or 75 pence f
rom Max Wetrli,

rnI
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Size of labels 48 x 17 mm.

Express Labels
By Ivan Tillen

t of

As regards the red ink rubber handstamp mentioned in my article of

February 1969 and not designated a Type number, I quoted the only date seen
 an March

1964. New Mr. Walker of Edinburgh has kindly sent me a photostat copy of one

applied on 22nd January 1970 to a letter from Milan to Switzerland and
 he (like

Dr. Ganz and myself) is inclined to the belief:that this red ink rubber handot
amp

must be applied (either at the frontier or in the receiving post office) t
o all (?)

incoming foreign 'Express' mail as his cover is also stamped with a BLACK INK

rubber stamp 'ESPRESSO' in Italian. Mr. Walker also has this mark on cov
ers from

Jugoslavia as well as Italy. Recently Mr. Rutherfoord of Bassersdorf sent
 as three

covers bearing the RED INK rubber stamp and he thinks in this case it was applied,

probably at Chiasso, as all the covers came from Italy.

Mr. Walker also sends me particulars

of another rubber stamp applied to 'Express'

letters(for commercial firms) which arrive at

the weekend or when firms are closed or there

is nobody at the address to accept letters.

(Illustrated here). He states that this is used at weekends and the wordi
ng means:

"To be put in box - not delivered to address, as factory or shop will be closed",

in other words: "Deliver via P.O. Box".

He also has a label, akin to my Type 20. It is a WHITE label of the
same size with black
lettering as shown. He
does not know the usage of
this label and I would be
grateful if any reader can
help me on this matter.

Express labels f9p ordinary parcels.

Durch das Posi.:43ch
Zustetie-n

which has been used for parcels, appears to have changed itsType 9 label,
'format' since the
Postal Code numbers
for towns came into
operation in 1966.
I have designated
the new label as
Type 9a and the
main differences are
set out below the
diagrams of the two
tyr-r are NOT
to scale.

7122-1
Type 9a

• lahgtli Of vertical
sides of it' 20 ma. 30 am.

2. 'Eilsendung' Only first letter
capital lettering.
ing letters 2 ap,

'El in
Remain-

thick

All letters in CAPITALSIlia. thick.
3. Wording FOUR lines of wording

4. Name of Post NO ZIP number in front of
Town name

5. Other differences 'E' of 'EXPRES' is main
'E' of label

Only THREE lines

ZIP number in front of
Town name
All letters of word 'Expres'
separate to main 'E'

Express Label Type 22.

The only information I have on this type

is that it may be an Express label used on official

letters. It has the new wording: 
l ohne gabthr,

and 'exempt du droit! which is appearing for the
first time on any Express label.

Apparently this Type 22 has been printed

with both rouletted and ordinary perforation between labels.  Mr. Walker has a

perforated one and I have a rouletted one. 
8 The latter is a much paler red. The
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EXpRESS LABEI1S - Continued

tab at the foot of the latter reads; 'PTT 236.33 (1217c) XII.61 (50,000 x 10).
Apparently this rouletted label has not been printed since 1961 according to
Mr. /utherfoord's labest information. Be says perhaps the 1217o on the tab is an
old number.

Exttress Lapel Type 24.

This new type Express label, drawn to
size, would appear to be the latest OFFICIAL one
in use, as I have been informed by Mr. Rutherfoord
that Type 23 is a privately printed label, not
printed by the PTT. Type 24, with this new
wording of 'ohne Taxe' and 'exempt de is taxe' has only been seen to date rouletted.
The printing details from the tab of a complete strip so far seen is 'PTT. 236.33.
1.69. 50,000 x 10 Format +1)9 (48x17) Qu 80.' So the January 1969 printing appears
to be the only issue so far of this current label.

* * * * * * *
This concludes the comments to date on this subject, The following table

of Express charges, however, may be useful to those who are interested.

Rate charged fro!: itisa 3Al2.
1. 1. 1868 30 Rp. (only for registered letters)

1. 9. 1868 30 Rp. (aleo for ordinary letters)

1. 1. 1918 To 250 grans 30 Rp.
1.
1.

1,
3.

1921
1934

-do-
-do-

60 Rp.
40 Rp.

1. 1. 1947 -do- 60 Rp.
1. 3. 1948 -do- 80 Rp.
1. 1. 1963 -do- 80 Rp.
1. 4. 1966 -do- 150 Rp.
1. 11,, 1967 -do- 150 Rp.

ize of label: 45 x 15. sm.

E

',send ung ohne Taxe

xeres exe m Pt.
 de la &be

INSANITY? etc. (Cont. from Page 50)

Max Wehrli - Tannenrauchstrasse 60,
8038 Zurich. The last named gentleman
will also supply information on joining
the society (which carries the benefit of
receiving the monthly issues of the
Swiss Philatelic Journal).

Thus do not despair, but shake your
head in disbelief! I did, too.

F. 0.

9IAL cAKELLATIONS 

1. lataaglAtgALIALLalttt
A speCial cancellation will be used

on August 1st. It will feature a key,
emblem of Ct. Obwalden and also that of
St. Peter, patron saint of the churches
at Stens and Sarnen, and the date
1.8.72. Round the edge is the wording:
'6441 ROTLI BUNDESFEIER AN

BISTORISCBER

2. Bundesfeier (National Fate Dav), in
Solothurn and Glarus.

Both towns will use special pictorial
cancellations on 1st August. That for
Solothurn depicts the Baseltor (as shown
on the Fr.1.20 definitive stamp) and
reads: '4500 SOLOTHURN - BUNDESFEIER
1.8.72', while that for Glarus shows the
twin-towered church and has the same
inscription but '8750 GLARUS'.

T THE r.T.Tt MUSEUM J.N BEM 

The Postal Museum in Bern is always
worth a visit, there are so many things
of interest to be seen.

• For anyone visiting Switzerland
between now and 3rd September there is a
epecial exhibition entitled "125 Years
of Swiss Railways", covering all aspects
of co-operation between the railways and
the post, and including a loan exhibit on
this subject from Berrn N. Muni of
Zollikofen.

The Museum is open on Mondays 2-5 pm,
Tuesdays-Saturday 9-12 noon and Sunday
10-12 noon & 2-5 p.m.

RECENT SLOGA. q CANCELLATIONS 

Wandern und reisen Jura nit den Postauto
5400 Baden, 8400 Winterthur

Excursions en car postal Jura & tours
pedeetres - 1110 Marva

Internationales Jahr des Buches Unesco
1972 - 3930 Visp, 8052 Zurich,

8990 Romanshorn
Annie internationale du livre Unesco

u 1972 - 1630 Bulle
Anno internationale del libro Unesco

1972 6900 Lugano
Ftstes de Geneve 11-13 au:At 72

1200 Geneva 16/7 - 13/8
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STANDING HaVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by Mrs. K. MCMAHON & U. E. CHAPMAN Part XII

.69 E 49 c. grey (1901 continued)
Colour,Shadee 

(a) light grey (b) grey

1. 1Double control marks
2. Double print

at Flan
Colourless pearl on the figure 40 upper left (A 1)
Defect in upper corner of the small value shield upper left A 1), the

horizontal lines upper left, impressed laterally left from corner
shield to below margin.

Wax' k nts 
1. Wear right of small value shield upper left (A 2) and partly to right

of the eSall shield
2. Light to colourless on the foot of the large lower figure 40
3. Margin corner upper right missing

Retouches 
1. Left margin framed by a vertical line
2. Figure 4 upper right improved (colour heavier)
3. Improvement in the upper inscription band by the 'E' or between 'ELV'
4. Coloured cleft in spear (by two diagonal ascending lines) (C 2)
5. Fine engraver's retouch in oval; left of head between spear and head,

left of hand and knee, right of head, and over the shield
6. Similarly left of the head or foot and right of Helvetia
7. Marked diagonal retouch left in the oval, similarly and between head and

spear or right of Helvetia liorizontal retouches
S. Large retouch right of Helvetia, also partially left of Helvetia
9. Retouching left of the foot and the figure 4 upper right

10 * Combined retouch in the oval, of the lower value shield and of the
vertical margin frame left (various)

11. Deformed 4 upper left (Illus.); .short retouched plate defect in the
oval left of hand from third star as far as the hand and similarly
over the shield and also right of the third star downwards cracked
plate as far as the lower margin

12. Lower figure field lightly improved to strong irregular retouching

74E 59.sa_gama
Colour Shades 

(a) bluish-green, light to dark 1901 (b) green 1901 (c) yellowish-green
VaTiOice 

11. Reverse offset, weak to strong (Illus.)
2. Laterally misplaced (halved) control marks
3. Double perforation

Plate Flawp 

1 * Short strong diagonal streak after the figure upper left (A 2), coloured
streak from 5 upper right towards the left arm

2. Colourless wedge lower right in the margin lines (marginal line defect)
Or; Platle 

1. In the oval, upper part of spear frame line worn (B 2/3)
a. Colourless fleck between 'V and 'I., of 'HELVETIA'
3. Light places in the oval left or right of Helvetia

Retouches.

1. Green background with blurred design (worn retouching and engraving)2. Dot shaped light retouching: between spear and head or more or less in
the whole oval or in the lower value field
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inued)
Hetnngbps (cent.)

3. Strong dot shaped retouches in the whole oval (frame light), partiall
y

towards the spear, also in the lower value field

4. Engraver's retouch t upper horizontal lines finely improved, right margin

framed vertically by a thick or several thinner lines, value field or

lower figures retouched
line engraver's retouches in the oval: diagonally between head and spear,

vertically through the spear hand and light improvement left therefrom,

diagonally towards the left sloping retouch in the largest part of th
e

oval and spear partially twisted in same direction

6. Large retouch: combined dote and engraver's retouching, overlapping i
nto

7. Markedly, background with entirely disfiguring retouches, also partial
ly.

the fact and left upper arm

the inner frame of left band and redrawn in the band itself.

8. Misshapen flecked retouching right of the head (11

713 2 Fr it Ulain
Colour Shades 

(a) reddish-lilac 1901, clear print (b) lilac 1901, clear print

Yak ir,P, 
1. Blurred print (double print - traces)

2. Reverse offset (Illus.)

LIAIR_11119 

1. Coloured dot over left upper 'r'

2. Typical coloured atreaks: right of the Fr. upper left, through1PRANCO'

lower left, through 'V' of ' HELVETIA', diagonally through the cross

3. Vertical coloured elongation of the cross towards the bottom

1141.214.1E1.

1. Framing of the small value shield upper left worn

Hetauctl

1. Horizontal lines above from centre towards left re-engraved, thick
ened

72 3 izg.,...yetagy i (earliest known date 23.VII.1900)

Colour Sh#dgs 

yellowish-olive-brown, print not sharp, 1900
dark yellowish-brown, reddish translucent print 1902

light brown (yellowish) sharp print 1903

1. Reddish translucent print

2. Control marks misplaced - halved

Plate nua
1. So-called engraver's marks: Dot in the 'N' lower left (9 9.2909.49.59.

69,79,69,99 stamp) or diagonal streak in the 'A'

2. Colourless triangle right in the oval

Worn Platen 

1. Upper centre or left of centre light, similarly in 
whole upper margin

2. Corner shield upper left de:ect towards left or upper right 
towards right

3. In the oval left of hand (D 2), right of head (14 4

4. At the bottom in the value field

Netouches,

1. Pine parallel lines in upper or lower margin

2. At the top strong but inexact horizontal retouch

3. Upper tip irregularly improved, similarly right upper corn
er, similarly

corner towards bottom discontinued & improved between E & T in inscription

4 * Light horizontal improvement under Fr., similarly but carried on stro
ngly

towards the left ('N' of ?BANCO' like an 'M')

5. In the oval: fine vertical engraver's line left of spear tip or from

spear or between spear and head(C 2/3)

6 4. Crow's feet left of the hand (short, vertical en
graver's line) (D 2)

7. Diagonal regular engraver's retouch left of hand (D 2)

8. Similarly vertical retouch in right upper arm & nearby in oval (C 4/5)

9. Fine vertical improvement only visible with a magnifier left of foot or
knee of Helvetia (same characteristics as No. 5) (

F 2/3)

(To be continued)

(Co
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act ru.d fe.,614.,)
that only 150 copies of the German

edition of the classic book "Die achy.
Postmarken 1843-1862" by ' llitabaud-
Reuterskiald were printed in 1899? These
now cost about £300, but for SFr. 60.- a
xerox copy can be obtained from Mr Ke

Allerding, P.O. Box 878, D775 Konstanz,
Germany. (188 Pages, 14 plates, butwithout
thq postmarks).

. that the PIT has now introduced coin
machines for the standard SFr. 5.- stamp
booklets (green). In Winterthur there is
a double unit.

.... that the SFr. 5.- booklets received
a new German title when the change from
'Postal Messengers' to 'Historical BA:Sid-
ings' was made in June 1970, name from
'Frankomarken' to 'Postmatken'. Nowever,
during the changeover period a small number
of 'wrong' stamp sheets were used with
both the old and new covers. As far as I
know all the stamps of one booklet were of
the same issue. As each lay-out produces
20 booklets (80 stamps per tete-beche
sheet) there are 80 different booklet type
around: By the way, 'plating' these
sheets is not too difficult if you use the
Zumstein advertisements on the rear cover.

.... that in June the Swiss Parliament
debated new postal rates in great detail
and passed the new law? In the main the
local letter rate of 20 c. within 10 km.
and the postcard rate will vanish, so that
all inland letters and postcards will cost
30 c. for 250 g. As all Swiss laws do
not become effective for 6 months (to allow
citizens - at least 50,000 - to call for a
general referendum, as has happened quite
often, including the rise in postal rates
about 20 years ari - which the country as
a wholc rejected), these changes will not
affect the 1972 stamp programme. Coin
machines for 10 c., 20 c. stamps and 20 c.
postcards will be certainly under review,

that the 40 c. and 80 0. portrait
stamps of 1971 were not the first Swiss
stamps to show foreigners? Two other
Swiss stamps show a man from the British
Isles. What was his name and what was
he doing in Switze1iand? *

(The answer will be given next month).
M. RUTHERFOORD

Mr. Nutherfoord has stated that he is
quite willing to try to answer any questio
members may have regarding his snippets
of news which are, of necessity, rather
short.)

00111161.1.11.110%.

extremely rare on the 40c. green, 40c. gre
50c. violet, 60c. bronze and 1 fr. gold.

Sometimes more than one oval can be
found on a cover, suggesting that they
served as marks of arrival as well as
despatch. E.J.R.

For those interested in the earlier
types of postmarka, some which are worth
searching for are the socalled Ticino:
ovals. Not a great deal of published
information appears to exist on these
cancels which were in use from somewhere
around 1852, with the latest known date
on a cover from Cavergno in 1897.

The main research work was carried
out some years ago by the President of
the Ticino Philatelic Society, Capt.
Modolfo Botta and published in a small
pamphlet. According to his findings
these oval marks appear to have been
used by some 79 post offices in the XI
Postal District which comprised Ct.
Ticino and the Valley of Mesocco '(Misox)
in Ct. Grisons. In 4 cases cancels of
two different sizes were used, making
83 in all. Exactly how or why tley
came into use has never been fully
explained, beyond the fact that the idea
came from the then Read Postmaster of the
XI Postal District, Sgr. Fanciola.
The dies were made by the firm of
Salvatore Torriani in Mendrisio and tn
all but one case the design is virtually
the same, the Federal Cross surrounded
by rays of varying length, with the name
in an arc beneath; the one exception
Is Kergoscia which has the name in 11
straight line with two crossed :sprays
of laurel leaves beneath. The size of
the ovals vary according to the length
of the name, the minimum being 24 mm.,
and the maximum 34.9 mm., while the
height varies from 10.6 - 17.7 mm.

For some unexplained reason these
oval postmarks were not necessarily'
used to cancel stamps and are frequent-
ly found on stampless covers - the area
being later in postal unification than
thereat of the country - or on the

1
 reverse of stamped covers, which may
account for the fact that they are not
plentiful. . Considering that even
to-day some of the villages are little
more than hamlets, it is not surprising
that some are very rare. There is, for

• instance, no known example from
Cadenazzo although the post office there
was in possession of a die from 1852 to
let Nov. 1887. Inks of various colours
were used: black, blue, green and red,
and odd shades of blue-black, blue-
green etc., as a result of mixing the

'colours.
0 They are occasionally found on
'Rayon or Strubeli stamps. Also on the
1862-78 issue, except the 2c. brown,
15 c. yellow and l'fr. bronze and are

(Cont. in Col. 1)



ZUMSTEIN
CAT4OGUES 1973 

New editions to be published on
1st September, 1972.

Cat,logue EUROPE J97311 . _Price £5.50
with thumb index: £6.00

—5.9.1ail2Elat-....42.1n4112aag--"IT81§.1.taaan
Pocket size: Price £0.70

Please order catalogues from:

Harris Publications Ltd.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand
., London WC2 7LW

Supplements to the E rop Catalogue 'are
published regularly in the

2̀,,tA t. • ;STEMMER ZEITUNG 
Journal Philatelique de Berne

Annual fees £1.70
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RECENT ApomoBILE pAppLIATIoNs 

Auto 5 Flugmeisterschaften 1972
DObendorf - 24th June

" 4 YVERDON Sarc - Courses et
conoours hippique 30 juin -
9 juillet 1972 - 1/2 July

(Incidentally the promotors of this
event are this year celebrating
their centenary).

5 lie Concours hippique national
27.VII au 30.VII.72 TRAEELAN -

29/30 July

WOBT/ANT NOTICri

Chan4e. of Venue

The 1972/73 meetings of the Northern
Group will be .held in the Music Room at

.246417.—ILLUS K ADAJIDAAJA1ASAIX . This is
a large house situated about 1 mile out
of Halifax on the main Halifax-Hudders-
field Road and has ample car parking
facilities.

With the opening of the new M62 moto
way over the Pennines, Halifax is now
within easy reach of the main Lancashire
towns. Northern Group members would,
therefore, like to take this opportunity
of inviting Helvetia members resident in
Lancashire to make the journey to Halifax
for our monthly Saturday afternoon meet-
ings where they will be assured of a
warm welcome.

Details of meetings will be given in
the News Letter and any Lancashire member
wishing information regarding the Northern
Group and its activities is asked to
please contact the Group Hon. Secretary:
Mr. R. A. Hoyle, 6 Limes Avenue,
Huddersfield Road, Halifax, Yorks, who
will be pleased to help in any way he can.

ImM.11.01.,1.1n01....OPORINWOWIM

Pull programmes for London and the
North will be published in the August
issue of the 'Helvetia News Letter'.

•n•n•n•••n•001MO,

'DAY OF THE STAW 197Z

The philatelic Society Mia Chur
has the honour of organising the 1972
'Day of the Stamp' to be held in
December. Arrangements for the Exhib-
ition and Bourse are well in hand.

EXCHANGE PACKET 

A report on the Exchange Packet has
just come to hand from the Exchange Packet

Secretary and will be published next
month.

Do not neglect your stamps altogether
during the holiday season and it is hoped
you are looking out your duplicate material
for inclusion in the new circuits start-
ing in September.

Mr. Rauch will be happy to receive
as many booklets as you can send in from
September let onwards - but please do not
send before this date.

Mount on one side of the pages only

with prices above the stamps.

A WORD TO THE WISE 

While on holiday you will, no
doubt, be on the lookout fox any
philatelic items you may come across.

How much better, however, to look
through material in your own home and
thus avoid hasty decisions.

Why not send for items on approval
from my extensive stock?

All issues available, mint or used:
flaws, varieties, tete-b4che and
se-tenant, International Offices,
airmails, miniature sheets, pre-stamp
covers, FACs etc., etc.

Send now to:
..01.4.41.41100.1101.11111111•1

For fine
,
 first-class stamps

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE 
send your Want List to:

Zumstein
Propr. Hertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 BEEN

J.S.ARMSTRONG.
14, Low Lane, TorrishoIme,

MORECAMB E,

Lands.
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TWO NEW ISSUES IN SEPTEMBER
Details are now available of two sets of stamps to be issued on

September 21st:

A. ZiRTRAIT STAMPS 1972. On the basis of a decision taken in 1969 to issue,

at unspecified dates, postage stamps portraying

famous personalities, a third portrait stamp series is to be issued. It is

devoted to five men whom many members of the public have wished to see repre-
sented on Swiss stamps. They have been designed from photographs provided
by the picture archives of the Swiss National Library.

10 c. ALBERTO 4RACOMETTI - painter and sculptor. Born at Stamps (Ct. Grisons)
on 10 October 1901, died on 11 January 1966 in Chur.

Son of the painter Giovanni Giacometti (1868-1966) he went to Paris in 1922 where

he studied at the Academie de is Grande Chaumiere and set up his own studio in

1925. In his paintaings and sculptures he was first influenced by cubism and
later by surrealism. Typical of his sculptures are his extremely slim, emaciated

and elongated bronze figures, life-size and above life-size. The favourite

motifs of his oil paintings were scenes from lesser known Paris residential
quarters, portraits from his circle of friends and landscapes from his native

Bregaglia valley.

20 c. CHARLES FERDINAND umuz - novelist. Born on 24 September 1878 at Cully
(Ct. Vaud), died on 29 May 1947 at Pully/Lausanne.

In his numerous novels Ramuz depicted the life of the vine-growers and shepherds

of the Vaud and Valais cantons, showing individuals and the village community face

to face with the elements in such a masterly fashion that he holds the reader spell-

bound. Xis principal works are: 'La Separation des Races' (1922), 'La Grande

Pour dans la Montagne' (1926), 'Farinet ou is Fausse Monnaie' and 'Derborence'.

P 0,1,”m was awarded several literary prizes.

30 e. LE CORBUSIER (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret) - architect and painter. Born
on 6 October 1887 in La Chaux-

de-Fonds, died on 27 August 1965 at Roquebrune-Cap Martin (France). Trained with
the painter Charles L'Eplattenier, later with the architects Josef Hoffmann

(Vienna), Auguste Ferret (Paris) and Peter Behrens (Berlin).  Under the pseudonym

Le Corbusier - which he assumed in 1923 from his ancestors, native of southern

Francs - he published various works on architecture and town planning, influenced

by cubism, creating a new type of building, of cubic form with flat roof and

large windows, without shy ornamental work. Prefabricated elemente were used in

construction: examples: Design of the League of Nations Building in Geneva
(1927), housing development at Pessac near Bordeaux (1925), high-rise residential
buildings in Marseilles, Berlin etc. Modern church architecture also owes a great

deal to Le Corbusier, who designed the world-famous chapel at Ronchamp.  His

pioneering work in the field of architecture won him numerous distinctions. Re

was awarded an honorary doctor's degree by the University of Zerich in 1935 and
by the Federal Institute of Technology in Ulrich in 1955, was a member of the

Legion of Honour and holder of the Medal of Merit conferred upon him by Queen

Elizabeth II.

40 c. ALBERT,EINSTEIN - physicist. Born on 14 March 1879 in Ulm, Germany, died
on 18 April 1955 in Princeton, U.S.A. From 1889-1894

was a pupil at the Luitpold -Gymnasium in Munich. After attending the /Cantons -

echule Aarau, Switzerland, for a short time, entered the Federal Institute of
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Technology in Zftrich in 1895, graduating in physice-in 1900. In the dame year
he obtained Swiss citizenship. From 1802-1909 Einstein workedas a technical
expert at the Federal Patent Office and during this time elaborated the theory of
relativity, which made him world-famous. Obtained the degree of doctor of
physics in 1905 with his dissertation: 'A new way of determining the dimensions
of molecules'. In 1909 he was lecturer at the University of Nrich, in 1911
professor at the German university of Prague and from 1914 on Director of the
Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut in Berlin. Awarded the Nobel Prize in physics in 1921.

In 1933 emigrated to the United States where he taught at Princeton. Besides his

{special and general theory of relative (1905 & 1916) it was above all his quantum

theory of light which opened up new dimensions in modern physics.

80 c. ARTHUR HONEGGER - composer. Born of Swiss parents in Le Ravre, France,
on 10 March 1892, died on 27 November 1955 in Paris.

First attended the Ulrich Conservatory and then continued his studies in Paris,

where he spent the greater part of his life. Honegger is considered one of the
major representatives of atonal MUSU and became widely known through his orchestral

piece 'Pacific 231' (1924), inspired by his passion for locomotives, and through

his oratorios 'Le roi David', 'Jeanne d'Arc au bacher' and 'Nicolas de Fide'. His

compositions also included a number of symphonic works, the opera 'Antigone' (1927)

and modernistic stage, motion picture and chamber music.  Besides his musical

compositions, Monegger also wrote some treatises, 'Incantations sum fossiles', 'Jo

suia compositeur' and 'Nachklang' (published in 1957 after his death).

Colours: 2 colours: black on backgrounds of buff, pale green, rose, pale blue and
lilac respectively.

Designer: Rana Erni, Meggen
Steel Engraver: , Karl Albrecht Bickel, Walenstadtberg
Printing: Line-engraved intaglio by the Postage Stamp Printing Office of PTT, Bern

hadv White, with luminous substance, lightly coated, violet fibres.
Stamp size: 26 x 36 mm. in 4 sheets (1 - 4) of 25 stamps each.

B. PUBLICITY STAMPS - Series II 1972 

10 c. CIVIL DEFENCE Civil Defence is an essential pact of national defence, whose
purpose is to contribute, through constant preparedness and

credibility of effort, to keep Switzerland out of armed conflicts.  By providing

shelters, Civil Defence attempts to give the best possible protection to all civilians

in time of war, it ensures that shelters are occupied in good time and is responsible

for supplying and caring for the occupants, as well as their adequate information.

RescUe work, first aid and other assistance are additional duties entrusted to local

civil defence organisations. In times of peace, communes and cantons can rely on the

Civil Defence for aid in natural diaasters. The emblem, introduced in 1971 and used

for the stamp design, is to help make all members of the Swiss community alive to the
importance of Civil Defence.

20 c. SPANNHRTER The SpantOrter peaks in Ct. Uri are the sixth mountain massif to

be featured in the 'Swiss Alps' series begun in 1965. Towering
high above the young Engelbergeraa river, the Great Spannort (3198 m0) and the Little

Spannort (3130 m.) with their precipitous walls of rock form one of the most imposing

sky-lines in the Alps of central Switzerland. The stamp picture shows the north-

western flank of the two peaks, as viewed from FUrenalp above Engelberg.

30 c. AIR RESCUE SERVICE. Instituted on 27 April 1952 at Twann on Lake Bienne as a
special branch of the_Swiss Life-saving Society. The

advent of helicopters of high level efficiency and the development of special metal

runners for conventional aeroplanes soon brought considerable changes to the service.

New aircraft and rescuing facilities led to a reorganisation of the Swiss Air Rescue

Service and to its separation from the Life-saving Society.  By a decree of the

Federal Council of 1st March 1965 the Air Rescue Service became an auxilliary

institution of the Swiss Red Cross and has permission to bear its emblem. In its

tasks it adheres to the principles of the Red Cross, bringing all possible relief

to suffering human beings. The stamp design shows the 'Alouette III' of the Air

Rescue Service, a 6-seater turbine helicopter in all-metal construction, as well

as the official emblem of the Air Rescue Service.

40 c. PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT. The protection of man and his natural environ-
ment is one of the major concerns of this

age. The solution of environmental problems must take precedence over all others

if further endangering of human and animal health through the action of poisons,

pollution and noise is to be prevented. For the first time in the history of Swiss

postage stamps an unusually large size has been chosen, grouping the four elements

of clean air, pure fire, fertile earth and clear water, to give a particularly



UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA 

The U.N. postal administration in
Geneva will issue a special stamp on
ilth September for the 25th anniversary
of the European Economic Commission.
Details are as follows:

Design,:

0olonras.

Deolgners

=Wags

§./Alts
Issues

6 petalled flower formed of
cells, forming word 'EUROPE',
symbolising countries of East
& West Murope.
SFr. 1.10
6 - red/yellow blue brown/

orange/black
A. Medina, Medina (Uruguay)
Offset print by Government
Printing Bureau, Japan

26 x 34 em.
2,100,000

PRO PATRIA SETS 

Mint Used
3.25p.

77p. 4 1.26p.
t 1.80p. 1.80p.,

63p. 63p.
1.68p. t 1.92p.
1.57p. 4 1.82p.

84p. 98p.
84p. 77p.
74p. 84p.
38p. 42p.

NEW ISSUE NEWS (Cont.)

striking appearance to a stamp devoted
to an unusually important subject.

Ooloure & 10 c. - 3 colours
1161.V 20 o. - 5

30 c. - 3
am.

30 x 28

40 c. - 5 " 56 x 33
mm.

Designers: 10 c. Jarg Mauerhofer, Bern
20 o. Edi Hauri, laSle
30 c. Richard Gerbig, Uric
40 c. Max Nunziker, Zarich

Celestino Piatti, Basle
(Lettering)

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S
White, luminous substance,

violet threads
10, 20, 30 c. 2 sheets
A & B of 50 stamps each

40 c. 2 sheets A & of
16 stamps each

n 00 41MO .O.

Special covers will be available
as follows: one for each of the
Publicity stamps and one for the whole

. set and one cover for the set of Portrait
stamps. A simple First Day cancel will
be used for both issues on Sept. 21st.
Collection sheets and folders- will also
be available from the PTT.

A special cancellation will be used
on llth September consisting of honey-
comb cells encircled by words:
'Commission 6conomique pour l'europe
11.9,72 Premier Jour' within another
circle of words: '1211 GENEVE -
ADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIES'

A similar stamp of 21 USA. cents
will be issued in New York on the same
day.

Print ins:
paver:

issa
Cylinder:

CIRCULAR TOURIST CANCELLATIONS 

3612 STEFFISBURG DON? - Nachhaser
(1L480 from 9 Aug.

1961 ST-MARTIN (VS Soleil - repos
(K.581 from 11 Aug.

1972 ANZERE (K.582) from 14 Aug.

AuMtigEa...,WSUL4219.L.s,
Auto 5 Marche-concours national de

chevaux 12/13 twat 172
SAYONELEGIEN - 12/13 Aug.

" 5 Eidg. Schwing- und Alperfest -
La Chaux-de0Ionds - 19/20 Aug.

WHARFEDALE STAMPS
I have decided to cease trading as time does not allow me to give the

service I would wish. I am, therefore, selling-off my entire stook and at the
same time thinning out my own collection. If you have some special 'wants'

write and I will do all I can to help, but please do not expect replies by

retvm. On all issues I have some bargains, particularly modern. I list some

of the items available. For the specialist, whether Stamps, Postal Nistory or
the unusual I might also be of help.

PRO JUVENTUTE complete Used 1913-1971  Cat. £100. Bargain at t65.

PRO PATRIA complete Used 1938-1971 Cat. 4, 32. Bargain at £22.

1915 £22.
1916 415. t 8 •
1917 5.
1918 t 5
1922 4 4.
1923 4.
1926 35P. 60p.
1950 4 1.40p. t 1.92p.
1956 84p. 91p.
1957 70p. 77p.

PRO JUVENTUTE SETS

Used
1938 Grilled Paper
1944
1945
1947
1950
1951
1952
1956
1957
1962

Many other Sets and First Day Covers of Charities and Regulars available.

International Labour Office Z.72-83 Used: £7.
Pro Juventute 1915 5 c. Mint, strip of nine with Tete-beohe pair and Inter-

Space pair Zum. Ill & 812. Very nice ... £25.
1900 U.P.U. I have some very nice collections including complete sheets of 250.
Die Proof in Black on Card of 25 c. £25.

All items on 7 day approval.
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THE EXCHANGE -PAGKET

Once more a Packet Season has come tu a successful end 
and again records

have been broken. The statistics are as follows:

Members submitting material 40

Packets circulated 43

Value of material circulated 4,450

Sales te 2,168

There are 200 names on the packet circulation list.  The avera
ge packet

circuit is about 35 members. Thus it takes 6 packets to cover the 
circuit and

each member will have seen 7 packets this season.

The % sales in relation to material submitted is just 
under 50, which

I consider very satisfactory. To repudiate the suggestion that 
packet circuits

are too long, the Last member to see a packet this seas
on found £1.66 of material

he wanted:'

The important thing is to get the right material to the
 right collectors.

Last season I ran 4 specialised packets, one was virtu
ally sold out after being

seen by 15 members. I propose to prepare as many specialised p
ackets next season

as the supply of material will allow. To this end I want to prepare a register
of members' interests and those members who indicate to

 me their special interests

under any of the headings listed below will have the appropriate packets, subject
to availability of material, sent , to them.

The specialist headings are:

Postal History, pre-stamp Pro Juventute/Pro Patria

Strubelis ,Soldier S'Oelkps

Standing Helvetias Railway & T,P,O.

U.P,U. Air, including flown covers

Postal Stationery Postmarks (not T.P.O.)

Will members indicate if they wish to receive generali
sed packets as

well as the specialised. No advice from you will mean y
ou will continue to

receive the generalised packets.

It has come to light at the end of the past season that
 there has been

some switching of material submitted. It behoves upon ever
y member to check

carefully on receipt of any packet for any irregulariti
es of unsigned spaces,

material not conforming to description and so on and t
o advise the Packet Secretary

and the proceeding member on the postal list promptly of
 any such irregularities,

To help in the smooth-running of the Packets, will you 
please:

Price clearly and unambiguously at the 1232 (not bott
om) of the stamp

and in ink Or ball-pen (not pencil). No crossing out 
of prices. Pencil prices

are too easily rubbed out or, where prices have been ame
nded - without the owner

having signed the correction - can be further altered.
•

Prices to be in pence, e.g. 4p, 16p (no decimal point 
needed) or in Pounds,

i.e. £1.00, £1.50, £0.04, £0.16. 2
1211 : .4p is meaningless Unless you mean the

stamp to sell at something less than a fp. A given book should be priced either

in or pence, not mixed.

And when signing, not initials please, but full name.
 If one member

signs using initials only, there is bound to be an
other on the circuit who will

•decide also to use his initials and when two with 'B' 
do so on one circuit, much

difficulty and hard work is created in checking entries against advice notes.

Having said my piece we must look to 1972/73. 
We want at least the

same amount of material so thaA you can see the same nu
mber of Packets.  I want

to see new material from let September 1972. And
 if each of the 160 members who

did not contribute last season sends one book only, ea
ch member will see a further

3 Packets: I can, I hope, rely on the 40 contributo
rs to do their stuff again.

What about it? C. RAUCH

Random notes from Mr. C. Rauch

....  5 c. stamps are virtually off 
sale in Switzerland and are only available

at odd post offices and philatelic counters.
.... On top of the SAntis you can

still get the 10 & 20 c. of the 1960 issue from the 
automatic machine (with coil

numbers). The old machine still shows the 19
49 issue! .... The 1 Fr. booklet

with 10 x 10c. stamps seems to be available from fewer
 post offices than during

previous visits, many of the machines being out of use.
Don't bank on a

philatelic spree during end of July - early
 August: Very many of the stamp

dialers are closed.
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' BRIEF EXPEDITION POSTMARKS OF BERN
by ELAINE WILTSHIRE

The use of "Brief Expedition", which denotes letter despatch, and its various

abbreviations came into use in Bern in the 18608. Other main towns such as

Zurich and Geneva also used this type, but for the purpose of this article I am

trying to trace the development of the mark in Bern from approximately 1864-1922.

Prior to its introduction, the normal postmark in use was the single ring

with 'Bern' at the top and 'Nachm.' (afternoon) or 'Vorm.' (morning) at the

bottom (Type A). The latest use I have of this is dated 4th January, 1864, but

probably the immediate precursor of the "Brief Expedition" mark wasa double

circle with 'Bern' at the top and a cross at the bottom.  I have only one example

of this dated 4.2(.1867 1 but I have seen other examples dated earlier (Type B)

The first example of a "Brief Expedition"
mark I have, and this has the abbreviation of
BR. EX. is dated 19.11.64 (Type 1) and the
latest use I have for this mark is 14.VI.65.
Roman and Arabic numerals are used at the
bottom to denote time, although I do not know
which relates to morning and which to after-
noon. This is normal practice until some

Type B types in the early 1900s which use the 24 hour
clock.

A completely altered type was introduced, probably between 1865 and 1867,

and was the forerunner of the basic type which was used with variations until

1922. Type 2 has 'BERN' with serif fed letters in the top segment and BR. EX.

and a circle with a cross with bisects the bottom segment and the date line across

the centre. This type also saw the introduction of hatchmarks.  I have this

type used only in 1867, although I have an example very similar but without

seriffed letters used in 1873 which I have numbered Type 2a and will deal with

later.

Type 4a. Type 5. Type 5a. Type 5b. Type 5c.

Type 3 just has 'BERN' in the top se ent and 'BRIEFEXPED.' in the bottom one.

The earliest date I have of this is 15.111.68.  There is a slight variation in

some examples where the 'B' of 'Briefexped.' touches the straight line, whereas it

is well clear of it in others. Of the exampleeI have, the postmark shows signs

of progressive wear starting from 1872 until by 18.1.73 it is almost illegible and

the next example I have is Type 2s dated 27.1.73, so I wonder if Type 3'was with-

drawn from service at that date because I have no more examples of it and the first

of Type 4 is dated 28.1V.73. I should be very interested to know if any members

have examples used between 18.1.73 and 27.IV.73 and which types they are or if

indeed they have a later use of Type 3.

Type 4 is similar to Type 2 except that the letters are not seriffed and

'BRF. EXP.' replaces 'BR. EX.'. I have examples of this use between 28.1
1/.73 and

23.11.82 although here there is evidence of prolonged use of a broken type, namely

from 20.IV.77 to 15.I1.79 and this I have numbered Type 4a.

Probably the most common of all the types is Type 5 and there are a large number

of minor variations which probably denote the different cancellers in use at the

post office and are not worth mentioning although I will deal with the major vari-

ations. This type has 'BRF. EXP.' with a cross but the cross does not intersect

the bottom segment as in Types 2 tt 4.
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Type 7

The first use of Type 5 I have is
9.X.80 and this has 8 hatchmarks in the

segments which measure 3 mm. at their
widest point and the date line measures

8 mm. vettically. One example I have
Used on 3. 1

7,86 (Type 5a) has the segments

2,5 mm. and the date line 9 mm. with 6
hatchmarks. Type 5b also has 6 hatch-

marks but the segments are 3 mm. and the
dateline 8 mm, The earliest use of this

I have is 5.IX.87 and the latest 11,1.19,

although I , also have one dated 23.111.20

with the time shown as '23', but all the

other examples of this type have the time

in Roman and Arabic numerals. Type Sc
is similar but has 7 hatchmarks and the

dates I have run between 24.94 and
15.X1.03.

The following types were in use at

the same time as Type 5 and seem to be of
an experimental nature. Professor
Felix Ganz dealt with Type 6 when asking

for,information in the R.N.L. for January

1970. This has a tapered box and I have

Type 6. Type 6a. Type 6b.

it used between 8.X.00 and 25.X.01 and a

similae mark (Type 6a) but with dots at
either end of the dateline used between

31,X11.03 and 22.V.12. Type 6b is
similar but has a cross in the top seg-
ment and 3 hatchmarks in the bottom seg-
ment instead of the usual hatchmarks of
the earlier type. This I have used

between 18.1,21 and 20.X1.22.

Type 7 has stars on
either side of 'BHF.EXP,'

and the unique occurrence
of 'N' or 'V' after the
hour denoting afternoon
or morning, This I have
used between 23.XII.04
and 24.1X.11 and it also
exists without stars.

The next type has 'BRF.
'BR?. EXP.' at the bottom
without a cross and this
Type 8 I have used between
10.IV.05 and 22.111.10
with the date-line measum
ing 8 mm. and the segment

3.5 mm., whereas I have twoexamples or
Type 8a used in 1911
where the date-line
measures 9 mm. and the
segments 2.5 mm.

(To be continued)

that the PTT introduced a new stamp
vending machine in the main PO in Bern
(Schanzenpost) in July? This machine

accepts any number of 10,20 50c. and

SFt.1.- coins up to a total of SFr. 1.-
and delivers combinations of 20 & 30e.

stamps accordingly. The former is the

usual coil stamp No. 484 and the other is

No. 416 (Gels) from hand-made rolls from

stamp sheets. If this prototype proves

satisfactory others will follow.

.... that collectors of Lieattenstein

stamps and postmarks, as well as postal

stationery, are fortunate if they can get

hold of one of the best produced handbooks

I have ever seen? Produced in AS sized

loose-leaf booklets, 4 sections have
appeared so far, covering postcards, Reg-

istration labels, postmarks, slogans,
franks etc. Not cheap but indispensable.

Obtainable from: Liechtenstein Study

Circle, Richird Wagner Str. 41, D.7410
Reutlingen '

, Germany.

.... that when the Swiss Philatelic Soc-
ieties held their Delegates' Annual

:
Con-

ference on Sunday, 5th May 1940 they

issued a special postcard to commemorate'

the first century of the 'Penny Black'?

The Mobile Post Office No. 3 used a
3-line cachet in red; 'LUZERN / 100 Jahre

Briefmarken / 6.V.1840 - 8.V.1940'. Shown
as No. 293 in the PEN catalogue this is one

of the rarest, and most expensive, of the

MPO postmarks' due no doubt to the tense

political situation at that time.

.... that unti1
, 1969 all NPO cachets were

supposed to be in 2 colours, either red

for a text-only cachet, or black for those
containing any form of illustration?
Anything else is incorrect, and perhaps

rare; Now they are all black.

.... that since March of this year Bern 1

has been using another test town die (or

crown as they are called here) with time

and date reels? This one has a diameter

of 25 mm. compared to the previous, and
apparently unsuccessful; 22 mm. dies used

in Bern and Zurich for a year or so
experimentally.

.. that the answer to Question No. 2 is

shown on stamps Z. Nos. PJ 26 & PP 56?

These show St. Fridolin, an Irish monk

active at the end of the 5th century in
southern Germany and Switzerland, convert-

ing the heathens? Some encyclopaedias

say he was Scottish, but this is probably

because Ireland was called 'Scotia minor'
lat that time in some circles.

that Question No. 3 is also something
'foreign'. On Z. No. 42 Air is shown a

1;famous non-Swiss figure in the background.
Now which Swiss stamp shows as its main

!item a non-Swiss building ???
M.A.

!PROGRAMMES FOR 1972/3 MEETINGS .......
See Page 64

Type 8.



ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY 

A copy of the new SWISS AIRMAIL
CATALOGUE 1972 has been obtained.

Also, of particular interest to
specialist collectors, Ernst Meller's
magnificent study of the RAYON II
issues of 1850. Line drawings of
the 40 types from each lithographic
pane of the final sheet enables
plating to be carried out without
difficulty. Introductory text is

given i4 both German and French.

Prospective borrowers are warned,
however, that postage will cost

25p. each way.

-7---o0o-----

NEW SEASON

As Summer is nearly
over your thoughts are

probably turning once more
to stamp collecting.

If you would like to
try to fill some of those empty
spaces in your collection, we
should be pleased to forward
Approval Selections or fill your
Wants Lists.

* * * * *

•1973 SWIT,ZERLAND CATALOGUE

We are working on the
manuscript of our 1973 Edition of -
the Catalogue and order forms will
be sent out prior to publication.

HI...KATCHER.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
LONDON. NW8 7HU

Tel. 01-586-0616

PTS., ASDA., APS., SPA.
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NEW ISSUES FROM LIECHTENSTEIN

The following will be issued on
7th September:

A. SCULPTURES FROM ROOTS & BRANCHES

20 Rp. Faun (ochre/brn-red/brn-blk/grey/
grey-gm.

30 Rp. Dancer (ochre, brn-red/brn-blk/
grey-violet/blue

Fr.1.10 Owl (ochre/brn-red/brn-blk/grey/
green

Design: Photographed by Walter Wachter,
Schaan from sculptures by
Rudolf Schldler

Printine: Neliogravure by Courvoisier SA
aziv 26 x 36 mm. in sheets of 20 stamps

B. PIONEERS OF PHILATELY II/ 

30 Rp. Emilio Diena (dk.greenish-blue)
40 Rp. Andre de Cock (Indian red)
Fr.1.30 Theodore E. Steinway (dk-blue-

ultramarine)
Depigntr: Adalbert Pilch, Vienna
Engraver: Alfred Nefe, Vienna
Printing : Recess printing by the Austrian

State Printing Works, Vienna
an: 30 x 39 ma. in sheets of 16 stamps

Special commemorative covers will
be available for each series and a
special First Day cancellation will be
used on September 7th.

'STANDING HELVET/A 1 article 

It is regretted that with so much
new issue news this month and other news
of immediate interest, the continuation
of the 'Standing Helvetia' article has
had to be held over but will be resumed
next month.

RECENT  SLOGAN POSTMARKa

53e Comptoire suisse Lausanne 9-24 sept.
'71. 1000 Lausanne to 24 Sept.

ORA THUN Oberldndische Herbstausstellung

31 Aug.-10 Sept. 72. Thun to 9/9
WEGA Clwerbe- und Landwirtschafts-

ausatellung Weinfelden 29 Sept. -
3 0et. 1972 - 8570 Weinfelden to 3/10

125 Jahre Schweizer Bahnen 1847-1972 -
Brig, Baden, Chum

125e anniversaire des chemins-de-fer
suisse 1847-1972 - 1020 Renens VD

125e anniversario delle ferrovie svizzere

1847-1972 6830 ChAsso
Arbitrage de l'Alabama Geneve 1872-1972 '.

Exposition 1-30.11.1972 Geneva to
30 Sept.

Kramgasse Bern - Treffpunkt der Ausland-
schweizer 12-28 Aug. 1972 - Bern

Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken -
3800 Interlaken

Montreux septembre musical -
1820 Montreux to 30 Sept.

Settimane musicale agosto-ottobre
Ascona - 6612 Ascona to 18 Oct.

PICTORIAL SLOGAN
Langnau am Albis Wildpark - Ausflugs-

ziel im Sihltal (from 8/8)

GOLDEN JUBILEE OF 4AIDT P.S.

If anyone feels like a visit to
Maidstone, Kent, on Saturday, 30th -

September, our member: MR. D.R. BEAK,
will be very pleased to welcome them
to the Golden Jubilee Stamp Exhibition
to be held at the Technical High
School for Girls, Huntsman Lane,
Maidstonee- 11.0 a.m.. to 6.0 p.m.
Opening ceremony by Mr. R.A.G. Lee,
F.R.P.S.L., R.D.P., at 11.30 a.m.

There will be 100 frames of stamps

on view, a P.O. Philatelic Counter,
14 Dealers' Stands, Sideshows,
Refreshments etc. etc.
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Programmes for 1972/73
LONDON GROUP: At Kingsway Rail, KingnwaY

W.C.2., (except January), second
Wednesday evening of each month, from
6.30 - 8.30 p.m., as below:

Oct. 11 - AIRMAILS - All Members

Nov. 8 - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Dec. 13 - ROTEL POSTS & PROOFS -
W.Cdr. R.F. Bulstrode

-1422
Jan. 10 - MR. &L. KATCHER ENTERTAINS

at 151, Park Rd, NIB

Feb. 14 - TELL BOY & TELL ISSUES and
TETE-BECHE & SE-TENANT -

All Members

Mar. 14 - POSTAL STATIONERY -
All Members

Apr. 11 - HAVE YOU A PROBLEM?
(Philatelic, of course!)
and AUCTION

May 9 - ANNUAL COMPETITION

Visitors from other parts of the
. country or from abroad, will be very

Welcome at any of the above meetings,
should they be in London on the
appropriate dates.

If further information is required
contact the Secretary - address page 1.

1111111[111
CATALOGUES 1973 

New Editions will be published
on 1st September, 1972.

ats1agysEAQUE1: Price 45.50
with thumb index: 46.00

Catalosue SW;T4ERLAND/pIE9HTENSTEIN 
1973 - Pocket size: 40.70

Please order catalogues from:

Harris Publications Ltd.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London WC2 7LW
MO 00010 01111.•

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMAAKEN ZEITUNG
Journal Philatelique de Berne

Annual fee: £1.70

For fine, first-class stamps ...
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUR

send your Want List tot

Zumstein
Propr. Hertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN

BIRTRINLREE: it the Music Room,
Spring flail Mansion, Ralifax, first
Saturday afternoon of each month, as
below, 2.30 p.n.

19.72
Oct. 7 - MEMBERS DISPLAYS AND SLIDES

Nov. 4 - CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY,

Dec, 2 - POSTMARKS OF TICINO
Discussion Leader Mr. Wilson

aso.
Jan, 6 - STANDING HELVETIA

Discussion Leader Mr. Hoyle

Feb. 3 - LABELS Discussion Leader
Dr. Ritchie

Mar. 3 - ANNUAL COMPETITION

Mar. 31 - Display by MISS A. GRUNBERG
F.R.P.S.L.

Apr. 28 - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

May 12 - Y.P.A. CONVENTION, HULL
4111.01W OMP Oft n dlmft n

Chairman: L. Moore, M.B.E., F.R.P.S.L.
Hon.Sec. R. A. Hoyle
" Treas. J. A. Eastwood
" Pkt,Sec. I. Gilchrist
" Librn H. W. Robertahaw

al.010.411,***4.

As with the London Group visitors
are welcome at any meeting,

SWISS STAMPS

are recognised as among the most
eminently collectable of all countries.

New issues appear in moderate
quantities, thus enabling one to
concentrate on the earlier material,
but the latter is becoming scarcer
and more expensive.

It will pay you to look through
your collection now and to let me
help you to mabe it more complete.

Whatever your requirements

Postal History .. Pre-stamp and early
cancellations .. Classics .,
Strubelis .. Sitting and Standing
Helvetia .. .. early Middle
issues .. Modern definitives and
commemoratives .. Airmails ..
Tete-bgche etc., etc.

approval selections can be sent on
request or material supplied against
your own Wants Lists.

Write now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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A WORD ABOUT SWITZERLAND'S POSTAL STATIONERY
by F4IX GANZ

Once the domain of an avid majority of stamp collectors, postal stationery
collecting declined rapidly after' orld War I; but over the last ten years or ao
an increasing number of philatelistu are returning to this specialty field;
perhaps in part becauae they no longer have the excuoe that they do not collect
covers, and that every Tim and Harry is finally realising that First Day Covers are
'in'; partly because poetal stationery items may, for the colleeter of poStal
history items and/or of cancellations, provide loos expensive and usually plearer
struck documentation, and partly because very rare items, until three or four years
ago, could be picked up for a fraction of what an equally rare stamp might , have cost,

A very good catalogue waa,anblished for all categories of is Fotal tation-
ery in 1965, as a project of ce_ilaboration between the firm of Zumetein 67. Co. in
Bern and te Swisa iorta13tAionery Collectors Society (Presidents Mr. H.HOrlimann:
Brahlstrasse 43, 25(L Biel, 3witzerland), with usuaiiy modest retail prices which
now, six years later, must be considered much too low and should be doubled or even
trebled; and cow that the California firm of Higgins & Gage has reached the letter
'3' in their gigantic "World Postal Stationery Catalogue" (this 'S' aection appeared
in 1971), a further boost in ooth interest and prices is to be expected. One need
only consult auction offerings and ealee lists to realise that a new era in postal
stationery collectiag is dawning.

The earliest st
n
iiS3 stationery items date from 1646. They are envelopes

issued by the then Republic of Geneva, Canton of the Swiss Confederation. Four
different sizes exist of which the smallest (86 x 50 mm,) is known only in one or
two copies. Total printing was around. 10,000 for all sizes combined, and while
unused envelopes occasionally may be seen, used pieces are extremely rare. The
stamps frcm these envelopes (which were unpopular with the public then) could be -
cut out and used a* adheaives, while other used entirea undoubtedly were cut up by
early collectors who pasted cut-outs of all stationery items into tee spaces
provided by the early postage stems album publishers:

fourteen different categories of Swiss postal stationery iteme have existed
over the years, bat only postal cards, aerogrammes (aceording to official notice.
doomed in the near future), service postal cards, and the sueeeazor to printed-to-
private-order items are currently surviving.

Oldest of the categories are the envelopea . of the swiss Confederation, all of
whieh feature the same, oval value design of a letter-carrying pigeon above an
Edelweiss-surrounded Swiss coat-of-arms, with 22 stars (representing the country's
Cantons) at the sidea; , a charming and artistic design by Alexander Nutter which
remained in use to 1886 when Switzerland abolished government issued envelopes.
Three different ecntrol or watermarks (dove; number 5 or 10; diagonal arabesque),
four deeominationa (5, 10, 25 & 30 cts.), two sizes, two different red irlk$ for the
10 cts. value, different flap shapes, and numerous printing varieties and errors
(including albinos). us , wei1 as waterlark inversions, etc., make.. iiia issue a
rather intriguing fieA Of study, without being terribly expensive.

Also in 1J87 iterland issue!d her first postal money order forms with
imprinted value tablets. These forms are no beauties but they served their
purpoae until 1905, as is (reidenced by the issuing of 70 different items in this
category, both for iniand-and foreign use, The value tableta, with figures from
15 to 75 centimes,, are small ovalo imprinted in the same colour as the rest 01 the
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form, but initially in a second press run. In used condition these forms are
always mutilated or at least missing one part (which was retained by the sender).

1870 was the big year for novel postal stationery items for Helvetia. , It paw
the appearance of the first postal card (followed until 1970 by 170 other basic
denominations and designs), and it also saw the first military stationery, on the
occasion of the Franco-Prussian War. While most military items are pretty elusive,
the postal cards offer an enormous variety of philatelic pursuits. Aside from
assembling basic types, the earliest issues offer dozens of printing and text
varieties. Later iasues have date of issue imprints (up to 30 plus varieties),
different arrangements of address lines, or, most interesting, different drawn or
photograph vignettes of cities, towns or mountain ranges in the country. One can
become a regular armchair traveller by collecting these last-named issues which were
in use between 1923 and 1964.

Also in the early years of the same decade the first post band (1571) made its
appearance, followed by 52 others and discontinued in 1960; and money collection
envelopes (with a sSmilar small oval value imprint as those on the money orders) as
well as registry receipt items also were issued. None of these categories survive
to-day.

Shortly before the outbreak of World War I several additional types of Swiss
postal stationery came into use. The most important of these is represented by the
huge, and still not fully explored field of printed-to-private-order items (cards,
envelopes, gummed labels, letter cards, wrappers, etc.), of which approximately
20.000 different items must exist if one desires to complete this near impossible
task of collecting them. These officially imprinted postal items had their heyday
between 1910 and 1930. They still can be ordered (in quantities of min. 500 pieces),
but instead of imprinting a postage stamp-like design, the PTT since 1930 imprints a
meter-type, red 'sticker' that exists in about 5 different designs, and any number
of denominations, on both cards and envelopes.

The years before that big war also saw firsts in postal stationery categories
of Expo. letters (1914), consisting of letter sheets that could be folded into a
sealable envelope; semi-postal National Fate Day cards (1910-1937); and freight
arrival cards for the National Railways (1912 to the present). These last-named
really should be returned to a railway freight clerk when one claims arrived goods,
but philatelists do have ways of retrieving such cards anyhow! In the last few
years the railway cards have become quite interesting inasmuch as they feature
drawings or photographs of freight equipment used by the National Railways,

Such official postal cards also ex-
isted at the end of the same war, for the
National War Board, and in the last few
years still, other official cards (with
stamp imprint) have been used by the FTT
for control or report purposes.

Ths lazt category of Swiss postal
stationery are the aerogrammes, with their
triangular stamp imprint. They were
introduced in 1962.

In addition to all these pieces some
curious crossbreede also exist. Some are
officially issued pieces, with or without
stamp imprint, which were resubmitted for
imprinting of additional stamp valuee in
order to arrive at special rates desired
by banks, firms, or private parties.
Then there exist-also the 'Suchard' or
'Wander' as well as other postal cards
which feature advertisements of these
firma and which were sold to the public,
by these firms, at a reduced rate. And
finally one must not overlook quasi semi-
official iseuee tbat were on sale only at
selected post office windows, or that were
distributed by private organisations for
some jubilee, festival or whatever. Into
this category belong the card for the 50th
anniversary of the introduction of the
'Zurich 6' stamp (1843-93), or the cards
for the centenary of Geneva'a entry into
the Confederation. Most of these are of

(Cont. on page 7/,)

POSTAL HISTORY

AUCTIONS

Public Auctions of Postal
History material are held in Sheffield
every two months.

About 400 lots are offered at
each Auction. Last time there were
19 Swiss lots.

Full facilities for postal
bidding and viewing.

Next Auction: early November.

If you are not already on our
Mailing List, catalogues will be sent
on request tot

THE
PHILATELHIST

141, MEERSBROOK PARK ROAD,
SHEFFIELD SS 9FF

Tel. 56498

Lots also accepted for sale by auction.
Closing date for next sales

30th September.
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'BRIEF EXPEDITION' POSTMARKS OF BERN

Two items of which.' do not possess examples but which have been reported
to me by Professor Ganz are one which has the date and hatchmarks contained in the
inner circle, with a cross in the outer circle at the bottom. The only examples
recorded are used in 1906. The other is similar to the types I am now going to
described and was used in 1913 but has 'BRIEFEXPEDITION' in full.

Type 9 has
the ornaments at the
aide and 'BRF. EXP.'
at the bottom and I
have this between
15.VIII.07 and
27.X.17. Type 9a
has a dash between
I BRF.' and 'EXP.'
and dots after both
abbreviations.
The hatchmarks are also wider apart and the postmark in general has a much more
open look about it. This I have used between 24.X.11 and 16.IX.16. Type 9c
used in 1918 and 1919 is similar to Type 6b in that it has a cross in the top
Segment but with the Postkreis (District No.) 111 in the bottom segment.

The only types left I have numbered 10 -1.6 and these are used in
conjunction with slogans and have gone back to the double circle of Type 1 but
with 'BRIEFEXPEDITION' at the bottom. Also included is the post office nuulber
of Bern 1 as this was the number given to the main office when numbers were
allocated in 1909.

Type 10 is used with machine
cancellation (slogan) 0.2.1 and has
'BRIFTEXPEDITION' at the bottom with
the word starting and finishing
either side of the year.

Type 11 is used with 0.2.6 and
has 'BRIEFEXPED.' in the same
poeition.

Type 12 was used with 0.2.9 and
has 'BRIEF ? 'DITION' but the right hand side of the letters and circle are very

Type 11 Type 12

distorted. Type 13, used with 1.1, is also distorted with the word reaching half
round the circle.     

Type 13 Type 14

Type 14 with 2.2.1, Type 15 with 4.1.1 and Type 16 with 4.1.11, are
similar with 'BR].EFEXPDITIUN 1 half-way round the circle, There are a few more
slogans which come within the scope of this article and although I do not have
examples of these I would presume they are the same.

I have no definite official date on which 'Briefexpedition' was replaced
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'BRIEF EXPEDITION' FO3naitK4 CF BERN (Continued)

by 'Briefversand' but as far au the machine cancellations are concerned I have

No. 4.1.11 used. on 31.11111.1922 with 'BRIEFEXPEDITIOW and tne same slogan used

on 1.11,;1922 with 'BRIEFVICSAND'. The latest date of use I have for an ordinary

postmark i3 Type 66 used on 20.XI.22.

Type 15 Type 16

I give below a table showing the use of the various types and I should

be most grateful if any members could give me additional dates of use of the

various types so that perhaps later, or if there is sufficient space, the table

could be published again giving a fuller story, as obviously this is only the result

of my own researches. Address at end).

1864

Type 1

1865

1

1866

2

Date

1871

5

1872

3

1573

2u
3
4

1867

2

1868

3

1869

3

1870

3

1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1862 1863

4 4 4a 4 4 5 4

1584 1885 1886

,
1587

4a
lelaa

4R

1669 1890 1891

r)
1892 1693

5 5a 56 56

1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1901 1902 1903

5c 5b 5b 5b 5b 5b 5b 5b
Sc be 6 Sc

6 6a

1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913

5b - 5b 8 5b 8 5b 56 56 6a 15

7 7 7 6a 7 7 10
e, a

9
7
8

8 8a
96

9a 9 10

1914 1915 1916 1917 1916 1919 1920 1921 1922

11 ')L) 9 9 56 56 56 66 66

15 9 96 11 9c 9c 13 12

9b 11 11 11 16

11 13
14

Any such inforMation will be eelcomed by Mrs. E. I. Wiltshire at

26, Simmil Road, Claygate, Esher, Surrey K.T10 ORT (England).

 - - - o0o-----

Editor's Notes For the benefit of members who may like to do similar studies
for other towns it may ee useful to give the list of the

'Kreispost' (District) numbers:

Geneva rir Neuchatel VII Lucerne 4 Chur

I Lausanne V Basel 'VIII Zurich XI Bellinzona

, III Bern VI Aarau IX Jt. Gallen

Opening dates of the Autumn Session:

Saturday , October 7th in Halifax Wednesday, October 11th in London



STANDING HELVETIA 1882-1904
Translated by: Mitzi. K. NacMAHON R. E. CHAPMAN Part XIII

(Continued from July 1972)

1903 - Colour change:

Nos 75E 1 Fr. carmine 

Colour. Shades

(a) carmine 1903 (b) dark carmine

Variety 

. Blind perforation left or right

Plate Flea 
1. Typical dots: in third star left, left of spear tip (B 2),

between 1 and Fr. upper right, in the lower '1'
2. Typical lines:. finer diagonal continuation of the 'F' upper left,

between 'Fr.' upper left, diagonally . through Helvetia (D3/E3)
3. Smaller plate flaws: almond shape in margin outer left, small tear

in email value shield upper left, indentation in right margin at
height of second star, right corner of small value shield upper
right broken out

4. Horieontal coloured lines in upper or lower margin, upper right
vertical parallel to the margin (between two stamps)

e Plates

. Corner shield upper left, left margin worn in different places,
similarly on left lower margin as far as centre or under 'Fr.'

2. Light in left star band in centre D 1)

Retouches 

1. Darker oval: clear or blurred re-engraving
2. Upper bnrizontal lines over left smell value shield retouched (A2/3).

Similarly margin lines lower left •
3. 1 Yr. upper left improved (2 different)
4. Left margin. in centre irregular horizontal retouch (D/E1)
5. Between spear and head borizontal (with red glove)
6., Both sides of head re-engraved (disfigured head)
7. Diagonal retouch left or, head
8. Between spear and head stroagly retouched, similarly right of head.

1901. Perforation.111 (14 vertical perfo.). Control Mark II (narrow form)

No. 72F el',.efreteeeyellowish-olive-brown (print not aharp)

Only a. few of these stamps are known. It is assumed that tney were
printed, from similar plates to No. 72D, so similar varieties occur.

1904. New plate in somewhat changed, newer design.
Perforation 111 (14 vertical perfs.). Control Mark II (narrow form)

No. 76F 40 c. gray 

ielenr Shades 

(a) grey (b) 'dark grey

Variety

1. Partial offset on the buck (hote)

Plate Flaws 

I. Small value shield upper left enlarged (Illus.)
20 Small value shield ueper left extended

Retouches

1. Horizontal margin lines finely re-engraved
2. Corner shield, upper left and left etar bawl reframed.

Note: In this value the printer, Girardet, produced privately a number of
double prints both on the front and on the back from the original
plates on original stogips. They have, of course, only a fancier's
value. The reflected picture on the back of the stamp, as is always
the case with an offset, snows the difference to variety No. 1 and
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STANDIE TIA ISSUES (Continued)

gives the impression of a normal variety. A stamp is known, with two-
thirds offset, carrying the cancellation of Biel (Bienne) ?.X.06, which
is during the valid period of 1904/06.  Further information is desired.

 - - 000-----

STANDING HELVETIA 1905-07
1905 August White paper, watermark large cross.  Perforated

Perforated: 113- t 11, 12, IIZ
Period of validity: until 31st December 1924

green
carmine
brown (1906)
blue (1906 - type II)

11.040 Noe. 93 and 95 (type II) (Illue.) are printed using a new steel plate
and differ from the earlier issues by delicate reproduction of the
lines, thick inscription of 'HELVETIA', smaller figures '25' in the
corners and smaller letters in the word 'FRANCO'.

C t 1 in b erforations d t s

3.905 Perforation llf : 11 (13 vertical teeth)
No. 86A

1. Indistinct print (only the vf!rtical lines in the oval sharp)
2. Impression on the back - depending on sharpness

plate Flaw'
1, So-called engraver's mark: bubble on the large 2 (41st stamp on

the half sheet) (F3)
2. 7th star on right colourless or filled in (11th stamp) (E 5/6)
3. Typical flecks: in upper scroll, top centre, in value shield left

under the 2, in corner shield bottom left
4. Plate flaws (irregular coloured lines): along upper or lower margins,

right in margin from 5th star (continuing on the neighbouring
stamp) through 5th star left and through hand, partly also
through Helvetia.

a . Heavy line from spear to neck and in the neckJ
6. 'IP of 'HELVETIA' ridged through.

Worq Plates 
1. In various places in frame, upper left, under corner shield lower

left, in left star band, right under 'FRANCO' left margin
2. In oval, between spear and head, left of spear (C2), right of

Helvetia, partly encroaching on the adjacent band.

Retouchee 
1. In the frame: vertical margin frame right or left, horizontal frame

upper or lower, strengthened frame upper left and vertically along
the left margin

2. Similarly, undulating retouching upper left or right or both sides,
partly in conjunction with close horizontal lower lines or
improvements under the value field

3. In the oval: irregular vertical engraver's retouch between spear and
head, left of spear (D2), both sides of spear, over the shield

4. Dotted retouch left of the spear (DE2), similarly, and heavy engraver's
retouch between spear and head (BC/2, 3)

5. Diagonal retouch both sidee of spear tip and horizontal retouch left
of hand, similarly and additionally, undulating retouching of the
upper margin lines.

6. Diagonal engraver's retouch between spear and head and left of spear,
similarly and additionally, improvements to left star band and the
left, upper and right hand margins.

7. Large diagonal engraver's retouch right of Helvetia, similarly and

(Continued on nage 7ii

No. 86 20 c. orange No. 90 50 c.
87 25 c. blue 91 1 Fr.
88 30 c. brown 92 3 Pr.
69 40 c. grey (type II) 93 25 cf

20 pp o;anRe

Colour Shades

a) yellowish-orange cl.) red-orange
b)
c)

light orange
orange - dark. orange

e) brown-orange

Varieties
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Continued from page 662

rather limited issue and, therefore,
scarce: .

If one cares to add proofs and essay
that may be done, too, but there a
collector will run into very considerable
expense because such pieces are extremely
rare.

As a whole, though, the field of
Swiss postal stationery collecting is
fascinating and not tied to great cost,
and a collectors who may have reached his
limits in his stamp collection, may find
himself happily occupied for years, even
occasionally turning up a heretofore
unreported item or discovering a water-
mark or size variety -- a thing which
would never be possible, it seems, in
postage stamp collecting.

F.G.

STANDING HELVETIA - Continued from p.70:

additionally retouch between spear
and head.

8. S50-called re-engraving in the shape
of vertically engraved lines in the
upper margin or horizontal lateral
left oreriebt (in 70 different forms
and combinations) (See Note) -
•colour tone to yellowish-oranges-

The plate consisted of 4 panes.of.
100 stamps-, those for sale in the

post offices Were divided into 8 half
sheets each of 50 stamps. Of the bottom
half sheet, in the lower left (3rd) pane,
Nos. 1-4 and 11-50 were retouched, only
Nos. 5-10 remained untouched. (see the
Zumstein , Sandbook, 3rd Ed. pp. 154/155).
As soon as the postal authorities became

. aware of these retouches the plate was
imeddiately withdrawn.

DID YOU KNOW?

Page 71,

that the new extra-large 40e.
'Anti-pollution' stamp comes in small
sheets of only 16 stamps at a price of
SFr. 6.40 and has an extended period aef
sale till the end of 1973. I wouldn't
advise speculation, but make sure you
getsa sheet early. S

......... that the last two extra-specials
were sold out quicker than expected. The
boy and girl gymnasts of March 1971 were
sold out during the, 'NABA' in Basel in -
June 1971, and the Pro Aero of February
1972 ‘ was most embarrassingly sold out
during the 'LUPO' at the end of April.
The latter was also in a small sheet of
only 20 stamps.

......... that a few years ago, say 1968,
large quantities of Swiss stamps remained
unsold at the end of the period of sale.

that there is rising interest - and
prices - in used Swiss stamps having :a
'full' cancellation, that is a clear ind-
ication of place and date of the postmark.
Previously an arc in the lower left Sand
quarter was preferred, especially for
newer isuuea. • I :

....	 that only in 1924 was the PTT rule
withdrawn that all stamps On a cover had
to have their own postmark strike.

•.........  that at leaet one farm in Switzer-
land' is still producing 'perfine', perhaps
the last one. This is the very large
transport firm of Danzas, for their
freight office at Koblenz on the Rhine for
traffic across the river, I have 2 ex-

- amples of the 30c. Radio stamp of this
year, eacn with 2 'D's punched in it at a
distance of 20.5 mm., which is the exact
width of the small size of Swiss stamps.

....  that in less than 2 years the
number of private franking machines in
Switzerland has increased by 20, from
10,000 to 12,000. •

.................................................... that in the last 10 years the num-
ber of internal letters has increased by
160 and those to foreign countries by 314.
But if there are more freaking machines
there are fewer stamps for us!

..... that Marc Moser, onetime PTT
official, has just published his 7th book
on medieval postal services. Four vol-
umes on St. Callen, one on Appeuzell, and
now two on Basel, all in German.

ttat the answer to last month's
question is No. 400, the-30c. of 1963,
which shows the 'Sotel des-Postes' in
Paris where the first International Postal
Conference had been held 100 years before.

.... that Question 140; 4 Ss "Which swiss
stamps show a dog on them"? Tip: there
are 4, and not to besfound under Pro
Juventute or Air!

(To be continued

Ajunous Disconc - by Felix Ganz
Visiting a stamp store in downtown

Chicago recently I had a find: a Swiss
booklet of late 1936 - or early 1937 - sa
price SFr. 3.- yellow cover, with 2 panes
of Sc. engraved Pilatus of 1934 (grilled
paper), 2 panes of 10c. Chillon 193/ and
one pane of 20c. Gotthard 193i, i.e. a
mixed booklet mentioned nowhere in
Zumstein, with stamp:, of 2 completely
different issues.

I would be very interested to know if
any Helvetia member has come across a
similar one. No less than 80 such book-
lets must exist, or at least have been
made.

There is no end to the finds still to
be made. Of late several people have
come up with copies of distinctly double
printed Sc. postcards of the 1874 and
later series. One embossing is usually
albino.



Swiss Perfins
A seven year teak to provide a

complete listing of Swiss stamps with
perforated initials (or other devices)
has now been accomplished. First dealt
with in our 'Helvetia News Letter' in
1966/7, and later enlarged in the S.H.Z.,
the three main collaborators, Messrs.
F. Ganz, R. Herlimann and E. J. Enachedef,
have now published a hi-lingual (English/
German) booklet - size 11 x 8i", listing
and illustrating.all known examples up to
May 1971; the pages may also be uaed as
an album, thus serving a dual purpose.

A grant from the Swiss Fund for the
Advancement of Philately has enabled the
work to be produced at the very modest
price - to Helvetia members - of 0 1.50
until 31st Dec. 1972 (thereafter 2.00).
Payment may be made by means of a 0 1.00
bill plus: 3 international reply coupons,
from Mr. D. Stump, 170, Steeplechase Road
Devon, Pa. 19333, U.S.A.

Alternatively it will be available
from The Amateur Collector Ltd., - price
not yet known, E.J.E.

PUBLICITY SLOGANS: 

ME Ville touristique et mosaiques
tomaines - URBA (From 2/9/72)

CIRCULAR TOURIST CANCEL

6443 RORSCHACH - Ferien ftber dem
Vietwaldstattersee (E.583)

(from 6/9/72)

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES 1971

New Editions were published on
lat September 1972.

91.1tAgat_hki n 1271 : Price £5.50
with thumb index: 46.00

ClialgatAtilTZERLAND LIEC11TENSTEIN
1973 - Pocket £0.70

Please order catalogues from:
Harris Publications Ltd.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London C27
41•0 00•10009/

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published reg4ar1y in the

Journal Philatelique deBerno

Annual fee: £1.70

For fine, first-class stamps .....

send your Want List to:

A DATt-iktilUagtaiDaki
Mr. R. K. bailie of Montreal reports

an unusual find: a nicely cancelled
cover bearing a 2c, Sitting Helvetia perf.
stamp (Z.37a).

The first day of use of this stamp
is said to be Feb. 6th, 1874, but this
example is cancelled BASEL - BHP. EXP.
4.11.74-7.

It is a folded letter sheet -
unfortunately with no confirming date
inside - but the 2 Basel cancels (same
one repeated) are very clear and the
stamp is a fine reddish-brown.

Can anyone , Asomment on this?

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONSt

1, gal:IA.21.re SuisAl: The 53rd Swiss
Fair in Lausanne, held from 9-24

Sept. used a pictorial cancel incorpor-
atine the Fair's lion emblem and reading:
'1000 EALYSANN,L, - date - Comptoir auisse
53 Faire national'.

2. 125th Anniversary pf Swiss R41 Aya:
On 10th Sept. there was a special run

on the line Lyss-Payerne-Yverdon by a
train consisting of a steam locomotive,
passenger carriage and a TPO wagon. To
mark the event mail carried received
special cancel depicting a rail coach,
the date 10-.9.72 and reading 'AMBULANT
SPECIAL - LY36-FAYERNE-YVERDOW.

A further special cancel will be
used on the line Winterthur-Schaffhausen-
Romanehorn,Frauenfeld-Winterthur on 1st
October. The cancel also showing a rail
coach will read: 'SONDER-BAiINPWT
WINTERTHUR-SCHAFFHAUSEL-ROMANSHORN-
WINTERTHUR - 1.10.72.

AUTUMN AND
STAMP COLLECTING

go together.

What new projects have you in mind
for the fireside evenings?

The following are a few suggestions:

STRUBELIS • • •S•

SITTING HELVETIA PERF.

STANDING HELVETIA

FLAWS AND VARIETIES

PRO PATRIA & PRO JUVENTUTE

AIR MAILS

TETE-BECRE & SE-TENANT

POSTAL HISTORY • • • •

POSTAL STATIONERY

FIRST DAY COVERS

Write to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertach & Co.

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 HE

.S.ARMS it4ONG,
14, LOW Lane, Torrisholme,.

, MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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CHANGES IN PLACE-NANIES
Looking through some old copies of the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung'the other day an interesting little article came to light relating to placenames in Switzerland by one "W.D.-". The comments made may be of use in thesedays of increasing interest in postal history.

In the course of the last 130 years or so the way of writing thesenames has changed considerably as, probably, the spread of education and theinstitution of a Federal postal system brought uniformity. Some examples tobe found on early covers are Arau (Aarau), Glattbruk (Glattbrugg), Savenwyl(dafenwil), Spietz (dpiez) etc. Curiously the use of '10 instead of Ick'remains to-day in the name Rekingen AG, while the village of Reckingen, acrossthe border in Baden, and also Reckingen VS are both written with 'ck'.

Dialectal use of names accounts for Rasali (hasle LU), Utzistorf(Utzenstorf), Zeien (Leihen) etc., as also the frequent use of old spellingincluding i sch s , i.e. BlretsChwyl (BAretswil), Ramerechwil (R8merswil LU) andso on, while place names ending in 'wil' have many variations, such asWAdenschweil - Wildenschwiel Wadenswil; Richtenschwyl - Richtenschwell -Richterswilf Volkenschweil Volketschwil Volketswil.  In olden times ' y'was frequently used in place of l i s , as in Dynhart (Dinhard), Meyringen, Reydinand Wytikon, as also the use of 'j s and 'i' as Jnwil instead of lnwil andJilhart instead of Illhart, with further confusion caused on occasions by theuse of '1' for' T, as in 'lenaz' for Jenaz and 'lenens' for Jenens.
Again place-names ending in dorf' are frequently to be found writtenas 'torf', for example Siglistorf (diglisdorf), Birmenstorf AG IA Birmenedorf Zli,while the best known example is probably Allorf, more familiar as lltdorfi
Different usages nometimes occur in areas: . in.the north and eastnames ending with . ..ingen' have remained unchanged: Andelfingen, Scherzingenand so on, while in Canton Bern they have been changed to '...igen', as foundin Bolligen, Ostermundigen, Leissigen; again,in parts of the north, namely theAare valley, both '...ingen' and 'kon' have been converted to asin DIniken 4p, MCriken AG and Riniken.

In one or two cases changes have taken place in more recent times as,for example, Braunegg to Brunegg (around 1905) and Wallenstadt to Walenstadt(in 1953), while, just as a point of interest, the use in the 1860s of theFrench equivalent of Bad S .chinznach Baine de Schinznach - might be said to bea forerunner of the tourist propaganda postmark.

The ANNUAL NhIL i TIh will be held inLondon, at the Kingeway hall, at E12.1Lp.42,41.:,&,11, on Wednesday, 8th November,1972. Please note that it will be held in the 144,_Lt.A. and not in our usualvenue. Check with the Notice Board on arrival.



Query - SWISS SHOOTING FESTIVALS 

We have been sent a query from
America which we are unable to answer but
maybe some of our associates in Switzer-
land can be of assietance.

Mr. R. A. Scheuermann of P.O. Box
173, Albertson, N.Y. 11507, writes:

"For some time now I have been
collecting the Shooting Paler Coins of
Switzerland. I would like to know if there
is any published philatelic literature
regarding the Federal Shooting Festivals of
Switzerland, particularly those for which
legal-tender coins were minted. . These were:
1842 Chur, 1847 Glarus, 1855 Solothurn,1857
Bern, 1859 Zurich, 1861 Stamm, 1863 Chaux-
de-Fonds,:1865 Schaffhausen, 1879 Basel,
1881 Fribourg, 1883 Lugano, 1885 Bern, 1934
Fribourg and 1939 Lucerne.

'I would also be interested in
purchasing not only Swiss Federal Shooting
Festival postcards and specially cancelled
covers, but also other pertinent mementoes:
pictures, prints, programs, tickets,
advertisements etc."

As this is a little outside our
scope in London, we would welcome any help
which members may be able to offer and
Mr. Scheuermann, in particular, would be
most grateful.

EDITH M. FAULSTICH

It is with the deepest regret
that we learn of the death, on 4th
September, after a short illness,
of Edith M. Faulstich - perhaps
better known earlier as Edith
O'Dea") Fisher, of New York, a
noted postal historian and phil-
atelic writer.

For many years she was co-
editor of 'Covers' magazine, wrote
for various papers, and later was
editor of the 'Essay-Proof Journal';
an ardent supporter of the American
Society for Collectors of Switzdr-
land (recently reconstituted as the
Helvetia Philatelic Society of
America) and editor of their
Bulletin for several years. Also
President of the Postal History
Society (U.S.) from 1965-7 and
editor of the first issue of the
'Postal History Journal'.

Having corresponded with
Mrs. Faulatich over many years,
since she was an Honorary Member of
our Society, and having met her at
'Philympia' in 1970, when she
served as a member of the
Exhibition Jury, the passing of
such a warm, friendly and vibrant
person is a great loss to her
friends and to the philatelic world.

On behalf of the Society we
express our sincere sympathy to her
husband and family,

E.J.R,
IMO

We also regret to record the
death of one of our Founder Members

MR. F. R. B. SMITH

of Royston, ;:prts 1 a keen supporter,
of ourSoci.',4 since its inception.
A 1tter ef ,6ympathy has been sent
to Mrs. Smi,th.'

isemarmorammessawasinar

ISSUE DATL CF Z.,Ta

Following Mr. adie's query
last mouth on the correct date of
issue of this 'Standing Helvetia'
perf. stamp, Mr..J..H. Short of
Aeading, nas written to say that he,
too, has a loose stamp with the same
cancellation - 4,11.74 - and has
also a 40 c. grey (Z,42) with a clear
cancellation of 'ZURICH AUFGABE' and
the date 16.111.78 ... despite the
fact that huwatein gives the first
day of issue as 23.1V.78.

' Further comments would be
of great interest,

oCo

A RECENT BUSINESS

TRIP hAS RESULTED IN

Tilb ACQUISITION OF SOME

VERY INTERESTING AND

NEW MATERIAL.

ENQUIRE NOW FOR THOSE 'ELLSIV

ITEMS YOU NEVER KNOW, THEY

MIGHT BE AVAIABLE 1!

Don't forget to .order your
1972 'AMATEUR COLLECTOR' CATALOGUE.

Prioet U.K. & Europe: £1,18
including postage: Overseas: : 41.35 -
U.S. 03.25 - post free.

Available 20th November.

H L KATCI-1ER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London. 114,8 7HU
Tel. 01-586-0616

PTS., ASDA., AP., SPA,
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HELVE-TA 1905-07
Translated by: MRS. K. MacMAHON & H. E. CHAPMAN Part XIV

1905 (Continued)

No. 87A 25 c. lave - Type II
Colour shades 

blue (c) dark blue
blue, tinted (rubbed) paper

Variety 
1. Partial impression on the back. (Illus.)

Plate Flaws 
Typical spots and flecks: in the cross, in left band, in value

ehielf upper left, bottom left over FRANCO
Vertical line between 'T' & 'I' of HELVETIA downwards as far as the

shield or diagonally through Helvetia
30 Plate flaw: on upper stamp margin (goes over 3 stamps); on lowermargin (over 4 stamps)
4. Typical flaws of the corner shield bottom right.

Worn Plates 
1. In the frame: wear of the margin, upper left, lower right
20 Similarly in the upper inscription band or star band left or right3. In the oval: left of the foot or right of Helvetia.

1. In the frame: improvement of upper horizontal lines, triangle over
FRANCO improved.

2. Similarly, strongly re-engraved at foot of the value hield (in
greater contrast), figure 5 remodelled,

3. Smaller retouches in upper inscription band (A 3/4)
4. In the oval: dot-shaped reinforcement in the whole of the oval

background (typical retouching)
5. Diagonal engraving retouches: right of Helvetia, similarly and

also left of Helvetia, similarly and also left of the spear
6. The whole background: first star band and spear retouched in lines,

as well as dot retouching between spear and head.
7. Clear re-engraving: left of the foot, right of the shoulder (BC 5)

or over the shield
8. Long thin enirraver's lines zig-zag in the oval, in part over and

. beyond the oval
9. Similarly with mutilation of the spear, the coat-of-arms, the arms,

head of Helvetia and so on.
No. 881 .12-1%--ktatit

Colour Shades
(a) orange-brown (b) light brown 1907 ( ) reddish-brown

Vnrietiee 

1, Whole or in parts strongly blurred print
2. Impression on the back
3. Brown Helvetia (dotted)

I2ASe ilfwg 
Light places in the value shield upper left, right therefrom, left

next the tip (13), in left upper margin (Cl. C/D1) or below the
middle, in the upper left or right band under the lower value
figure, left and under FRANCO

2. In the oval right, and coloured flecen in the right arm and cross.
Retouches

1, Retouching of the value shield upper left (Al), undulation of the
horizontal lines next to it to the right, the upper tip (A 3/4)2, Improvement of the horizontal lines at the bottom, similarly between
the large figutea, engraver's retouches to lower value shield
(C 3/4)

b)



STANDINGHELVETIA (Continued)_ _

3. Upper right next the value shield strongly retouched horizontally (B6),
similarly retouching outwards of a fault on the left star band (El)
horizontal improvements to the left margin

4. Frame lines of the value shield (Illus.); the inscription band, the
star bands, lower corner shields and lower inscription band strongly
redrawn. (Numerous variations and combinations:, partly also with
other Section's)

5, Horizontal lines redrawn in the oval wholly or in part (as No. 68E)
6. Strong vertical retouch lines left of spear or both sides of spear
7. Similarly right of Helvetia and at the same time as the plate flaw

'HELVETTA'
8, Letter 'V' or 'VET' of 'HELVETIA' strongly redrawn
9. Engraver's retouch of the upper inscription band
10. Engraver's retouches in the ovals left of the foot, left of the spear

and at lower part of value field, between spear and head, left of
the hand and right of the shoulder, left of the Spearland'rightof..
Helvetia (also in part in the inscription band or in the lower
value shield), between spear and head and right of Helvetia or only
right of Helvetia (Illus.)

11. Strong millimetre thick diagonal retouch right of Helvetia and

continued also left of. the hand by the spear
12. Vertical engraver's retouch left of the foot and plate flaw between

'E' and 'E' of 'HELVETIA' (see plate flaw 3)
13. Pipe diagonal retouch in the whole oval and in the inscription band

and upper left margin partly retouched
14, Strong engraver's retouch, partly vertical, partly horizontal, between

head and spear and left of the spear and upper inscription band
retouched.

15. Strong vertical engraver's retouch in the whole oval and both 'FRANCOs'
retouched. (41st stamp in the half sheet). (Illus. - let state)

16. Similarly, and the whole oval diagonally retouched. (2nd state)
17. Similarly, but left of the spear worn again. (3rd state)
18. Similarly, both sides of the spear, coarse vertical retouch, and

right of Helvetia diagonal engraver's retouch, star band improved.
(4th state)

19 * Both sides of the spear edge and left of it strongly retouched
vertically and horizontally

20. Large, completely irregular engraver's and dot formation retouch in
the oval, in the inscription, in both star bands and Helvetia
deformed (arms, face etc.).

(To be continued)

INTERNMENT MAIL
For I rolc interested in prisoner-of-war and internment mail, our member

Mr. R. K. a i Canada) nae sent the drawing shown below of an item which he has
recently cooe across, which mieht be described as a combination frank stamp and
address label, but which he has nowwhere seen described.

Detailu given are as
follows:

Dimensions: 82 x 50 mm.

Colour: Purple

Time of use: World War 11

Seen on internment camp
letters.

Has anyone else come
across this? Or can give
any further information?

•

B.P.E " AWARDS

We are delighted to note thai MR. G. M. HODGES has followed up his
success as Cup Winner in Our own Competition by'winning a .Silver Medal at the B.P.E.
Heartiest congratulations and also to MR. S. R. MacKENZIE who receives two Bronze-J.

FirAtic b E ?oar

ComiTE IsTERNOTI*Hift. br q Clecmc-Rods‘

Arms.% dig Pros imniers J Ceig.rrt

Pala/ I S iLE

GENEVE 
(Sorts.** )
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RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

Utilizations pacifiquea de l'espece
extra-atmospherique au profit is
l'humanit‘ - Geneva 10 Phil. Service
of the U.N. to 25th September

ARTECASA Lugano 29.IX - 9.X.1972
6900 Lugano to 9 Oct.

Olma 1972 12-22 Okt. St. Gallen -
9000 St. Gallen to 22 Oct.

Comptoir de Martigny du 30 sept. au
8 oct. 1972 - 1920 Martigny to 8 Oct.

125 Jahre Schweizer Bahnen 1847-1972 -
6020 EmmenbrOcke, 8022 Zurich, 9202
Gersau SG, 4900 LJAngenthal, 4600
Olten and 8200 Schaffhausen

125e annivereaire des chemina-de-fer
auisse 1847-1972 - 1530 Payerne

1200 Geneva

125e anniveraario delle ferrovie
svizzera 1847-1972 6500 Bellinzona

6900 Lugano

40 Jahre Jungwacht Oberall Festival -
6430 Schwyz, 7000 Chur

5 Oktober 1972 Defile der Flieger -
und Flabtruppen Flugplatz Emmen -

6000 Luzern 2 7/9 - 5/10

although Winterthur is the 6th
largest town in Switzerland (having taken
this position from St. Gallen about 10
years ego), it had its last stamp exhibit-
ion 28 years ago? However, this year on
25/26th November there will be a non-com-
petitive exhibition organised by the two
local clubs and the Winterthur branch of
the Swiss Thematic Society. A Mobile P.O.
will be there with a special cachet.

.... that when a local publicity slogan
introduced (Group 3 in the PTT catalogue)
the publicity pictorial handstamp - if any
is withdrawn? . The only exception to this
rule, that I know of, is Zurich 58, the
airport, slogan No. 3.14 and K.255a. The
reasorvia that the handatamp is used in the
post office in the main terminal building
and the slogan in the post office in the
freight terminal. The latter is not
'public', i.e. only for firms. There is
even a 3rd post office, in the transit
lounge, even lens 'public'! The first
and the third sell singles and blocks of 4
of all available definitives And commem-
oratives, a 'mini' philatelic bureau, mint
and cto. The UN Swiss agencies stamps,
used only, are also OA sale, all in pre-
packed sets. The sale of mint UN stamps
was stopped when too many innocent (and
not so innocent) travellers used them on
their correspondence.

...  that a pictorial handstamp costs
about SPr.1000.- to-day?

that a very interesting booklet on
the Swiss pictorial handstampa was publish-
ed at the end of 1969 by the Swiss . Thematic
Society? This boOklet,.No. 3 of a series,
contains on 101 pages, a very useful
descriptIon.in German of everything shown
on the handstamp, together with an
illustration of all versions Of each can-
celler. But perhaps the most useful
feature is that it is arranged alphabeti-
cally and not chronologically as the FP
catalogue. The authorAs,Brnst
ohlunsgger, 3250 Lynn; the cost is low

at SFr. 10.-

........	 that the "Fund for Furtaering
Philately" will assist in the publication
of a definitive work on the 'Strubeli'
stamps? This will be a collective project
and the team leader is Max Hertsch.
Publicationwill not be. this year. This

21 Sept. - 1 Okt. '72

" 4 500 Jahre Schtitzengesellachaft
der Stadt ZUrich 1472-1972 -
KNABENSCHIESSEN '72 -

' 9...11/9/72
has probably prevented W.-Winistorfer
from publishing his reprint of his series
of articles in the Seises monthly
'Philatelica'.

" 5
3

FETE des VENDANGES NeuchAtel
Festival 'BELLE EPOQUE'.

30/9 - 1/10/72 -
Geneva 13-15 Oct.

Action troisieme age octobre 1972
Geneve - Festival BELLE EPOQUE
13-15 octobre 1972 Palais des
Expositions - 1200 Geneva to 15/10

100 Jahre Uhrmacherschule Biel -
NO ans ecole horloibre Bienne -

2500 Biel/Bienne

ournie des Nations unies GeAve
24 oct. - 1200 Geneva 11 from

16 October

VagalakhkjakaLa

Auto 3 ORA TUN Oberhasli-Tag 3 Sept-
ember 1972 3/9/72

3 254 FETE DU PEUPLE JURASSIEN
DELEMONT 10 Septembre 1972 -

9-10/9/72

" 3 23. MUER HERBST-SCHAU ZUSPA

	 that the answer to Question No. 4 is
Nos. 356, 469 and PP 38. 39.

 that No. 362 has one of the best-know
Swiss errors? :What is it?

.... that talking about errors remind me
tell you to look at the buckle on No. 356 -
it tongue is the wrong way round!

SPECIAL CANCELLATION 

A special pictorial cancellation
was used at Arlesheim from 6 - 8 Oct.,
on the occasion of the 'BALABRA II'
Philatelic Exhibition at Arlesheim.
This showed the coat-of-arms of Basel-
Land and read: '4144 ARLESHEIM -
BALABRA II - 6-8.10.72."

•



MORTHI P: Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A.Royle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

At the first meeting held in Halif
Dr. G.G. Ritchie and Mr. G.D. Wilson .
entertained members with a display of
slides.;

'Dr. Ritchie showed a philatelic
tour of Liechtenstein with slides of
stamps, stationery, currency as well as
many views and followed with Swiss scenes
including the Rh8ne Glacier, Zillis
Church, Simplon Pass, the Matterhorn
and Appeusell..

Mr. Wilson presented a mixture, of
slides including many of the views shown
on Swiss stamps: views of lakes and
chalets showing typical styles found in
various parts of the country, how wood
is stored and animals housed during the
winter months. Also views of Arose,
Kandermteg, Adelboden, Lucerne and its
steamers and many other places he has
seen on visits to Switzerland.

Nedi PUBLICITY SLOGAN 

From 2nd . September:

.ORBE - Ville touristique et mosaiques
romainea - UREA

OURIST C CE - from 6 Sept.

6443 MO CHACH Ferien aber dem Vier-
waldstAttersee K.563)

ZUMSTEIN
cATAIMUES 1911

New Editions will be published
on let September, 1972.

Ottal2KetiatirlailI s Price £5.50
with thumb indems £6.00

1973 -Pocket size* t0.70

Please order catalogues frame.

Xarris Publications Ltd.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London WC2 71,W

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue.
are published regularly in theAusLitwaiwgz_zuas

Journal Philatelique do Berne

Annual fees £1.10

For fine,

Y

 first-class stamps

AWZATP-2LliMbailk,.AELLEURA
mend your Want List tot

Zumstein
,Propr. bertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585, CE-,3001 BEEN

LONDON GROUP: HL.n.Sec. Mrs. E.J.RawnsleY
Ilford, Essex.

The autumn season started with a
number of displays by members on AIRMAIL
STANPS AND COVERS.

W.Cdr. R.F. Buistrode showed some
seldom seen items, proofs and covers or
cards of the 1913 pioneer flights, Then
followed a fine selection of stamps,

first flight and special flight covers
with their multiplicity of cancellationst
by Mr. C. E. Redmill,

Mr. L. E. Stiles, Mr. E. Lienhard
and Mrs. Rawnsley also showed further
selections which included the various
' Pro Aar& flights, balloon flights and
a Zeppelin flight, glider and helicopter
flights and many other items of interest

to the aero-philatelist,
E.J.R.

An amendment to the Exchange Packet
Rules will be issued shortly.

Are youa POSTMARK or

SPECIAL CANCELLATIQ
collector?

Or perbaps you prefer FIRST 

DAY COVERS?

If so, my approval selections will
help you.

- All this in addition to a full
range of stamps - mint or used: and
specialised collections of flaws and
varieties: iasues such an .'Standing
Helvetia'; tete..b8che & 's4-arlant;

commemoratives including the attractive
and ever popular Pro Juventute and

Pro Petrie series.

Also Postal History and Postal
Stationery - good selections- available.

Write now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

O.Yearay••••••000.0aMerivo•

EXCHANGE PACKET 

Members are particularly requested
to note that under the new insurance
cover recently negotiated, some conditions
have been tightened up. In future
Packets will be covered while in members'
homes, but any loss by negligence, i.e.
being left in a public plate or on a train,

will have to be borne by the member
concerned.

POSTAL CODES 

Will members who have reuently been
allocated Postal Code numbers and who
have not already advised the Society,
pleawe do so, in order to keep our records .

up-to-date.
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PRO JUVENTUTE 1972
The designs for this year's Pro Juventute stamps, to be issued on let

December, have a new theme. To mark the 60th anniversary the Pro Juv•ntute
Foundation expressed the wish that they should depict famous roses.  The P.T.T.
were glad to grant the request and the beautifully designed stamps have a new
appearance since all are on a white background. They are the work of the inter-
nationally noted flower designer, Anne Marie Trechslen of Bern, who drew her
inspiration from four masterpieces by R.:clout.; they may well prove to be the most
beautiful in the long series of issues.

9CP of the proceeds from the surcharge will go to the Pro Juventute
Foundation and iho remaining 100 is intended for other youth welfare work of
national interest.

txtalltv Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
raw White, luminolia, violet fibres
'Stamp sties 24 x 29 mm. in 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each

Special covers will be available at 30c. from all philatelic bureaux,
The First Day cancel and the vignette depict the rose on the 30c, stamp and has
the simple wording: '3000 BERN AUSGABETAG 1.12-72'.

Collection sheets and folders will be available as usual. A stamp. .
booklet with gold cover will be available. It contains 8 x /0c., 8 x • 20c. and
4 x 30c. stamps. Obtainable from the Pro Juventute Foundation, the Philatelic
Bureaux and the trade at S.Fr. 6.- including 40c. production costs.

WiwwW0104101 . ......14.40.! ........

, LIECHTENSTEI N,

On 7th December new issues will consist of 5 values of definitivis mid
a Christma stamp. Details are as follows:

A. Defistitivws

Values! 10 c. Source of the Lawena (grey-gra/Tallow-olive)
15 c. Iugg.11sr Reed (brown/greenish-yellow)
80 c. Forest of Schaas & Dreischwestern massive (blue-gree*/

greenish-yellow)
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laZZAELELEJELLUSK/ (Continued)--"

Values: Fr.1.00 St. Peter-in-Mils ( ed-brown 1 greea)
Fr.1.50 Ochmeakopf mountain yellow-brn/lt. blue)

Pesianer: Louis JAger, Vaduz
Enzraver: Heinrich &maser, Oherigereri
=Wit Rotary recess by the Stamp Printing Works PTT, Berl
Pans?: White with violet fibres
WA: 36 x 26 an. in sheets of 20 stanps

B. aziatimatim
30 c. From painting of 'Madonna with Angels' by Ferdinand Nigg (4 colours:

yellow/red/blus/griesish-black)

hell= Walter Wachter, Schee*
Printian: ROto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Lints White with brows and green fibres
Allav 26 x 41 no., in sheets of 20 Otampa

Special covers will be available and the eam First Day cancel will be
used for both issues, a geonetric design with wording: !*949

0 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG
7 DEZEMBER 1972'.

va,

• 

subject.On 17th November 2 special stamps were issued in Ge
be ' Art in the United Nations'.
YALULL I 40 Rp.i Reproduction of a ceiling painting is

80 Rp. PalAib des Nations, Genova, by J. M.
the Asseabley Hall at the
Sert

Colours,: 40
80

Printing:
alas 26
Issues 40

80

Rp. 3 colours: brown/gold/red
RP . 33 " brown/gold/olive-green
Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
x 33.6 sin.
Rp. 2,700,000
Rp. - 2,300,000

Similar stamps of 8 & 15 c. (U.S. will b
in New York on the sass day.

A special cover was available
and the First Day cancellation showed
the letters . and date 17.11.72 -

' Premier Jour FF and 'Vert aux
Nations Mlles below; round edge:
'1211 GENEVE ADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES
NATION° UNIES'.

• IMPORTANT
NOTICE:

alami g_i_Agun
will London Group Members please

note that as Mr. H. L. lAtchor will be
out of Town at the beginning of
Jaauary, the nesting scheduled for
Jaauary 10th at '151, Park Road, RW8
will be held one week later, i.e. on

WEDHESDAT. 17th JAHUAIRI

Will those who wish to attend
please notify either the Secretary,
Mrs. Rewasley, or Kr. Katcher, not
later than January 15th.

H EARTIEST
CHRISTMAS & NEW TEAR

GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR

OVERSEAS MEMBERS

a ued by he United ations

Distasteful as the
subject may be to all
of us, V.A.T. will
almost certainly be
added to your purchases
of stamps as from next
April 1st.

If you are thinking
in terms of spending a fair sum on
stamps during 1973, it is obviously
to your advantage to buy before this
comes into operation.

* * * * * * *

Have you ordere
your 1973 Catalogue yet?

ML KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

London 
Rye 

71W.

Tel. 01-586-0616

PTS., ASDA., APS., SPA.
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STANDING HELVETIA 1905-07
Translated by: MIS. K. MacMANON & N. E. CHAPMAN Part XV

1905 (Continued)
No. 891 40 ok 'rev (Type 11)

1212.47.,..11WW.
(a) light grey (b) dark grey

Variety 
Ruokimg

Plate P1ewe 
1. Value shield upper left enlarged (Illus. 76 1/Pf. 1)
2. Severely deformed value figure ,'4'

Wore Plate 
1. Lower margin worn to right of Helvetia

Alt:HANHO.
1. Norizontal margin lines re-engraved
2. Left star band outlined

No. 901 50 o. reop 

CORur Shad!, 
(a) dark green, Helvetia white or greenish•b) grey-green, Nelvetia white
c dark grey-green, Helvetia greenish

Variety

1. Light impression on the back

fl
1. Green Ne/vetia (dotted)
2. Typical linos: in left 'argil from the top vertically through the

value shield, diagonally over the breast of Nelvetia, vertically
from shoulder left into the dress, vertically in left star band

3. Short heavy horizontal lines towards upper left '50'
4. The '0' of upper right '50' faulty and held together at the top

by a green dot .
5. Slight plate flaw in right value shield before the '5'
6. Colourless area from lower '0' towards lower right (0 4/6)

W grik ?114 
1. Left or right margins worm
2. Similarly and bordering the star band
3. Lower figure worm
4. 'NELVETTA' (Ulm. 70 D/Pa.4) (SU 1/1944)

Retouches 

1. Green background with blurred design (worm retouches & re-engraving)
2. Light retouches in dot formations: between spear cad head or more

or less in the whole oval or in the lower value fi•ld
3. Strong dot-shaped retouching in the whole oval, partly over the

. spear area, also partly in the lower value field.
4. Engraver's retouches: upper horizontal limes delicately improved,

right margin vertically outlined or horizontally retouched, value
field or lower figures retouched

Delicate engraver's retouches in the ovals left of spear, diagonally
between head and spear (B3), vertically through the spear hand
and light improvement left therefrom; diagonal leftwards retouch
sufficient to partly involve the greater part of the oval & spear

6. Large retouches: combined dot and engraver's retouches, overlapping
into the face and left arm above the elbow

7. Marked retouches completely defacing the background, in parts also
the lower frame of left band aid redraw* in the band itself.

NO. 911 I Fr, carsine 

-941.911C . L.1.4-0.2.1
a carmine pink, light ci carmine
b carmine pink, dark d carmine red



 

STANDING HELVETIA (Coatinued)

Worn Plate 
1. Corner shield upper left and over left or right small value shield

worn, left margin badly worn, value field at bottom very light,
right corner shield well open

2. Very light in upper inscription ribbon

Retouches
1. Blurred re-engraving (mainly between spear and head)
2. Upper horizontal lines over left small value shield retouched, or the

whole left half, or less through upper tip, similarly margin lines
lower left

3. 1 Fr. upper left (several), base of the large 1 Fr. retouched
4. Left margin in Middle retouched irregularly, horizontally, small

vertical improvement in left or right margin
5. Between spear and head horizontally re-engraved with engraver's marks

in between and red dotted fore-arm (red glove)
6. Diagonal retouch right of head (0 4/5)
7. Yngraver's retouch between spear and head, similarly and left of the

spear, similarly and also right of the head
8. Large dot-shaped retouch right of Helvetia and engraver's retouch in

the dress (BCD 4/5)
9. Engraver's retouch in dress and head.

Our member, Mr.. r.A. Stocks of
80, Hargrave Road, Shirley, Solihull,
iarwickshire, has been searching, without
success, for a fine used copy of Zum.
8.65 - the 200. Post-rider tete-be'the
pair with interspace of 8 crossed lines.
The trade and the Exchange Packet having
failed to provide this elusive item, con
any reader help ???

AUTOMOBILE CaliCEL;
Auto 3 - MORGARTEN Ristor. Schiessen

und Schlacht-Gedenktag -
6000 Luzern 15 Nov.

Helvetia members were represented a
two philatelic events recently held:

At the B.P.E. Exhibition were to be
seen the splendid entry on 'Strubelis' for
which Mr. G. M. Hodges was awarded a Silver
Medal; this included a number of exceed-
ingly fine items on cover. Also the two
entries by Mr. S. R. macKenzie which
received sronze-Silver awards: one being
a superb array of 'Ticino Ovals' and the
other 'Proofs & Essays'.

Among an exhibit of some 600 sheets
of material shown at the Royal Philatelic
Society on behalf of the Association of
Essex P.Ss., were 4 on Switzerland, two on
Pre-Stamp Covers by Mrs. Rawnsley and
Mr. C. Rauch and one on 'Swiss Fiscals' by
Mr. Lienhard. The fourth, on Swiss TPOs
was from another Essex Society.

nw n011&y
.
a0m. ......

We regret to learn that Mr. W.Garnet

(To be continued)

of Loughborough is at present in
hospital and wish him a speedy recovery.
Prior to this and following a memorable
holiday in Switzerland, he gave a display
of Swiss stamps to Buxton P.S. Commencing
with pre-stamp Covers and then selections
of the various issues including the
ever-popular Pro Patria and Pro Juventute.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Held at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London. W.C.2, on Wednesday,

8th Bovember, 1972 at 6.30 p.m.

AnkEIJN3ICUL#glence 
Received from Miss A. Grunberg and Messrs. V.*. hall, R.S. Johnson andA.a.S. Thorpe.

10th
These were read by the Secretary and agreed.

2. hAIIIEI-11:121MLIrom
 Vatillaukta .

Nil.

3. 11:211. TresaatELEAMEI.
Mr. Harding said that once again the accounts, which had been circulated to

Members, showed a very, satisfactory situation. With rising costs, however,expenses were likely to increase during the coming year.
Mr. Brooks, as Auditor, expressed complete satisfaction. The books, as

always, were kept immaculately and the Society owed thanks to the work of the
Treasurer.

Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Ir. D.R. Beak, seconded by
Mr. C. Rauch and passed.

4. Chairman's Address

Mr. Slate said that as the years passed it Was difficult to find something new
to Bay. He felt that the Society was really active and provided the means for
Members to relax 'from other cares and enjoy their hobby. They were learning all
the time and were always ready to help one another in every possible way. Hethanked the Officers for their work during the year and looked forward to a very
susseccful season ahead.

5. Ron, Secretary 's Report,

Mrs. Rawnsley regarded it as a most encouraging year; the pace of correspond-
ence alone was a sure indication of the Society's activity, with good results in
many cases in helping members with queries. Since the last AGM there had been
35 new members, of whom 9 were overseas and this without the added stimuli, such
as 'Philympia' which were experienced in the previous year. . Inevitably there had
been a fmlosses, 2 by death and about 10 by resignation or deletion.

Attendances at meetings had been very good and even at outside events one
could almost always be sure of meeting some fellow 'Helvetian's'. Despite some
rumours to the contrary, the Society Library had had probably its most successfulyear and this quest for knowledge and information is a very good sign, The
Northern Group, in spite of a few trials, such as having to find a new venue,
continues to flourish and are always most helpful.

The support given to the 'Helvetia News Letter' has been excellent and grate-ful thanks go to everyone who has helped, since it makes the monthly task a
pleasure rather than a chore. If continued on the same willing basis the success
of the Society in the coming year is assured.
6• .1.52.4.12.42ket

 seerSINULL.42.20.1
Mr. Rauch stated that he could also report a successful year as far as the

Exchange Packet was concerned. 40 members had contributed booklets and 43 Packets
had been circulated. The total value of the material submitted was £4050 withsales amounting to just under 5, which compared most satisfactorily with other
Clubs which had sales of about 20h. This proved that the right material, at the
right prices

-
, was in demand.

There had been a good response to the request for information on members'
interests with the result that, material permitting, about one-third would be
receiving specialised packets. This did not mean, of course, that general packets
are not required; the demand for these continues and more material is constantly
required. 21 Packets are in circulation at the moment, with sales so far; in the
region oft535. An amount of 482.32 had been paid isto the Society's flinds plus
bank interest of £11.75.

Adoption of the Packet accounts was proposed by Mr. E. Lienhard, seconded by
Mr. D. Houtris and passed.

7 . 
IiiTati--,on-21- Cc.-1.--.1----,tteezam -SaLl....9.12ZI
There being no new nominations Mr. J.H. Short proposed that the present

Officers should be elected 'en bloc t . This was seconded by Mr. R.F. Bulstrode
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ALNUAL GENERAL MEETING (Continued)

and passed. The following, therefore, were elected for the ensui ng year:

President: MR. L. MOORE Hon Treasurer: MA. A. J. HARDING

Chairman: MA. E. C. SLATE Hon. Exchange Pkt.
Vice-Chairman: MR. L. E. STILES Secretary: MR. C. RAUCH

Hon. Secretary )
n MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY Hon. Auditor: MR. T. C. BROOKS

& Editor: )
gssmilka: MR. J. A. EAS7WOOD

) Northern Group
MR. J. N. HIGHSTED
eft. H. W. ROSERTSHAW I
MR. G. W. HUSBARD - London Group

8. Motions and Resolutions

A. Following the proposal made at the last Annual General Meeting to allow
members of the Society to become Honorary Life Members and to hold office,

Mr. Lienhard proposed an amendment to Rule 6B.  There was some lengthy discussion
on the beet way to frame this Rule and finally it was decided that it should read
as follows:

"Members present at an Annual General Meeting may at their discretion
elect an Honorary Life President, Hon. Life Vice-President(s) or Honorary Life.
Members, who shall not be required to pay any fee or subscription."

This was proposed by Mr. E. Lienhard, seconded by Mr. C.F. Mistely and passed.

Following this Mr. Lienhard again proposed that in view of her long service
to the Society, Mrs. Rawnsley should be granted Hon. Life Membership and continue
to serve AS Hon. Secretary. This was seconded by Mr. C. Rauch and agreed.
Mrs. Rawnsley expressed , her thanks to the members.

- B. Exchange Packet lisaga. mr. Rauch stated that an amendment was necessary
since the conditions imposed by the new policy with Lloyds sere much more

strict. He proposed the following amendment:

Delete Rules B9 and B10 and substitute the following:

B.9 Whilst the Psckets are insured bytbeSociety, the cover provided by the
insurers i3 limited. Each member is personally responsible for the
Packet while it is in his possession and in the event of a loss may be
liable for the loss-

B.10 Packets sent by pest (parcel post or letter post) must:
(a) be securely wrapped.

(b) bear no marking which could Indicate the nature of the contents
and, therefore, no reference to the Philatelic Society.

B.11 Advantage should be taken, wherever possible, of passing on packets by
hand (always obtaining a signed receipt - see B.6) to reduce the risk
of loss and delays in sending the packet through the post.

B.12 These Rules are dictated by the conditions set by the Insurers. To
disregard these-Rules may invalidate the insurance cover and render the
member concerned liable in the event of a loss. '

Sr. Rauch explained that the insurance covered loss by theft or fire while in a
member's house, but excluded any loss resulting from negligence.  Mr. Mistely asked
if other possible accidents such as damage caussd by burst pipes or flood would be
covered. Mr. Rauch thought that such disasters, if within the home, mould be -
covered.

The proposal was seconded by Mr. E. Lienhard and passed: Members would b
gives an amendment slip to be attached to their copy of the Exchange Pkt. Rules.

9. Any Other Business

(a) Dr. G. G. Ritchie (Northern Group) had suggested that ame changes in the
production and size of the'Helvetia News Letter' might be made and

particularly a change to A4 size in view of the increasing use of Continental Paper
sizes. After some discussion it was agreed that the Committee should look into
the matter and report later. •

There being no further business the A.G.M. closed at 7.45 p.m. The
remainder of the evening ,was spent in general discussion and in viewing some items
brought to the meeting by members.

E.J.R.
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DID YOU KNOW? A DATE qupu FROM CANADA

....	 that this film and many others of
philatelic interest, can be obtained
from the Swiss National Tourist Office,
Swiss Centre, 1, New Coventry Street,
London,W1V 3HG.

.,.‘: that there is a club in Switzer-
lan

,
3 for those interested in collecting

bin ' of 4, used and unused. I think
this method of collecting is more common
is Sio r

oserland than in any other country,
if sylinder blocks are excluded.
Strangely enough the latter are not coll-
ected at all here, neither printing dates

.... that a small monthly is produced
by Hans Grath of 6314 Unter-Aegeri,
called "Philatelica"; in has come out fo
6 years now. In German, it costa
SFr. 12.-- a year, and well worth it.
.... that the answer to Question No. 5 i
that seen from the portico side the 2
towers in the; background are transposed,

C
just to get the '40' in. Shown is the
athedral of St. Pierre, in which the

1

Reformation was proclaimed in 1536, and in
which Calvin then preached and organised
for 30 years. The building incorporates
more different architectural styles than
any other in Switzerland.

that a most useful little book
called "Schweizer Reise sit Sriefmarken"
combines the philatelic and historical

Following Mr. Eadie's query regard-
ing Z.37a, we have received the follow-
ing information from Herr Jos. Muer
of Ulrich:

"The intriguing news in your Sept-
ember issue that Mr. Eadie has found a
letter bearing the red-brown 2c. Sitting
Helvetia stamp of 1874 (Z.No. 37a) post-
marked 'Haael 4.11.74', while Zumstein
mentions 6th February as the First Day,
caused me to look up the 'Postamts-
blittee (the information medium from the
Administration to the individual post
offices and the public) of 1873 and 1874.
No. 7 of 1874, which happens to be dated
4th February, merely states tnat 'as
from January 1st, 1874, the colours of the
steps will be as follows: 2c. light
brown, 3c. black as hitherto, 5c. dark
brown, 10c. carmine as hitherto ...."
Upon enquiry I hear from the archivist of
the Central Administration that they do
not possess any further information, and
it appears, therefore, that no actual
'Firet Day' for this stamp is known.

"Under these circumstances it is
evident that the date of 6th February
1874 given in the catalogue cannot be
cannot be called 'FD' but was merely the
(hitherto) First-known-date-of-use and
has, in view of Mr. Eadie's find, to be
changed to 4th February",

We are most grateful to Herr Mier
for his investigations on our behalf,
and the further confirmation by Mr. Short
given last month, .

1. Phil. Exhibition 'BALABRA II' in
Arlesteim, Ct. Basel, held from 6-8

Oct. Special cancel used depicted arms
of Basel-Land and read: , '4144 ARLESHEIN -
HALABRA II - 6-8.10.72'.
2. OLKA 1972 St. Gallen, This annual

fair was held from 12-22 Oct., and a
special cancel: 9000 ST. GALLEN - date
OkaA' was used.

3. 50th Anniversary of First Radio Trans-
mission in Switzerland, To mark this

a special pictorial cancel was used in
Lausanne on 26 Oct., reading: '1010
LAUSANNE 10 - date - PREMIERE EMISSION
RADIO 26.10,a922'.
4. The annual . Session of the Consultative

Council for Postal Studies (CCEP),
held in Bern from 13-s23 Nov. A special
cancel vaa used showing the U.P.U.
monument symbol-, date- and reading:
' 3000 BERN 15 - Conseil consultatif des
etudes postale:3'.

AMISIMI•11.1.1f

side of all the 'Historical Auildings'
stamps. Sold by ?TT at SFr. 5.80.

that Question No. 6 is "What other
stamp of this series shows a similar, but
later corrected, error?"

M. Rutherfoord.

....	 that with the start of the new Pro
Juventute series showing roses a nice
mini-collection can be built up, but
don't forget the forerunners, The most
prominent is the PJ rose of 1964 and its
FD cancellation in Bern, also the special
cds (MO Bo. 3) of Geneva on 19-21.6.1972
"Rondo de la Rose", if possible on a
Zum.492.

that the very first illustrated
MPO cachet showed a rose in red, Bern
8-9.6.1937 (PEN No. 38).

 that the 2 unexpected and unique
TPO special ode of 10.9,72 and 1.10072 as
part of the 125th Railway anniversary -
celebrations, caused a run on the last
remaining 20c. stamps issued in February
for this event, as naturally everyone
wanted a.matching stamp for the postmark.

.... that every year the PJ Secretariat
issues a brochure with full details of
that year's stamps. I have most going
back to 1938.. Available in French or
German, illustrated, for 2 Reply Coupons.

-
.......	 that all recess printed Swiss stamps
are produced in the PTT's Own works, and
that each pair of sheets is plate perfor-
ated with the multi-pin punch which moves
with the reeled sheet for a short dis-
tance. This is well shown in the award-
winning PTT colour film "Perforated Prints'
a must for all clubs, It runs for 50
minutes.



Egransam: Hon.Sec. A. A. HOYLE,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax

For the November meeting of Northern
Group members Mr. L. Moore presented his
CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY, He began with a
detailed study of the 'Silk Thread Issues
including many fine mint and used blocks,
proofs and essays, bisects, errors of
silk thread and the methods of identify-
ing the various prints. These were
followed by a selection of Cantonals and
Mr. Moore concluded with a fine selection
of early covers showing many interesting
markings. These began with a dated
letter of 1458 from Geneva to Venice and
were followed by Helvetic Republic covers
covers showing Swiss and Italian lake
steamer markings, mixed frankings and a
study of the early postmarks of Chur.

SUBSCRIP .TIONS FOR 1973,

These are due on 1st January. A
reminder slip is enclosed to all those
whose subs are due for renewal in the UK.
Overseas members received reminders with
the October issue. U.K. 42.00.

11n11111.1MMIN1.1111,

PUBLICITY SLOGANS - From 26th October
VILLENEUVE - Lieu de.sejour
LOECHE-les-BAINS / LEUKERBAD - Station

thermale/sports d'hilter / Thermal
Madekurort/Wintersportplatz

BAD SCUOL4TARASP VUIPERA Ganzjahres
Kur + Sportort

;(The first two replace earlier cancels

ZUM STEIN •
CATALOGUES 1973

The latest 1973 edition of this
Catalogue is, as always, a MUST for the
keen collector, the one catalogue you
cannot afford to do without Enlarged
to 113 pages, it is completely up-to-
date. Excellently produced and clearly
illustrated, it provides easy reference
to all issues, using Zumstein numbers4
it includes all principal shades, major
varieties, blocks of 4 etc.

Prices have been thoroughly revised:
the early Cantonals, Transitionals,
First Federal issues and Strubelis all
show marked increases, while many values
of following up to middle issues show
modest gains. Prices for most nes,
many of which are now included, are also
up. In all there are 3,467 price
increases and only 737 reductions.

The Catalogue should be ordered
(separately) from other requirements)
from the publishers, The Amateur Collector
ltd., 151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London NW8 7HU and costs £1.18 including
postage (U.K.) or $3.35 post free (U.S.A.)

CIRCULAR

From 26th October;
3904 EATERS - Aletschgletscher (K.584)
3901 MLATTEN b. NATERS - -do- (E.580
3931 VISPERTERMINEN - Erholsame Ferien.

(K.586)
3862 INBERTKIRCHEN Erholung in den;

Bergen (K.587)
6066 ST. NIKLAUSEb (OW) - Kapelle

ROmerturme (K0588)
8600 DABENDORF (K.589)

1973.- Pocket . size:

Please order catalogues from:
Harris Publications . Ltd.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand.
London WC2 7LW

The winter evenings are here again
with time to review our collections.

Al]. the indications are that any
blank spaces should be filled
immediately.

L0•70 Prompt attention will be given to
your Want Lists or requests for
Approval Selections.

Pre-stamp covers, FDCe, Special
event and Flight covers.

All issues of stamps, mint or used;
varieties, tete-bedhe, se-tenant and
gutter strips, etc., etc.

Write now.

J.S.ARMSTRONG.

New Editions will be published
on 1st September, 1972.

atiagnagjainjaus Price £5.50
with thumb index: £6.00

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the

Journal Philatelique de-Berne

Annual fee: £1.70

For fine, first-class stamps .....

send your Want List to:

Zumstein

14, Low Lane, ,Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

P.O.
Props. Bertsch & Co..
x 2585, CA-3003. BERN

-----o0o
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THE "DAY OF THE STAMP'
The news that the annual 'Day of the Stamp' will this year be held in

Chur (Ct. Graublinden) on Sunday, 3rd December, reminds us that an interesting
collection can be made of the commemorative cards and/or covers and cancels
provided for this occasion.

The idea of holding one day per year as the
'Day of the Postage Stump' originated at the
1936 Congtess of the Federation Internationale
de Philatelie in Luxembourg, when it was
decided that each of the affiliated countries
should choose one Sunday each year for this
purpose. Since then collectors have been
celebrating their 'Stamp Day' with local
exhibitions, bourses, films and radio programmes
about philately, all of which have done a great
deal to encourage newcomers to the hobby.

The Swiss Federation of Philatelic Societies,
rapresenting about 40 Delegates, following the

lead of the selected in 1937 the first Sunday in December as the 'Swiss
'Day of the Stamp' and it has been held on this day every year since, with the
full support of the Press, Radio and the P.T.T., which provides a special
cancellation for philatelic mail.

The Federation chooses a different place in Switzerland each year to
receive the special cancellation and the selection is submitted to the P.T.T.
Administration for the preparation and issue of an appropriate postmark. For
the firt 5 veers a round date-stamp was used with the inscription 'Tag der
Briel'seeeke' and the name of the town. In 1942 circular pictorial cancellations
were Uireduced, showing a typical attraction of the place where the date-stamp

With the exception of 1938 a single cancellation has been used;
in thet year three similar cancellations in the three main languages (German,
frh.ch and Italian) and for three different places were used. Later cancels

are in the language of the part of Switzerland in
which the town is situated and are thus normally
either 'Tag der Briefmarke', 'Journee du Timbre'
or I Giornata del Francobollo'. It will be noted,
however, that this year it also includes 'Di
alla Mares Poetala' in Romansch, which is

S itzeriand's fourth language, spoken in the
Graubfinden.region.

These Postmarks, together with the official
ards, can form an attractive and colourful side-

line. In 1937 cards of two different colours
re issued; in 1938 three cards of the same

design but in three languages. In 1939 and 1940
there were three different colours. Since 1941
one card only has been issued each year, usually

with an attractive pictorial design relating to
the occasion, such as the Gotthard mail coach,
inc aspect of the post connected with that

)articular town, 1,e the old Basle letter-box.
r some of the old Cantonal messengers. Sometimes

it may refer to a particular feature of the region,

f€Itasouls
Orectino

To All Members



Tag der Briefmarke 1960
Journee du timbre 1960
Giornata del francobollo 1960

UM
1960

Standeslaufer von Bern

,13 .14

*ill$S1.111UNi

n La Chaux-de-Fonds, when the accompanying postmark represented

The following is a list of the towns which have celebrated
such as watch-making
the hands of a clock.
this event.so:fars

1937 Bern

3
1938 Basle German

Lausanne Frenci
Lugano Italian)

3.939 Bern
1940 St. Gallen
1.941 Zurich
1942 Geneva
1943 Fribourg
1944 Winterthur

1945 BePa.
194SiOn
1947 Luzern
1948 Schaffhausen
1949 Vevey
1950 Grenchen
1951 Bern
1952 Wattwil
3.953 Geneva
1954 Luzern

3.955 Bailie
1956 St. Gallen
1957 Male
3.958 Bellinzona
1959 La Chaux-deo,

Fonds
1960 Bern
1961 Thun
1962 Baden
1963 Fribourg

1964 Langenthal-
1965 Bulle
1966 Basle
1967 Stens
3.968 Wil (St.G.)
1969 Yverdon
1970 Locarno
1971 Kati (ZH)
3.972 Chur

The official cancellations applied to the cards (or covers) for 'Stamp Day'

do not include all the special postmarks used on that day, for many exhibitions are
held on the same date and have their own cancellations, moStly franked by the Swiss
mobile post offices which are in attendance on such occasions.

The early cards, particularly those of 1937 to 1942 with the various
colours and languages, are now becoming difficult to find and some hunting may be

necessary to form a complete collection.

with regard to this year's event, the Philatelisten-Vereins RItia was
founded in Chur in February 1938, yet Chur has had to wait until 1972 to be given

the honour of holding . 'Stamp Day' in Switserland's largest Canton.  During the years

it has been held 4 times in Basle and 7 times in Bern (or Ct. Bern), yet in phil-
atelic history Chur and the Graubtinden have played as large a role as Basle, Geneva
and Zurich. Already famous for its natural beauties, it was in the last quarter of

the 19th century that the initiative of Johann Badrutt of St. Moritz promoted winter
tourism. There was then no Rhltian railway and sleighs had to: be used for transport.

The post-coach also shed its wheels, was put on sleigh-runners
and continued its functions. On the official card for 1972
is shown such a vehicle, known as a berline, carrying 4
passengers and drawn by 2 or 3 horses. Routes in GraubtInden
covered in this way were St. Moritz-Castaaegna, Schuls/Scuol-
?funds (Tirol) and Davos-Clavadel. The two-colour engraving
has been made by Heinz Moser, a member of the Philatelisten-
Vereins Rg tia in Chur.

The postmark shows a posthorn and the arms of the three
Leagues which made up the Cantont the 'Grise' or 'Grey League, the 'Casa Dei' or
'House of God' and the 'League of the Ten Districts', more usually seen in the

modern form with the centre shield beneath the other two.
E.J.R.
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The following article from the 'CIBA REVIEW' is published by kind permission
of CIBA Ltd. of Basle and at the request of members, particularly Mr. F. Boswell

of Bournemouth.
PRINTING POSTAGE STAMPS

PRINTING PROCESSEq: Any one or a combination of several different methods may
be employed to print postage stamps, i.e. .

Planographic printing: Lithography; Offset'

Relief (typographic)printing: Letterpress; Hand press

Gravure (intaglio) printing: Copperplate engraving; Steel-plate engraving;
Photogravure; Rotogravure

The serious philatelist will be familiar with these printing processes, the

ordinary letter-writer will know by sight those favoured to-day. The historical
'Zurich 4 & 6', like the famous 'Double Geneve", were produced by lithography.

The 'Basic Dove' was printed by using a combination of letterpress and die-stamp
methods. The 'Standing Helvetia' is a classic example of copperplate engraving

and the ordinary 50c. 'Spalentor' issue is typical of modern steel-plate gravure.

products. The photogravure method was employed to print the stamp commemorating

the 500th anniversary of the founding of Basle University.

. Like the motif and the over-all design, the printing process used must be

selected by the post office with a wary eye on the preferences and prejudices of

the general public at home and abroad. Postage stamps may originally have been

no more than receipts confirming prepayment of delivery charges, but to-day they

are an important advertising and propaganda medium as well as a form of contempt:Jr?...

ary art.

, The cost of a printing process is just as important as the quality of the

stamps it produces. In Switzerland, stamps were printed until 1936 by the letter-
press and copperplate etching methods, the cutting and perforating of the sheets

being separate follow-up processes.  But then increasing sales of stamps (19361

443 million; 19471 942 million) compelled the ?TT to buy high-speed rotary

printing presses, an outlay of capital which could only be justified by running

these new installations at full capacity to produce huge series. Hence the

decision to print the most widely and frequently used stamps, i.e. all the

ordinary values of the regular series, by the steel-plate gravure method.
Switzerland's special polychrome issues are less numerous (260 million in 1966)
and are produced by a firm specializing in photogravure printing.

Postage stamps are akin to bank notes in thst they represent hard cash. The

methods used to print them must, therefore ) provide a high degree of protection

against fraud, a requirement which is beat met by using hand-engraved steel plates.

Watermarks, mottled colours etc. in the paper used are really secondary

precautions.

mulalc IJR, TAMPS: Nowadays the general public definitely prefers eye-catching
multicolour stamps. The elegant monochrome stamp has gone

out of f9 hion, it is used primarily as a receipt for postal services rendered
rarely as a medium for propagating an idea or boosting a welfare scheme.

s ring in mind this preference for more colour, the ?TT have sought to
coftine the economy of steel-plate gravure with high-aesthetic standards while

giving the public what it likes. The outcome is the multicolour gravure print.

The Wit III rotary gravure machine used by the ?TT was built by Winkler
Fallart AG of Bern. It has three plate cylinders and, when these are used in

combination, the machine can Produce:

a) two or three-colour combined steel-plate/photogravure prints

b) monecolour, two-colour and three-colour steel-plate gravure prints

c) monocolour or two-colour photogravure prints.

For practical reasons, almost exclusive use is made of steel-plate gravure

combinations.
The steel-plate or die is a mirror-image, negative-relief copy of the orig-

inal image. It is engraved by hand using nothing more complicated than a

graver, a mirror, and a double lens magnifier; the work takes several weeks to

complete. The depth of the_engraved lines varies between 15/1000 and 70s80/1000

me!

A die must be made for each colour used in a multicolour stamp; the picture

to be reproduced must be broken down into its component colours.  The die used

to make the No. 1 plate cylinder usually shows all the outlines and main contours
of the printed image.
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The dies used in making plate cylinders Nos. 2 and 3 are marked with manually
engraved or chemically etched cross line Screens for the other two colours in the
image. Engraving the dies for cylinders hos.. 2 and 3 calls for great skill since
the areas to be used in printing have to be broken down into a fine cross-line
screen of dots and dashes. Each square centimetre contains 80 vertical and 80
horisontal lines, giving 6,400 pinta of intersection which must be clearly defined.
The precision of execution required is the absolute limit of . what can be expected
of the human eye and hand. To simplify the engraver's task, attempts are now s
being made to draw and etch the cross-line, screen by photochemical processes,

After engraving, the die is heated to 820°C. (1508°F.) in a cyanogen bath and
hardened by immersion in salt water. A positive impression of the engraving is
then obtained on a steel cylinder, the gills by rolling it under pressure up to
five tons over the hardened die. As a rule, four mills are made. The best mill
is used to produce 6 negative impression of the engraving on the plate cylinder, a
precision made-, polished roller of copper or steel.  This operation is carried out
on a,manually Operated machine by highly . skilled craftsmen and takes four to six
days, depending on the number of stamps to be printed at each impression.

'A plate ,cylinder is overhauled after it has printed 20 million to 30 million
stamps, the original mill being used to restore the sharp outlines of the image.
An overhaul takes about half a day, and the cylinder is then good for another 20
million to 30 million stamps. Overhauls may be repeated virtually without limit.

plate cylinder etched by photochemical methods cannot be overhauled and used
Indefinitely. After it has printed 10 million to 20 million stamps of simple or
moreAntricate design, it is so worn that it must be replaced because the quality
of the prints falls below tolerable levels. Obviously, it pays to use the steel-
plate gravure method for stamps which are to be printed in large series over a
period of years.

RAW 'MATERIALS.:

PritAing inks: Popular acceptance and approval of a given stamp depends as much
1 on optically pleasing colours as on appropriate presentation of the

motif. The colours used must be very fast to light and shade changes.  More than
200 Million Swiss 20 cent stamps are used every year (10 cent stamps before rates
went up), so the plate cylinder must be overhauled about ten times per annum.
Assuming that a series is issued by the PTT for A period of ten years, these, figures
represent 100 runs of 20 million stamps each. And the goal is a final impression
which varies in no way from the very first!

In principle, the same high standards are required of inks whether they be used
for steel-plate gravure or photogravure. In practice, however, photogravure calls
for somewhat higher ink performance because the image is broken down into a very,
fine cross-lined screen which precludes accumulation of colour layers. With steel-
plate gravure, colour layers up to 10/100 mm per etched line may occur, and these
are naturally very durable.

The pigment inks used in steel-plate gravure must have several properties:

FAstness to shade

	

	 Stamp coleurs should not fade, and the last impression
should look exactly like the first.

9.9.9A-X19.11 : The pigment content is tested by mixing the ink with progressively
, larger proportions of white lead to determine how much is required

to produce any given shade between full and weakest strength.
Light fastness t Parallel tests are carried out in daylight and ultraviolet light.

Fastnees to alkali: In steel-plate gravure, the surplus colour on the plate
cylinder is wiped off by a cloth dabber moistened with potas-

sium carbonate. If the inks are not fast to alkali, the colours will run while
they are drying.
,Stability to acid: At least limited fastness to acid is essential. Stamps are

often kept in the mpst unlikely places and exposed to atmos-
pheric influences. Stability to acid also offers a degree of protection against
fraudulent duplication of stamp colours.

Consistency: The materials in an ink, particularly the binding agent, determine
its consistency.. Inks of different consistency have different

printing qualities, the surplus can be wiped more or less cleanly off the plate
cylinder by the dabber.
Particle size: The pigment particles in the ink ahould not have a diameter in

excess of 2.5 U.
Inks for steel-plate gravure printing are made by mixing pigments with linseed
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oil varnishes of various consistencies, adding magnesium and calcium as fillers,

ald4rinding the whole mixture to produce a buttery mass.  The ratio of fillers

to pigments is about 1:1. High viscosity inks are required because, when trans-

ferred to the paper, they must stand on it in relief until they dry.. Without

fillers the colours would spread, obliterating contours and contrasts until, in

extreme cases, they eventually would flow together to make a featureless splodge.

Photogravure colours should in principle have the same properties am the inks
used in steel-plate gravure. They need not be fast to alkali because the

impression cylinder is fitted with a steel doctor blade and not with a cloth dabber.

The pigments are mixed with resin varnishes and solvents (Xylol) which ensure the

rapid drying characteristics necessary in multicolour rotary press printing.

The paper used for Swiss stamps serves two purposes; it is both the

substrate for the picture which constitutes the stamp and an essential

element in one of the PTT's most modern installations, the machine which automati-
cally sorts envelopes by size and lines them up with the stamp in the proper positior
for cancelling.

The paper is free of mechanical wood pulp but has a low rag content. Stamps
printed by steel-plate gravure are coated on one side with a layer of phosphorescent

zinc sulphide. In the sorting machine, electronically steered pick-up heads

(sensors) detect the phosphorescent layer, then actuate mechanical devices which

reverse and turn the envelopes until all the stamps are in one corner.  The sorter

can deal with 20,000 letters per hour.

Virtually the same kind of paper is used for stamps printed by the photogravure

method. However, the phosphorescent zinc uulphide is oixed with the chalk overlay

applied to 'close the pores in the surfaces of the paper and ensure satisfactory

reproduction of the fine screen on the plate. cylinder.

An outside firm of specialists applies the rum to the back ofPTT stamps.

The gummed paper is fed into the rotary press in rolls 70 cm. side and weighing

about 100 kg. each.

REGISTER CONTROL: Perfect reeieter is essential for printing high-grade multi-

colour postage stamps, but it is attainable only it the web

runs true through the rotary press. Slight variations in tension or skewed

running of the paper will result in off-register colours and off-centre perforation.
To prevent the occurrence of such faults, modern presses are fitted with fully

automatic proportional action register governors. However, conventional governors

tend to undercorrect additive errors of register and to overcorrect subtractive

errors. Corrections tend to be either inadequate or excessive, particularly when

the press is starting its run, resulting in unnecessary waste

The Autotron proportional differential governor fitted to the PTT's new SSR III

rotary press includes a computer which measures both the error in register and the

rate of error correction. Taking this second factor into account prevents

overcorrection and undercorrection.  The Autotron eliminates errors of register

faster, with greater precision, and with less waste than conventional governors.

-----000-----

FF ,"4 .	0 'TAL a TE S IN

The rates for INLAND postage are
being substantially increased as from let
January and will, in future, be assessed
on size and thickness as well as weight.

Information so far available gives
the following:

In B5 format (176 x 250 x 20 tam.
Larger than 176 rem. or 250 mm.
Thicker than 20 mm. •0*

Postcarde: 90 x 140 mm. up to
Size 176 x 250 mm. 30 Rp.

Sample post, printed matter and
parcel post rates also receive new scales
of charges.

The SBZ forecasts 3 additional def-
initives of SFr. 1.30, 1.70 & 1.80 to be

in February and a series of Landscapes
in August comprising 5, 10, 15, 25, 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80 Rp. for inclusion in
the new issue programme for 1973.

We await further information.

SLOW C' 'ELLAT IONS

Salon international des inventions
Gen;ve 18/26 novembre 1972 -

1200 Geneva 1 16 Oct.-26 Nov.
40 Jahre Jungwacht Uberall Festival

7000 Chur 1, 4000 Basel
100 Jahre Tnrenmacher!chule Biel -

NO axis souls horlogere Bienne
2500'Bie1/Bienne

Journee des Oations Unies Geave
24 oct. - 1200 Geneva 11 from 16 Oct.

26 MOWC - Ausstellung Mode, Wohnen, Haus-
halt, Kunst, Berner Ausstellungshalle
9-19 Nov. 1972 — 3000 Bern 1 to

19 Nov,

30 Rp.
60 it.p.
60 Rp.



Varieties 

1. Weak impression on the back - whole
2. Weak impressioj on the back - partial
3. 1 blind perforation in the upper margin

Plate Flaws 

1. Typical flecks: in top right value shield, lower left over FRANCO', left
or right parallel in the margin pin-flecked lines

2. Typical lines: hairline in bottom margin, all along the upper margin

3. Colourless place on large '2'

Porn Plates 

1. Upper centre, corner shield lower left worn eargin, star band lighter

.4.2-ta.V.9.Lea

1. Upper tip improved, value shield upper right partly outlines (several) by

improvement lines, similarly corner shield lower left or right improved,

large value shield retouched, lower margin lines partly redrawn.

Double . print: Paris forgery.

A

(To be continued)

G: eR. H. :J. nATCHER AT HOME AT 151,
Park Read, KW8. Those wishing te attend please advise either Mr. Katcher or the
Secretary, Mrs. Rawnsley, not later than Monday, 15th January. Meeting on 17th.
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STANDING HELVETIA 1905-07
Translated by 1rs, K. MacMAHON H. E. CHAPMAN Part XVI

Colour Shades

(a) light brown, yellowieh-brown (b) yellow-brown, dark

Piste Platt

1, So-called engraver's marks: diagonal lines in the 'R' of 'FRAhCO' left
2. Dot under the 'N' of 'FRANCO' left

3. Small colourless triangle, right in the oval (C5)

4. Deposit on the upper right '3'.

Worn Pletes 

1. In the margin: upper, lateral, lower
2. In the upper inscription band or in the star bands

3. In the oval: between spear and head, left or right of Helvetia

Rstouches 

1. Undulating retouching of the upper horizontal lines (A 1/3) of the right
upper corner, dot or engraver's retouch in upper left margin

2. Retouches to the upper inscription band. Improvements in star band

3. Delicate retouches between spear and head (as in the issues 1901 and 1904)

(8 3/4/5)
4. Vertical or diagonal engraver's retouch between spear and head, left of

the spear, right of Helvetia. (Illus.)

5. Retouc les in the oval and surrounding parts, i.e. of upper inscription

band, star band, the upper and right margins.

There are numerous retouches of this value (as also of No. 928) arising

partly from the repeated retouching of the same plate fields. More retouches on w
which the engraver's lines are no longer clearly recognisable, are valued at a
considerably lower price. •

As a result of the existing plates being so badly worn for the 25 cts.

stamp, a new printing plate in steel was produced. The prints from this plate are
distinguishable 

by 
the particularly sharp reproduction of the finer details of the

design. Especiall
y striking is the difference in the word 'FRANCO', the letters of

which are, in the new plate, delineated smaller, broader and bolder than in the
earlier issuee, when the letters were inclined more to the left or right and were

slimmer and larger. Also the figures in the corners are somewhat smaller.

1906 August

•
92A .3.1Ze.....32E2-4,...

1294 Redrawn Desi", Pen. 11i I 11 New Plate
93A t blue ' e

Colour Shade 

(a) light blue, blue
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A. HOYLE,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax

At the December meeting of Northern
members, Mr. G. D. Wilson presented a
paper and display on the early Postmarks
of Ct. Ticino. He dealt with the history
of the Canton and its postal admini-
stration and described in detail many of
the types of cancellations found.

He dia played over 90 sheets of covers
including Helvetic Republic, Ticino Ovals,
at aight-line and boxed markings, official

m I
cachets, customs cancels and ambulant

arkings. Among the more modern items
were 'Day of the Stamp', Rocket Mail,
opening of the San Bernardino road tunnel
slogans and mobile post-office cancels.

MORE SLOGAN CANCELS,:

Lb 1.1anuar 1973 NEUE PCSTTAXEN
Des le ler janvier 1973 NOUVELLES TAXES

POSTALS
Dal Is gennaio 1973 NUOVE TASSE POSTALI

- Various
Sobriete Securite' - 1200 Geneva 1 to

15 Dec.
XXIIes Epreuves internationales de ski

13-14 janvier 73 Le Brassus Vall‘e de
Jonx - 1000 Lausanne 1 to 14 &a,

NEW PUBLICITY SLOGANS 

November:
TENERO Lago Maggiore - CAIIPEGGI - SPORT

EMMENBRaCKE TAGUNGSORT.

The kiiaTLUR CO'LLECTO it

Ltd., jc n in wishing all Helvetia

MQmbers a Very Happy Christmas and a

Prospurous New Year.

* io *

Do not forget our Cocktail Patty

on JANUARY 17tb. Once again

we look forward to meeting our Helvetia

friends.
-It 4

.
4 40

DID YOU KNOW?
that when the new postal rates

come on 1st January 1973 it will mean
that it will cost 60c to send a letter
down the read if larger than B5 (175 x
250 quil) but only 40c. to Finland (or any
other CEPT country) if it is under 24 g.
in weight?

that once again the post office in
Chiasso and other frontier towns in the
Tessin are overwhelmed by couriers bring-
ing mail from Milan and ether northern
Italian cities to Switzerland during the
strike of Italian postal workers? Helps
to reduce the PTT deficit. A loss of
SFr 75 mln. has been budgeted for 1973.

....  that cto used 'BABA' (1971) blocks
are being sold for SFr 1.50 by some
dealers at bourses, and not many takers?
.... that at a recent auction in Basle
a crateful of modern Liechtenstein mint
sheets - SFr.30,000 face value - found.
no bidders at SFr.20,000?

.... that on the other hand a blOck of
4 Rayon III (Z.20), on covet fetched
SFr. 20,000, plus 10A for the auctioneer?

that the scarcity of classic
stamps, in relation to the number of
letters sent, is because a prepaid letter
was considered ki most recipients as a
subtle insult? Did the sender conside r
him too poor to pay the postman? This
changed with the introduction of the
double-rate fine, needless to say*

that all members of an affiliated
Philatelic Club in Switzerland get a
copy of the monthly SBZ 'free'? So
join a Swiss club if you would like to
receive the SBZ regularly. Using your
philatelic knowledge as the 'bridge'
you will be surprised how quickly you
can improve your ability to read German
and French,

..... that Zumstein and the Swiss
Entires Club are preparing a new edition
of their popular 1965 "Ganzsachen"
catalogue (no relation to our Dr. Ganz!)
and appeal for information on correct-
ions etc.?

..... that the PTT refused to send a
Mobile Post Office to the recent Phil-
atelic Exhibition in Winterthur? Not
worth the high cost. So those expecting
an interesting cachet with the two
Kyburg lions rampant will be disappointed.

..... that Question No. 7 is: Which
Swiss stamp shows these two lions and

at is the significance of the two
anchors shown?

....  that the answer to No. 6 is the

70c. orange Z.365. The tower shown is
actually on,the,left-hand side of the
church. In the ''corrected' version ort
the SFr. 2.80 stamp (Z.394), the tower
has been ',moved altogether.

H.L.KATCHER.
ThL AMATLUR COLLr.CTuft LTD.,

151, Park Road, St. John's wood,
LuhDUN UW6 71ti

PT., ASDA., A1'4,, SPA,

* 4 4 + 4 -4 4
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Monsieur Edgar Wolfgang
74, route de St-Julien

1212- GRAND-LANCY

BO? . 4ELI

DECEMBER 1972

From a
new member 41 .
Switserland,
Herr Bbmmeli,
we, have been
sheen a cover
(illustrated),
bearing a
meter mark and
cancel in red
and a new:typo
of registration
label, a stamp-
ed cachet in.;
stead- of an
adhesive lake,
The . kR''and a
small Portion
of the frame
surrounding
it are in red,
the rest in
black.

Have mem-
bers seenother examples ef this type, which appears

this year?

TOURIST runpm CANCELS:
From 6th Decembers

3415 BASLE-RDEGSAU (1.590)
8217 WILCHINGEN Winzerdorf im

Klettgau (1.591) 
The request for help in obtaining

copy Of 8.65 has now been fulfilled.

ZUMSTEIN

POSTCOpES 

Will members please note that the
3 chief Officers of the Society have now
been allocated postcode numbers as
follows:

MR. A.J. HARDING' IP22 2HZ
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY:. IO2 6UN
le. U. RAUCH: CM2 7QF

These should be added as the last
line for all future correspondence.

to have o e into use around June of

11.10110n1111/A.M....4

9U18 19-Th
New Editions will be published
on 1st September, 1972.

lek1egaiRMEJ,221: Price £5.50
with thumb index: £6.00

197 Pocket size: £Q.70

Please order catalogues from:

Harris Publications Ltd.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London *C2 ?LW'

Supplements to the Europe Ctalogue
4241 published regularly in the

BEAMR, nirtliMPL....741LOS
Journal Philatelique de Berne

• Annual feel £1.70
I/0.M We •n•••110.

For fine, first-class
T E L

send your Want List tot

ZUMSTEIN' Propr. Bertsch & Co.
P.O. Bez 2585, C3-3001 BERN

J.S.ARMSTRONG.
sends GREETINGS for the

FESTIV . E - $EASON

and the

NEW TEAR

to all Helvetia . Members andwill be

happy to continue tø serve them by

supplying their requirements ef

SWISS STAMPS

during the coming Year,

---o0e---

14, Low Lane, Torrishelme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.


